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TIURTY-1WOPATifS OF WISDOM

INTRODUCTION
THE TIURTY-TWOpaths of wisdom are
. described
in an anonymous manuscript
of considerably
later
date than the
Book of Formation,
The first
parahook says:
graph of this latter
'~In thirty-two
wonderfully
distinguished
paths of wisdom did Jah,
Jehovah
Tzabaoth,
the Creative
Powers of Life.
King of Eternity,
God Almighty, Compassionate
and Merciful.
Supreme and Exalt~d,
Who is
Eternal,
Sublime,
and Holy is His
Name, decree and create His univ~rse
by means of three kinds of characters
(0~1~): Numbers, Letters,
and
Seph~~~th,
Words. Ten circumscribed
and twenty-two
fundamentai
signs;
· three
Mother,
seven Double,
and
· ·
twel~e Simple Letters.''
In · his Oedipus
Aegyptiacus,
Fr.
Athanasius
Kircher
gives a HebrewAramaic text of the document which
and
describes
the thirty-two
paths,
a . Latin version thereof.
Rittangelius also issued a Hebrew text. which
was followed
by Dr. Wynn Westcott,
Arthur Edward Waite has published
a
translation
of his own.
There is
also a version
by Comtesse Calomira
Cimara,
an d yet another
by Knut
Stenring.
Curs is based on careful
study of the Hebrew text,
and com-1-
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parison
with other translations
into
the English tongue.
The student
will do well to read
the entire
text through,
before taking up the commentary which follows.
The latter
is also
divided
into
thirty-two
sections.
Readers
who
possess
other English
versions
will
find this commentary of use in determining
whether or not they prefer
our rendering
to those
of other
translators.
We have not quoted
versions,
because
the
these
other
greater
number of our readers,
we
are persuaded,
will profit
more by
with one
becoming well acquainted
carefully
prepared
rendering
of the
ancient
text.

All readers of these pages will he
with the Tree
more or less familiar
of Life.
They will remember that on
the diagram
of the Tree the ten
Sephiroth
are represented
by circles,
and the fundamental
signs,
or
letters,
by channels
which connect
the Sephirotic
circles.
Both the
Sephiroth
and the letters,
however,
are known to Qabalists
as' 'paths.''
We retain
this ancient
designation
in order to avoid arousing
confusion
in the student's
mind when he has
occasion
to consult
the classical
Qahalistic
texts.
Actually,
we hse
the noun n1J\nJ, nethiboth, . although
-2-
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its
primary
significance
' is ' .'a
trodden
pa -ths,.''
. may he, like our
English noun '!'ways,''
underst:ood as
being a synonym for 'f' stages, · measures t degreest
statest
modes,
phasest
or catejories~''
.
These paths.
moreover.
are paths
of Wisdom, th~t is, modes Gr phases
of the manifestation
of Chokmaht the
Thus, in the text
second Sephirah.
quoted at the beginning
of this lesmention~d
son~ the Divine Name first
is Jah (ii'),
the specific
d~ific
title
associated
in Qabalah with the
Sephirah Chokmah.
From this it becomes evident
that
the paths of Chokmah are different
_degrees or categories
in the expression of powers specifically
attributed to the second Sephirah,
These
are: ·1. the power of the fixed stars
and zodiacal
signs;
2. the power of
the life-force,
The power of
the
ist of ~ourset
the radiant
enstars
ergy which streams
from suns,
This
power is also the life-force
~hich
animates
all vegetable,
animal and
human beings,
Consequently,
in
studying
the thirty-two
paths
of
we shall
be
wisdom,
we know that
concerned with thirty-two
degrees or
grades
in the manifestation
of the
cosmic life-force,
of

We find, moreover,
tha~ every one
the thirty-two
paths
is distin-3-
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guished
in our text
by the Hebrew
noun i::J11.
saykel,
combined with one
or more adjectives.
The root
of
this noun is a verb meaning properly
''to
look at,''
and the word saykel
really
signifies
''insight,''
or
'l' awareness.''
It also implies some
degree
of practical
skill,
as does
the noun Chokmah, Wisdom.
We retain
the customary
translation.
"Intelligence•"
hut the
reader
should remember th~t saykel
designates
both awarene~s and ability
to make practical
use of inof the
sight.
To be in posses~ion
actual power corresponding
to one of
the paths of wisdom is not oi1y to
know, but also to be able to do.
In accordance
with a Qahalistic
method of analysis,
made familiar
to
you by what you have learned
concerning
lJ~, Ehben, as concealing
the words JN, Ab, Father,
and TJ,
Ben, Son, the noun,~~.
saymel may
be understood
as combining :JO, soke,
with 71, kole,
meaning
''all,
the
whole, every.''
Nor will those who
have followed
our various
explanations
of _occultism
miss the point
here.
Though distinguished
one from
by adjectives
which emphaanother
size
certain
phases
of the Lifepower's self-manifestation,
tnne insight always perceives
that whatever
the form, degree or category
may be,
-4-
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for the time.
under consideration.
every such form. degree or category
is really
an abode (::.iZ') of the whole
(7J) being of the Life-power.
Nor is this
the last word in our
Qabalistic
analysis
of iJ~.
The
first
letter
of the noun is the
letter.''
Shin,
illustrated
''holy
This letter.
by Key 20 of Tarot.
because
its
value
is 300. is the
alphabetical
symbol £or D'ii71{ mi.
Ruach Elohim,
the Creative
Lifeis Kaph.
Breath.
The second l~tter
corresponding
to Key 10. and representing
conscious
grasp.
or comprehension.
of the universal
order.
The third
letter
is lamed.
which
Tarot illustrates
by Key 11, a symbol of action wherer~ the comprehension symbolized
by Kaph is put to
work to establish
poise
and equilibrium
in man's conscious
expression of his siiritual
powers.
Taking all this
into consideration,
it will be easy to grasp the
purport
and intent
of this discourse
on the thirty-two
paths of wisdom.
has to do with the various
degrees of conscious
awareness
manifested
by the One Identity
in the
production
of the universe
and all
it contain 0 CThese degrees
of conscious
awareness
and activity
are
powers of man. They are present
in
every
human bein ~
To know what

p_t

-5-
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they are.
with
this
practical

and to live
~nowledge,
Qabalist.

in
is

accordance
to be a

Like
the Yoga Sutras
written
by
Patanjali,
the Thirty-two
sections
of this
little
treatise
are extraordinarily
compact.
The primary
the
reason
for this
is to enrfle
student
to commit them to memory.
The secondary
reason
is to prevent
a
superficial
reader
from understanding the true
purport
of the text.
Nobody can find out what these
paragraphs
mean, unless
he takes
them as
guides
for meditation.
They are
like
sign-posts.
They show the student
in what direction
to turn
his
thought;
but the vital
secret
of any
one of these
paths
cannot
he disclosed
by words.
Explanation,
comment~ry,
a~d •lahorati~n
.are possibu~ beyond what may
ble,
of course,
be sai~
or written
there
is what
must ' be discove~ed
by every
single
student
for himself.
This
is ~he
real
secret
doctrine,
the truly
ineffable
arcanum.
Nobody withholds
it from yout if you do not know it.
What bars you from participation
in
who
the
consciousness
of · '' ·those
know. hut cannot
tell''
is oily
your
own lack of determination,
only your
own want of skill
in managing
your
mental
powers.
We have done what
clarify
the anci~nt

-6-
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the writing
on these
thirty-two
sign-posts
legible,
and to express
it in English
words which will convey, as well as any translation
can,
the meaning of the original
Hevrew.
To facilitate
your use of our translation
in conjunction
with your
the postudies
of the Tree of Life,
sition
of each path of wisdom on ·the
Tree is interpolated
in pare~thesis
in each paragraph
of the text.

-7-
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PATIiONE
The first
path (Kether,
the first
Sephirah)
is called the Admirable or
Wonderful Intelligence,
the Sup~eme
Crown.
It is the light of the Primordjal
Intelligence,
and this is
Among all crethe Primary Glory.
to its
ated beings,
none m,y attain
essential
reality.

PATIiTWO
The second path
(Chokmah,
the
is called
the Ilsecond Sephirah)
luminating
Intelligence,
and it is
the Crown of Creation,
and the
Splendor
of Unity,
to which it is
the most nearly approximate.
In the
mouths of the Masters of_the Qahalah
it is called the Second Glory.

PATIinmEE
The third path (Bina.fl, the third
Sephirab)
is called the Sanctifying
Intellig~~ce,
and it is the Foundation of Primordial
Wisdom, termed
Firmness of Faith,
and Root of thy
Mother.
It is the Mother of Faith,
for the power of Faith emanates from
it.

PATiiFOUR
The fourth path (Chesed or Gedulah, the fourth Sephirah)
i~ called
-8-
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or

the Measuring.
Arresting
Receplnteliigence.
and it is so
tacular
called
because
from thence
is the
origin
of all beneficent
power of
the subtle
emanations
of the most
a'vstract essences.
which emanate one
from - another
by the power of the
Primordial
Emanation.
PATIi FIVE
The fifth path (Pachad, Geburah or
Deen. the fifth
Sephirah)
is called
the Radical Intelligence,
and it is
so called
because
it is the very
substance
of Unity.
and is within
of that Binah which
the subst~nce
the
itself
emanates
from within
depths (literally.
''fro~
within the
enclosure'')
of the Primordial
Wisdom.

PATHSIX
. The sixth
path (Tiphareth,
the
sixth
Sephirah)
is callei
t~~ InInfiuence,
telligence
of Separative
and it is so called
because
it
g~thers
together
the emanations
of
the archetypal
influence,
and communicates them to all those blessed
ones who are united to its essence.
PATHSEVEN
The seventh
path (Netzach.
the
seventh Sephirah)
is called the Occult or Hidden Intelligence,
and it
is so called because it is the brilliant
splendor of all the intellec-9-
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tual powets whi~h . are 'be .h'.el'd by the
eye of unde r '·s'.t'li:n8S ng and by the
thought
of faith •
. PAnl EIGHT
The eighth
path (Hodt _the eighth
lnSephirah)
is called the Perfect
telligencet
and it is so called
beca~se it is ~he dwelling-place
of
the Primordial.
It has no root in
which it may_ afide.
other than the
recesses
of Gedulah, whence its essence emanates.

PATHNJNE
Th~ ninth path (Yesod• the ninth
the Pure lnSephirah)
is called
telligenie.
and is so called beciuse
it purifies
the essence
of the
Sephiroth.
proves
and preserves
t~eir imagest arid prevents
them from
loss by their union with itself.
PATii TEN
The tenth
path
(the tenth
Sephirah,
Malkuth)
is called
the
Resplendent
lntelligencet
and is so
called
because
it is exalted
above
every head. and sits on the throne
of Binah.
It illuminates
the splendor of all the lights,
and causes
the flowing forth of influence
from
the Prince of . Countenances.

PATHELEVEN
The eleventh
path (Aleph. J01n1ng
Kether
to Chokmah) is called
the
Scintil!ati
~~ or Fiery Intelligence.
· 10-
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It is the essence of the veil placed
before the dispositions
and order of
the superior
and inferior
causes.
He who possesses
this path is in the
enjoyment
of great dignity;
for he
stands
face to face with the Cause
of Causes.

PATHTWELVE
The twelfth
path (Beth,
joining
Kether to Binah) is called
the Intelligence
of Transparencyt
because
it is the im~ge of that phase of
Gedulah jlit~rally~'fof
that wheeling of Gedulah'')
which is called
Chazchazith,
the source of visi~n in
those who behold apparitions.

PATH TIURTEEN
· The thirtee~th
path (Gimel, joining Kether to Tiphareth)
is called
the Uniting
Intelligence,
or Conductive
Intelligence
of Unity, b~cause it is the essence
of glory,
cf£ the truths
of
and the perfection
spiritual
unities.

PATHFOUR1EEN
The fourteenth
path · (Daletht Joining Chokmah to Binah) is called
the
Luminous Intelligence,
bec~use
it
is the essence
of that
Khashmal
which is the instructor
in thesecret
foundati~ns
. of holiness
and
perfection.
-11-
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PATIIFIFl'EEN
The fifteenth
path (Heh. Joining
Chokmah to Tiphareth)
is _called the
Constituting
Intelligence,
and is so
called
pecause it constitutes
cre(or.
the essence
of
ative
force
creation)
in pure darkness.
According to masters
of contemplation.
this is that darkness
mentioned in
Scri~tuie:
•!Thick darkness a swaddling-band
for it,''

PATHSIXTEEN
-The sixteenth
path (Vav. Joining
Chokmah to Chesed)
is c~ll~d
the
Triumphant and Eternal Intelligence,
and is so called
because it is the
delight
of glory, the glory of Ain,
the No-Thing,
veiling
the name of
Him, the Fortun.slt ·e One, and it is
called al so the Gart!en of Eden, prepared for the compassionate.
.

PATIi

SEVENTEEN

·The sevente .enth path (Zain, Joining Binah to Tiphareth)
is called
the Intelligence
of Sensation
(or,
the Disposin~ ; Iht~lligence),
and it
establishes
the faith
of the compassionate,'
clo"thes _them with the
Holy _Life-Breath,
and is called
the
Foundation of Tiphareth
in the plane
of the SupernaJs.
·pATIJ EIGHTEEN
The eightee~th
path (Ch~th, Joining Binah to Geburah) is called the
:..12- ·
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Intelligence
of the House of Influence; and from the inter~or
walls of
its
perfections
the ar~ana
flow
down. with the hidden meanings concealed in their
shadow ·/ and therefrom is union with the innermost
reality
of the Most High.
PATH NINETEEN

The nineteenth
path (Teth, joining
Chesed to Geburah) is called the Intelligeni~
of · the S~c~et
of all
spiritual
activities,
because of the
influence
spread by it from the su~
preme blessing
and the supernal
glory.

PATiiTWENTY
The twentieth
path (Yod, Joining
is called
the
Chesed to Tipharetb)
Intellig~nce
of Will.
heca~se
it
forms all patterns,
and to know this
Intelligence
js to krrow all the reality of the Primordial
Wisdom.
PAffl 'IWENTY-ONE

The twenty-first
path (Kaph, 301ning -Chesed to Netzach) is called the
Intelligence
of Desirous Quest, because it receives
the divine influence,
which it distributes
as a
blessing
to all modes of being.

PATii1WENTY-TWO
The tw~nty-second
path . (Lamed,
joining
Geburah to Tiphareth)
is
called
the Fait!1[f)
Intelligence,
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because by it spiritual
powers are
increased.
All dwellers
on earth
are under its shadow.
PATH 1WENTY-THREE
Th~ twenty-third
path (Memt Jointhe
ing Geburah to Hod) is called
Stable
Intelligencet
because it is
the power of permanence in all the
Sephiroth.

PATIi1WENTY-FOUR

Th~ twenty-fourth
path (Nun. Jointo Netzach) is called
ing Tiphareth
the Intelligence
of Resemblance (or.
Imaginative
Intelligence).
because
it constitutes
the similarity
in the
likenesses
of all created beings.
PATH TWENTY-FIVE
The twenty-fifth
path (Samekht
joining
Tiphareth
to Y~sod)
is
calle~ the Intelligence
of Probation
or Trialt
because
it is the first
test whereby the Creator
tries
the
compassionate.
PATH 1WENTY-SIX
The twenty-sixth
path (Ayin. Joining Tiphareth
to Hod) is called
the
Renewing
Intelligence.
because
thereby God--blessed
be He!--renews
all things which are begun afresh in
the .cre _ation of the world.
FATH TWENTY-SEVEN
The twenty-seventh
path
(Peh.
joining
Netzach to Hod) is called
-14-
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the Exciting
or Active Intelligence~
and it is so called
because
thence
is created
the spirit
of every creature under the supreme orb, and the
assemblage of them all.

PATIITWENTY-EIGHT
The twenty-~ighth
path (Tzaddi,
joining
Netzach to Yesod) is called
the Natural
Intelligence,
because _by
it is perfected
the nature
of all
things under the c•h of the sun.

PATHlWENTY-NINE
The twenty-ninth
path (Qoph, joining Netzach
to Malkuth)
is called
the Corporeal
Intelligence,
because
it marks out the f~rms of all bodies
which are incorporated
under every
revolution
of the zodiac,
and is
what constitutes
the arrangement
and
the disposition
thereof.
PATii TIURTY
The thirtieth
path (Resh, Jo1n1ng
Hod to Yesod)
is called
the Collective
Intelligence,
because thence
astrologers,
by the judgm&nt of the
stars
and the zodiac,
derive
the
perfection
of their . knowledge of the
revolution
of ruling principles.

PATIi THIRTY-ONE
The thirty-first
_path (Shin, joining Hod to Malkuth)
is called
the
~erpetual
Intelligence,
because
it
rules
the movements of the sun and

-15-
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moon according
to their
constitution,
and perfects
all the powers of
all the revolutions
of the zodiac.
and the arrangement
(or.
form) of
their
judgments.

PATIITHIRTY-1WO
The thirty-second
path (Tav. Joining Yesod to Malkuth)
is called
bhe
Serving,
or Administrative,
Intelligence because
it directs
all
the
operations
of the seven planets,
and
concurs therein.

•

• •• •
•• •
• • ••

•

TI-IEPOWERSOF AN ADEPT
In the Introduction
to Transcendental
Magic, Eliphas
Levi quotes
sixteenth
century
manuscript•
as
follows:
''These
are the powers and privileges
of the man who h-olds in his
right hand the clavicles
of Solomon.
and in his left
the branch
of the
blossoming
almond.
Aleph.--He
beholds
God face to
face.
without
dying,
and converses
familiarly
with the seven genii who
command the entire
celestial
army.

-16-

Beth,--He
is above all afflictions
ang all fears,
Gimel,--He
reigns
with all heaven
and is served by all hell.
Oaleth,--He
disposes
of his -0wn
health
and life,
and can equally
influence that of others.
Heh.--He can neither
be surprised
by
by misfortune,
nor overwhelmed
disasters,
nor conquered
by his
enemies.
Vav,--He
knows the reason
of the
past,
present,
and future.
Zain.--He
possesses
the secret
of
the resurrection
of the dead and the
key of immortality.
''Such are the seven chief privileges,
and those which rank next are
as follows:
Cheth,--To
stone.
Teth.--To
medicine.

find

the

enjoy

philosophical
the

universal

Yod.--To be acquainted
with the
laws of perpetual
motion,
and to be
in a position
to demonstrate
the
quadrature
of the circle,
Kaph.--To
change into gold not only all metals,
but also the earth
itself,
and even the refuse
of the
earth.
Lamed,--To
subdue the most ferocious
animals
and be able to pronounce the words which paralyze
~nd
charm serpents.
-17-
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Mem.--To possess
the Ars Notaria
which gives the universal
science.
Nun.--To
speak learnedly
on all
subjects,
without
preparation
and
without
study.
''These,
finallyt
least
powers of the

are the
magus:

seven

Samekh.--To
know at first
sight
the deep things of the souls of men
and the mysteries
of the hearts
of
women.
Ayin.--To
force nature to make him
free at his pleasure.
Peh.--To
foresee all future events
which do not depend on a superior
free will,
or an all undiscernible
cause.
Tzaddi.--To
give at once and to
all the most efficacious
consolations
and the most wholesome counsels.
·
Qoph.--To
triumph
over adversi.ties.
conquer love and hate.
Resh.--To
Shin.--To
have the secret
of
wealth,
to be always its master and
never its slave.
To know how to enjoy even poverty
and never become
abject
or miser a fle.
Tav.--Let
us add to these
three
septenaries
that the wise man rules
stills
tempestst
cures
the elements,
the diseased
by his touch,
and
raises
the dead!

-18-
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At the same time there are certain
things
which have been sealed
by
Solomon with his triple
seal.
It is
enough that the initiates
know, and
as for others,
whether they deride,
d oi lb t , o r b e 1 i e v e , whe t he r t he y
threaten
or fear,
what matters
it to
science or to us?''
The powers here attributed
to an
adept are the same as those which,
according
to Patanjali,
are exercised
by the perfected
yogi.
One
should
remember that
this
magical
manuscript
quoted
by Eliphas
Levi
is,
like
the text
on the paths
of
wisdom,
by no means to be taken
literally.
In the course
of the
lessons
which follow in this series,
we shall
make such explanations
as
seem wise;
hut here,
again,
it is
for the meditation
of the student
to
add to what can or may he written,
the inner
secrets
which cannot
he
put into words.
To this end, we recommend that all
parts
of the text which explain
the
paths
and powers attributed
to the
Hebrew letters
be studied
in conjunction
with the corresponding
Keys
of Tarot.
Careful
and persistent
use of your notebook
is an indispensable
part of this study; but you
will discover
that the most valuable
lessons
you learn
are such as may,
at most, be no more than indicated
-19-

by wh.at you W< ,i te down •• . In many instances
you will find that there are
n~words
to express
what, neverthelesst · ·you know with ah -solute
ceriainty.
In other inst~nces.
though
you may he able to put your knowlEnglish.
you will
edge into plain
perceive
the necessity
for refraining from writing
it.

-20-
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LESSON1WO
THE FIRST path of wisdom is Kether
the first
Sephirah.
From the
MASTERPATTERN and the TREE OF LIFE
lessons,
you have learned
that
Kether is the primary
condensatjon
of the Limitless
Light (il~ T\N ~10))
-into a point · which is a center
of
whirling,
vortical
motion.
Every one of the thirty-two
paths
of wisdom is fourfold.
There is
Kether
in the archetypal
world,
Atziluth;
· Ket her in the creative
world, Briahj
Kether in the formative world, Ye-tzirah;
and Kether in
the world of a-ction or m·anifestation, Assiah.
· So with every on~ ~of
the other t 1hi "rty-two paths.
l '

('1nJ),

Every Sephirah,
m~reover, includes
within
itself
the potencies
of all
the others.
So do~s every letter.
Yet this apparent
complexity
is actually
simplicity.
What seem to be
the mazes of a very _ involved
system
are the component ~arts of something
really quite easy to grasp.
There js only one Life-power.
The
four . worlds,
or planes
of act~vity,
should be thought
of as being
four related
modes o( the existence
of this one power. - Perhaps a comparison
will help you understand.
-1-
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Below 32 degrees Fahrenheit,
water
is solid.
Between
the freezing
point
and that
at which it boils,
water is liquid.
A.hove the boiling
point
it is -gas.
Yet molecules
of
ice,
water or steam are chemically the same.
Their atoms, however,
are composed of protons
and electrons.
Here we have _in ice a correspondence
to what Qabalists
call
Assiah,
~he fluid
state
is comparable to Yetzirah,
the state of steam
to Briah,
and the electronic
state
to Atziluth.
This is, of course,
only a compa~ison,
but it ought to
help you get at the meaning of the
doctrine
of the four worlds.
Remember
also
that
Qabalists
agree with the followers
of Hermes
in regarding
the universe
as being
mental.
They hold that the world
and all it contains
is, so to say,
thought
into existence
by the Universal
Mind.
Kether
in Atziluth,
therefore,
is the primary condensation
of what might be called
the
idea of Limitless
Light
into the
idea of whirling
motion at a point.
Kether in Briah is a more definite
tho~ght
of the same thing.
Kether
in Yetzirah
is an actual
center
of
vortical
motion in the plane of superphysical
activity
wbich is not
very clearly
defined
by the modern
terms ' :'astral''
and ''etheric.''

-2-
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Kether in Assiah is a condensation
of physical
radiant
energy
at a
point
which may be as tiny · as the
focal center of an atom~ or as large
as the central
sun of a wQrld-system
many times Breater
than oui own.
For us on earth,
our day - itii
i~ the
Ke~er of this solar system.
In every human personality
the
Kether
point
in Atziluth
is the
presence
in that personality
of the
universal
SELF, which is designated
by ~he term Yekhidah,
the Indivisible.
This universal
SELF is omnipresent,
and is therefore
centered
everywhere.
The Kether point in Briah, for human beings,
is what some Theosophists
call the ''seed
atom;''
continuing
throughout
the whole series
of incarnations.
It is closely
related
to what some Eastern
schools
mean by the term Ishvara;
but other
schoQls employ the sa ·me term for ·-a
very different
idea,
so we merely
notice it in passing,
without adopting this pa~ticular
bit of Oriental
· terminology.
In Yetzirah,
the Kether point ·is
what the yogis call
the Sahasrara
Chakra . This is a center
outside
the physical
body, but within
the
etheric-astral
vehicle
surrounding
the physical
body. This ''thousandpetalled
lotus,''
as the yogis call
- 3-
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it,
is a focus of the most intense
vortical
motion.
Some writers
have
this
made the mistake
of suppo~ing
to be a center within man's physical
organism.
Actually,
the pineal gland, which
these writers
have confused with the
Sahasrara
Chakra, is only our point
of _physical
contact
~ith the higher
aspects of Kether or Yekhidah in its
relation
to human personality.
This
•'third
eye,''
for most human beings, is merely a rudimentary
organ,
not yet evolved so as to bring the
personality
into conscious
contact
~ith superphysical
levels
of being.
Yet the pineal
gland is really
the
point ~hich corresponds
to Kether in
Assiah,. and, like all other aspects
it is a focal
point
of Kether.
wherein
is concentrated
a whirling
vortex
of radiant
energy.
This primary point is called
Admirable or Wonderful in the original
tongue
whence our translation
is
made. The word is N7Bl0, mopeleh, a
used in the
variant
of ~7B, pejleh,
Hebrew of Isaiah
9:6, where it is
the first
of a series of names given
to one who is also
called
SharU:17~-1ib),
"Prince
of
Shalom
Pe ace. '· '
The Qabalis~ic
text goes on to say
that this Wonderful Intelligence
is
-4 -
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the light of the Primordial
Intelligence.
Thus we are given to underis a Conscious,
stand ~hat this
Radiant Energy.
In whatever world
we are dealing
we find it ·manifest,
with . someth"ing '"which is liTing,
co-nscious ' 'light.
In the lesson -of the
TRE OF LIFE series
entitled
• 'Th -e
Cr~wn of the Kingdom,''
you found
the same idea, where it was connected with the meaning of Resh, the
letter
of the word in:>,
final
Kether.
On all planes
the Ke~her
point is a · contraction
of power(:>),
at a - point
of condensation
(n) .,
which, in relation
to the successive
stages of manifestation,
becomes . a
point of radiation
(1).
_ This is called
also the Primary
Gl~ry.
In _the -0riginal
lanjuage
. ihi~ -i~ TVT111JJ, kahdde ~ashun,
and the noun 11JJ, as we have said
elsewhere,
though ~su~lly · translated
·,'glory,''
has for its primary ·meaning ''weight.''
In ·passing, ·we may
note also that the numeral value of
11:lJ is 32.
Modern physics tells
us l{ght ~as
weight,
or mass.
Einstein
has invented a mathematical
formula which
indicates
the identity
of the uni~adiant energy with the ·mysversal
all-pervading
force~£
_teripa,,
g r a V'lt at i on • To most o f us , t he
is · as · incanmat;hemati _cs of Einstein
-5-
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prehensible
as would be conic sections
to an Australian
aborigine.
We speak of thi•
equation
for just
o~e reason--to
show . that among our
contemporaries
there
live persons
for whom there exists
the possibility of formulating
concepts
clear to
themselves,
and to their
intellectual peers,
which are at the same time
beyond the mental grasp of persons
of lesser
attainments
in that particular
field • . .
cann~t solve the
Yet even Einst~in
mystery · of the Primary Glory.
Our
text tells
·us the one thing we need
to know when it says: · ''None may~~tain unto its essential
reality,''
because it
It is good . t-o :kmow ·this,
will
save us ~ a ··gre 'at deal of time
and effort.
Created
beings
cannot
attain
unto the essential
reality
of
the first
path ~f wisdom, because
that r .eality
transcedds
every one of
the lim{tations
which characterize
''crea~~d
beings.''
Whether
the
he, as men used
method of creation
to believe,
the instantaneous
result
or whether
it be
of divine
fiat;
a relatively
long evQlutionary
process ·, such · as is accepted
by most
intellectuals
now-~-days,
the fact
remains that the human personalities
wh~ are the product of this process
to the es~ential
real~
cannot attain
ity of the Primordial
Glory because

-6-
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only that One Reality
can possibly
comprehe~d itself.
For human intellect,
as Eliphas
Levi says ·, the existence
of this Reality
is a . necessary
hypothesis.
Necessa.ry .'.f. because to .experience the
beneficent . re .sul ts of conscious cont act with that power, we must begin
by assuming it to be a real presence
in our lives.
Yet this
initial
assumption
is
On its practionly the beginning.
cal side,
the acceptance
of the
hypothesis
leads to various
consequences.
Among them is definite
and
completely satisfactory
knowledge of
the rea~ presence
of Kether at the
innermost
center of human personality.
Nor is this all.
Though this
knowledge do.es not include (and does
not need to include)
intellectual
comprehension of the essential
reality of the Life-power,
it does include an ever-increasing
grasp of
the possibilities
for bringing
to
bear the limitless
potencies
of this
real presence,
in order to effect
transformatio
,ns in human personality
itself,
and, through human personality,
in human society and the ph~sical conditions
of human environment.
The radiating
energy projected
from Kether is named N7TC, mezla,
''influand is usually
translated
ence.''
The root of this term is
- 7-
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7TO, which is the singular form of
:the noun ·n17TO, mazawloth,
lite~ally,
the ''wanderers,''
the Heb~ew
for our word ''planets.''
e~ui~alent
from the
Thus th~ force ·proceeding
-first
Sephirah
is identified
with
planetary
· influences;
and here it
· should be ~imembered that planets,
like the moon, do not shine by their
own light,
but by reflecting
the
light
of the sun round which they
- .revolve.
That sun is the Kether of
world-sys~em.
'their
This Metla ~ ii - a whirling
fo~ce,
and in its physical
expressio ·n is
·the spiralling,
electro-magneti~
enfrbm
ergy which is the substan~e
which the atoms of the physi~al uni;
verse
are constructed.
Elecirons
and protons are whirling vortices
of
this
energy,
and they move within
the limits
of the little
''solar
whirling
on
systems'.
of atoms,
t ·hei r own ·axes and ···ri:>und one · anoth. e·r, at terrific
, ra ·t·es of speed.
On the Tree of Life, Kether .is the
point of projection
for three cur~
rents
of this
spiral
force.
· The
first
passes - ihrough the path of the
letter
Aleph, pictured
by the ·Tarot
Fool,
and begins
the active
manifestation
of that
aspect
of the
Life-power
which is known as Chokmah
(~CJn), the second Sephirah.
The
second has for its channel the path
of the letter
Beth, symbolized
by
-8-
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the Magician,
and initiates
the activity
of Binah (nl'J),
the third
Sephirah.
The third projection
from
force
Kether
carries
the ~hirling
through the path of Gimel to begin
the manifestation
of the sixth Sephirah, Tiphareth
(niNB'n), by means
of the activitie~
_symbolized
in
Tarot by the High Priestess
• .
These three projections
of force
by the first
Sephirah are not suces~
sive in time.
They are simultaneous
outpourings · of energy.
The sequence
is logical
rather
than temporal.
The same principle
applies
to pro•
jections
of force
from the other
Thus, for exa .mple, the
Sephi rcith.
force of Chokmah is projected
simultaneously
from Chokmah to Binah,
Tiphareth
and Chesed,
through
the
paths of Daleth,
Heh and Vav; and,
in like manner, the force of Binah
pass~s simultaneously
to Tiphareth
and Geburah,
through
the paths of
Zain and Cheth.·
· ·
·
In applying
what has been said
thus far to your studies
of Tarot,
it will be evident
that the first
three Keys, t.he Fool, the Magician
and the High Piestess,
may be distinguished
from the rest of the Keys
by the fact that they sy~bolize
the
primary differentiations
of the in~
fluence from Kether.
All the other
Tarot pictures
symbolize the mixtur~
-9-
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of this
primary
ers corresponding
oth.

influence
with powto other
Sephir-

The Empress,
the Emperor
and the
Hierophant,
for instance,
do carry
the
influence
from Kether,
since
the(l{e is no other
influence
at work
anywhere
in the Tree of Life;
but
they represent
the specialization
of
that
influence
in the particular
sphere
of activity
corresponding
to
Chokmah.
All three of these Keys,
each in its own way, represent
the
operation
of the Life-power
as the
masculine,
paternal,
procreative
influence.
By contrast,
Keys 6 and 7, proceeding
from the feminine
Sephirah
Binah,
symbolize
the operation
of
the maternal,
organizing,
formative
potencies
associated
with that
Sephirah.
These
distinctions
are worthy
of
most careful
attention.
Remember,
when you give
thought
to them,
you
are by no means devoting
yourself
to
the study
of what is merely
a curious,
complicated
philosophical
system.
The Conscious
Energy
flowing
from Kether
is the animating
principle of your human personality.
Its
various
specializations,
the ten
Sephiroth
and the channels
of the
letters,
are modes of your life
and
consciousness.
In making yourself
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familiar
with them, and with the relations
existing
among them, you are
obeying
the ancient
maxim, 'JKnow
Thyself.''
Through
the path of Aleph,
the
Kether power is transmitted
to Chokmah, and because all powers associated
with Chokmah are above the
human intellectual
level,
the Fool
is the Tarot
symbol of superconsciousness,
Through the path of Beth, the influence
is transmitted
to Binah, and
because
Binah corresponds
to universal
subconsciousness,
the path of
Beth is a symbol of self-consciousness,
mediating
between Kether and
Binah.
Through the path of Gimel, the influence
from Kether
passes
to Tiphareth.
This sixth Sephirah
is the
seat of the Ego of the entire
human
race--the
SON who is ''one
with the
Father
(Chokmah)''
and equally
''one
with tfie Mother (Bi~ah)' ' • . Its link
with the universal
SELF(Yekhidah)
is the perfect
memory which that
SELF has of itself
throughout
eternity;
and because
memory is the
o( subconsciousfundamental
quality
ness,
the Tarot High Priestess
completes
the expression
of the power
of Kether
(which is superconscious
in the path
of Aleph,
and self-11-
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conscious
in the path of Beth) by
of the third pothe manife~~tion
tency of universal
consciou§ness,
inherent
in the Primal
eternally
Glory
of Kether.
path
(Chokmah)
is
The s~c~~d
the Illuminating
Intellicalled
gence. · The adjective
is 1\~TD, mazohiyr,
and should be distinguished
from the adjective
''Luminous''
assigned to the path of Daleth.
The
light
in Chokmah is the original
light
of Kether,
considered
as the
source of illumination
for everything below it on the Tree of Life.
Hence Chokmah is said in our text
to be the Kether of Briah, or Crown
of Creation.
It is the starting
point for the entire creative
series
from Chokmah to Malkuth.
This is
made clear by every special designation of the second Seph1rah.
From our human point of view, the
conscious
energy of Chokmah is superconscious.
It is the Lifepower's own knowledge of its own nature and powers, transcending
every
human mental state.
In one sense it
awareness of itis the Life-power's
self,
prior
to the beglnning
of a
cycle of creative
activity;
yet here
we must be careful
not to be led
astray
by our human time concept.
Creation
is not what was begun a
1 ong time ago.
~t is a continual
- 12-
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process,
going on now just as su~ely
as it did milliorts
of years ago. ·
We must remembet ' that th~ ~~t~ncy
of the Life-power
-is infin ·ite
and ,
eternal.
No matter ~dw long may he
the duration
of cycles ·of mani'festat ion, nothing
can exhaust
t -he possi- .
bilities
of the Life-powe~.
Stretch
:
your imagination
as far as you ' like:
so as to carry
hack the creative
process
to the limits
of yotir ability
to conceive
remoteness.
From
that
point
till
now, however
much
. and · howev :er
has been made manifest,
varied
may have been the · specializ
·at ions of the -Limitless
Light ·, · there
have been always,
and are now, an
infinite
number of · possibilities
' ·of
manifestation
beyond what ~~ · know,
or even can know.
With e+ery ·fu•ment
of time as we recko ·n it,
new: c"y~l~ of creation
begins,
and the infinite
·'
resources
of the Life-power
are ··nt,t ·,
_and can -no-t be, limited
'.by wh,a.~· has gone before •. . This is ·-the me~tting ·. of
Judge _ Tr_oward ' ,s statemept :_.. !. 'Ptinei _ple is not lim~ted
by pr ,ecedent.''
0

a

Cons~qu~ntly,
Chokmah in rela~ion
to Kether . is to be thought · of as ' the
Life-power
.' s · eternal
awareness
of
itself;
aod in thii
sense . Chokmah is
said
by Qabalist: .s to be ' feminine.
It is the mirror
of Kether.
It is
the universal
ccinsciousness,
turned
inward an~ upward t~ward Yekhi~ah.

-13
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Thus Chokmah is ~aid to be the
body of the letter
Yod (\) at the
beginning
of the divin~ name
The upper point of this Yodis Kether.
What is meant is that Chokmah
is the initial
active point of the
Life-power's
self-manifest~tion
(Kether) expanded into the powers of
conscious
life which begin all cycles of creation,
great and small.
It may help you to get the feeling
of this
idea,
even if you cannot
fully comprehend it, if you meditate
~n the symbolism of Key 9 of Tarot.
You cannot fail to see that the Hermit is a symbol of wisdom. Nor will
you have much trouble in seeing that
this old man standing on a high peak
typifies
both the Way-shower and the
actual
maker of the path up which
~limb those for whom he holds aloft
his lantern.
the ';' Splendor
Chokmah is called
of Unity.•'
In Hebrew this
is
and this phrase illustrates
the Hebrew use of a plural
form to indicate
the general aspect
of some thing ~r quality.
Thus the
general
term for water is C\C, lit''seas,''
and the general
erally
term for divine creativeness
is
C'n?M, literally
''strengths,''
which is the plural
of 7~. meaning
basically
~'power,••
and, in consequence, ''God.''
-14-
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Thus the plural
form n11n~, from
~he singular
in~, · echad, meaning
• "one,''
brings
to mind the notion
of a unity by no means empty and abstract.
It is a unity of unities,
a
fulness rathe~ than an emptiness.
The divipe name assigned
to Chokma is il', Jah, the sho~ter.form
of
i1lil'.
Its first
letter
·is Yod, and,
as you have_ learned
from TAROT
FUNDAMENTAl.S,
· Yod is a masculine letter
which is related
to the .ideas
of
procreation
and the initiation
of
reproductive
processes.
Because
these
aspe~ts
of the Life-power's
self-expression
imply a feminine
power of the same quality,
whereby
what is initiated
by the ~ale potency may be completed,
the second
letter
of il' is Heh, and this letter
is that which, in illil', is heid ~y
Qabalists
to be the special
-~tt~r
corresponding
to Binah,
the third
Sephirah,
known also as ~C'M, the
Mother.
Thus the divine
name ass .igned to the second path ii that
which represents
the Life-power
as
the universal
Father-Mother,
even
though the special
qualities
associated with Chokmah accentuate
the
• .•Father''
idea.
In Hebrew, the word for' 'Father''
is JN. Its first
letter,
Aleph, is
symbolized
by the Tarot Fool, and
typifie~
superconsciousness.
· Its

-15-
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s~cond is Beth, and represents
self~~nsciousness,
symbolized
by the
Magician.
The self-consciousness
of
Chokmah is universal,
and the SELF
9{ ~hich
it is eternally
aware is
Ye~hidah in Kether.
The number of the word)~,
however, is 3, and this is the number
Binah.
Just as we
of _the Sephirah
. f~~d it impossible to think of• 'Fa. ther''
without having in the background the idea which is expressed
so the very number of
by ''Mother,"''
:ihe noun J~ carries
us forwa~d to
t'e ideas we shall
find associated
~ith Binah.
Nor is this all.
The extension
of
3 is 6.
To think of 3 is to . have
in mind also the ideas correijponding
to 1 and 2, and the sum of 1, 2 and
3 is 6, the number of Tiphareth,
which is called
••son.''
Thus, in
the ·title
JN, we have a fQreshadowing. so to speak, of the Qabalistic
~·so~··· {Tiphareth),
as well as of
-the Qabalis. ..•·tic ''Mother''
(Binah) •
··the · second , Sephirah,
as you have
learned -h· :om ·other · lessons,
is the
Sphete of the Zodiao~ , o~ · Sphere of
the Fixed Stars.
Do not ' confuse the
Hebrew nl';~C, . ~iterall
,_y, .'-•highi a\v 10th.
ways , ' ' with ·rn ? lo; : in-a
which
''planets''
. or ··~a~de~~isJ•~
is explain~d
on ~ag~
The word

a:
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to lhe order
and arrangement of the constellations,
and
it should
be remembered
that
the
stars
in these
constellations
are
suns,
not planets.
In one sense masloth
represents
what,
in the New Testament,
is
called
the ''kingdom
of heaven,''
literally,
''kingdom
of the skies.''
Essentially,
in Atziluth,
the archetypal
world,
this
is the Universal
Mind's idea of the celestial
order.
This
is,
so to say,
condensed
through
the three
worlds below the
archetypal
into the actual
presence
of the physical
constellations
in
the sky.
Nor will it escape the notice
of attentive
readers
that the
motion
which
is represented
in
this
order of the heavens
is precisely
the av-1solute,
or whirling,
motion which has its first
manifestation
in Kether.
When .the same whirling
force finds
expression
in the p~ocesses
of organic life,
it becomes Chaiah (n'n),
the life-force
attributed
to Chokmah. What _requires
emphasis here is
that
the Qabalistic
conception
of
life
is inseparable
from that
of
consciousness.
The order
of the
heavens
is a mental
order,
and the
energy manifested
in that order is
not only radiant,
but also conscious
and vital.
-17-
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This energy is projected
through
the path of Daleth into Bina~, to
complete the activity
of the third
Sephirah,
which is already begun by
the influence
descending from Kether
through the path of the letter
Beth.
Consequentlyf
in Tarot, the Key that
symbolizes
the path of Daleth shows
a woman crowned with tweJve stars,
typifying·the
zodiac.
Yet she is
pregnant,
to indicate
that concealed
within her is the paternal
power of
Chokmah (J~, the Father).
She herself is -& symbol of the outcome of
the activity
of the path of Daleth,
as manifested
in Binah.
Note also
the symbolism
of the waterfall
(male) and the pool (female)
in the
picture
of the Empress.
Furthermore, this Key is numbered 3, which
corresponds
to the number of JN, as
well as to the number of Binah.
Again, at the feet of the Empress is
a field of grain,
representing
the
multiplication
(really
subdivision)
which is one of the ideas attached
in occultism
to 3.
The second path from Chokmah is
that of the letter
Heh, symbolized
by the Emperor.
It carries
the influence
from Chokmah to the sixth
Sephirah.
Characteristic
of this
path is the function
of Sight.
In
this ~onnection
consider
this passage from the eleventh
chapter
of

-18-
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the Gospel according
to St. Matthew:
''Everything
has been handed over
to me by my Father,
and no one understands
the Son but the Father,
nor does anyone understand
the Father but the Son and anyone to whom
the Son chooses to reveal
hi~.··
Far from being the announcement of
~ personal
prerogative
of the man,
Jesus,
this
is a perfectly
clear
s~at~ment
of the relation
be~ween
the Qabalistic
' :'Son,"
the EGO of
all humanity,
and the paternal
life
in Chokmah.
Observe that the verb
at the end of the sentepce
is ''reveal,''
which,
in the Greek, has a
definite
connection
with vision.
The order of the heavens is rationand through
the open eye . of
al,
reason
it may be perceived,
Yet
requires
of us that
this perception
we should have awakened to conscious
awareness
of the true nature of the
human Ego,
Finally,
from Chokmah proceeds the
path of Vav and the Hierophant,
in
which the Hietophant
himself
represents
the Divine Wisdom, while the
ministers
at his feet,
typifying
knowledge
(lilies)
and desire
(roses)
stand for the Receptacular
or Measuring
Intelligence
of the
fourth
path of wisdom, as will be
more clearly
made manifest
toward
the end of our next lesson.
The
Triumphant
and Eternal
Intelligence,
-19-
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symbolized
by Key 5, is the direct
expression
of the heavenly
order,
and as intuition
makes us aware of
that perfect
correlation
of forces,
w~ are struck
by its magnificence
(Gedulah,
one of the names of the
fourth Sephirah)
and made conscious
of its
beneficence
(Chesed,
the
other name).
What you need most to realize
is
that,
when considering
Kether and
Chokmah, you are taking
account_of
powers resident
in yourself.
You
are inde~d a center
of expression
for the . Primal
Wi 11, for the ONE
SELF.
Your whole personality,
on
all planes,
is a vehicle for, and an
~xpression
of, the cosmic order.
The Wisdom which continually
creates
the universe
has its afode in you.
And, as you will,
we trust,
realize
more and more clearly,
this abiding
presence of the Origin of All is the
scientific
basis for all the works
of power, for all the operations
of
the Magic of Light,
which are the
prerogatives
of the truly wise.
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LESSON11IREE
THE THIRD path of wisdom is the
Sephirah
Binah, Underscanding.
It
Int~lliis called _the Sanctifying
gence Ctl.'l-1Pi1
i:Jll, sayke l ha-qadesh).
The Hebrew adjective
is from a root
which means ''to
make pure,
to set
apart,
to consecrate.''
The basic
idea is that of selection for specific
purposes,
combined
with that of perfection.
One need
only remember that animals intended
must be without
spot
for sa~rifice
or blemish,
to understand
that the
Sanctifying
Intelligence
implies
to bring
something
which " operates
expressiori
of ~he
about
the best
Life-power's
potencies,
in forms
fully adequate
for such expression.
In human life,
the Sanctifying
Intelligenie
is what makes •aints,
and
~aints
are perfected
hum~n beings.
te~minology,
In the old Rosicrucian
Master
of the . Temple
the Grade
was associat~d
with the Sa~ctifj{ng
Intelligenc~,
and they · who ~ttai~ to
this
Grade corr~spond
exactly
to
what the Church calls
sa{nts • . They
aie
perfe~ted
human beinis,
~~t
apart 'from the rest of humanity by a
perso ·nal development
which
superior
enables
them to exe~cise
unu~ual
mental and spiritual
powers •
.:.1-
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In ~thei ·1i~~o~s on ih~ :Tree of
Life, we have , ~xplained
that Binah,
cosmically,
is the field of separative activity,
whereby the infinite
possibilities
of hhe l,.ife-power are
made manifest
i~ a multiplicity
_of
forms.
Thus the
finite,
specialized
idea of multiplica~i~n.
associated
with the number 3 is really connect ed with subdivisi~n.
The One Reality does not lose its unity through
the creative
process of subdivision
~r specialization
whlih resuits
in
manifold appearances.
· As the single
idea ·of the human ·body . in a sitti"ng
through an
"post ·u_re may be expressed
endle :~."s v·ariety
of :Cha'i'rs ·, ·· stools,
b_enches, and the like, sothe cosmic
wh~ch is b~h{nd any
· possibility
clas~
of sp~iific
f~rms : i~ One,
h~wever ~any v~riations
·m~y result
~rom it.
· ·
These pos~ibilities
in ~he . Univer~al Mfrid are recognized
by what
~all Ch~kmah.
They are
Qabalists
In Chokmah, it
actualized
in Binah.
is as if the Universal
Mind looked
In Binah, it is as if
into itself.
the Universal
Mind looked into the
field
of manifestation,
and perceived the logical
consequences
of
the possibilities
it discerned
when
looking int~ i~self.
Remember, this power of specialias well as unization
is ~ersonal
-2-
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on the
versa!,
As The Pattern
Trestleboard
says,
each of us is
filled
with Unders:1anding,
and by
that Understanding
is guided, moment
by moment, · Until we re .ach a certain
measure
of ripen~ss,
we are not
aware of this guidance,
We believe
ourselves
t .o be autonomous,
selfdirected
b~ing~, gifted
with person· · ·
al free-will,
As we grow riper,
we understand
the error of this belief,
We understand it intellectually
long before
we have any of those higher experiences of consciousness
in which the
outline
sketch
of intellectual
understanding
is completed
in full
color,
so to say, · as a vivid realization
of mystical
union with the
ONE SELF.
Test and trial
convince
us, even
while the illusion
of separateness
is strong,
that by right use of concentration
and attention
we may link
ourselves
to a _superpersonal
source
6f power (Key 1 and the path of the
j~ining
Kether
to
letter
Beth,
Binah),
Furthermore,
by training
in creative
imagiriation,
we firtd
ourselves
able to adapt our personal
mental states
and physical
behavior
in such ways that we put ourselves
in harmony with the cosmic order.
The Tarot picture
of this is Key 3,
corresponding
to the path connecting
-3-
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Chok~ah to Binah.
As we gain skill
in this
sort of use of our mental
powers,
we find th~t the external
conditions
of our environment
do actually
shape
themselves
(as it
seems) in accordance with our mental
patterns.
Careful self-examination
will convince you that whatever understanding of these truths
you now possess
began as an intui~ive
perception.
You didn't
manufacture
it.
It came
·~ti you,
from something
deeper and
·higher ·than your personal
intellect.
That higher and deeper something is
the · Sanctifying
Intelligence,
as
made manifest
through Neshamah; the
Soul.
The single
Bivine
Divine
Soul, remember, that never ceases to
be ONE, though
its
omnipresence
makes it dwell simultaneously
in all
personal
souls,
incarnate
and discarnate,
human and non-human (for
there are non-human personalities
in
this
scheme, some below and others
above the human level,
while yet
others
may be thought of as being,
so to say, streams of evolution
parallel
to that of humanity).
As we begin
to experience
the
truth
that
we are in touch
with
something
-higher,
and as we have
practical
demonstration
that
our
mental
patterns
do actually
take
form, we grow in confidence.
This
-4-
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is why the third path is said to be
Firmness
of Faith,
and Mother -0£
Faith.
Faith
is more than assureance.
It is a power, which can . produce psychological
and physiological
. manifestations.
Faith cures ailing
bodies and minds.
Faith heals diseased circumstances.
Faith enables
those
who have attained
to full
ripeness,
to full expression
of the
Sanctifying
Intelligence,
to perform
works of power far beyond the accomplishment
of average men and women.
Every one of these works of -power is
accomplished
as a fulfilment
of law;
and faith
is the power which makes
these works possible.
In our translation,
the third path
is said to be • f'Root of thy Mother.''
We retain
this not very elegant expression
because
the words
emphasize the idea that Binah is the
root of the material
basis of every
person's
experience.
Binah is our
mother,
the great
womb of nature,
from which we are all born.
It is the universal
subconsciousness, having the same qualities,
on
the universal
scale,
which you have
learned
to associate
with your personal subconscious
activity.
Your
personal
subconsciousness,
in fact,
is one with the universal
(or collective)
subconsciousness,
as a bay
or inlet
is continuous
with t .he
- 5-
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: Qcean',,· Thus Binah is known as the
Gr~~t =sja~ ~s w~ll as being called
· ~C'~, A ima, the Mother. ·
1
_·
-_Tw~ pa~hs lead . from the Sane ti fying Intelligence,
to communicate its
f~/i~ence
to Sephiroth
b~lo~ it~
. On~ carries:
t·h·e power of the Sartctifyi~g _Intelligence
do~n to Tipharetb, and is thus the link,
in man's
life,
b~tween the Divine Soul ~nd
·i. he Ego. · The other
carries
the
power from Binah down to Geburah,
and is th~ lirik between the Divine
Soul and Vo~_1tion •
.• . I
.
.
The firsi _of these is the path of
Zain, symbolized by Key 6, the Lovers.
In the symbolism of this Key,
the angel Raphael (God as the Healer) stands for the descent of Kether
through
the path of Beth, wh·e-r·eby
the One SELF is manifest in Binah as
Neshamab,
the Divin~
Soul.
The
woman represents
the Great Mother,
Binah,
as the agency whereby the
power of the One SELF is communiThe
cated to . the Ego in Tiphareth.
mah is Adam, the Ego in Tiphareth.
In Key 7, the houses in the background refer
to the path ~f Beth,
which joins
Kether to Binah.
The
walled city is a reference
to Binah
herself,
for "Mother,"
' ·'Great
Sea,••
a·nd · • 'Holy City,•'
are all
names for Binah and the
symbolic
Sanctifying
Intelligence.
The char-6-
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:j.o_t and the chario ,te _e _r _, _ toge~ _h.~r
with many other det .~ils
~he ·
sign,
give a martial
as~ect - ~~ this
Tarot
Key.
Thus what . is in -t~e
background of the p{cture
r~late 's· to
the Sephirah
whence
the path of
Cheth proceeds,
while what is in the
foreground
relates
to th~ Spher~ ~f
Mars, the seat of Volition;
:in which
the path
Cheth is completed.
The divine name t'ill~. Elohim, is
path~
Note
assigned
to the thiid
that
it is plui~i~
in accorda~ce
with the idea that th~ ihree Sephiroth on the sami . ~id~ ~t the Tree as
Binah are all associated
with the
idea .of multiplicity.
Elohim, moreover, is th~ name given in the first
chapter of Genesis · as the particular
with creadivine
name associated
tion.
It is the name ~f the divine
sei £-expression,
just ·as iP, Jah,
and
Jehovah~
are names connected with the divine self-realization.
In our text,
the "fourth
path {of
the Measuring,
Arresting,
or Receptacular
Intelligence),
is said to be
the origin
of all beneficent
powers
of the subtle
emanations
of the most
essences.
These are powers
abstract
of Chokm~h, power~ of the universal
which is also the lifelight-force
force of mankind.
They are beneficent powers,
and are symbolized
-in
-:1-
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Key 5~ corresponding
to the path of
Vav, which carries
the influence
of
the Ill~minating
Intelligence
from
Chokmah to Chesed, by the ministers
kneeling
at the feet of the Hierophant,
who himself
symbolizes
the
powers of Chokmah, Wisdom.
The text says also that these beneficent
powers emanate
£~om one
ano~her by the power of the Primordial
Emanation,
which is Kether.
from the first
Its power is carried
Sephirah to Chokmah through the path
of Aleph, corresponding
to the Tarot
Fool.
All these beneficent
powers, then,
ar~ modes for ihe expression
of the
lif~-for~e--of
your life-force.
They are said to be ''abstract
essences''
' because
t ·hey are subdivisi~ns
or specializations
of the
life-force,
like waves in an ocean,
or currents
within
it,
though not
really
separate
from the whole expanse and depth of the sea.
In other lessons
you have learned
that the fourth Sephirah
is the seat
of memory.
This includes
both cosmic and personal
memory, and the
Qabalistic
doctrine
holds that the
Life-power's
perfect
recollection
of
itself
and of itJ potentialities~
as
well as of the entire
sequence
of
events
in the creative
process,
is
-8-
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the basis
for the continuity
of the
What we i~il i•)aws
cosmic
order.
of nature'•
are rooted
-in this
cos. mic recollection,
and th~ depend- ability
of these
laws has its bas1s
in this
cosmic
memory.
Our human
memories
are capable
of being greatly extended
by psychological
practices
which enable
us to get below
the merely
personal
level
recollection
into
the
cosmic
memory.
Some of th~se ~rocesses
are included
in the technique
of yoga, and of related
forms
of mental
practice.
Others
are used,
more or less
without conscious
awareness
of just
what
is being done, by all who are tra1ned in the research
methods
of . pure
science.
By this
we mean that
what
appears
to be scientific
discovery
is actually
participation
in the
Life-power's
perfect
memory of the
creative
order.

of

From the fourth
Sephirah~
the path
of the letter
Teth,
illustrated
by
Key 8, Strength,
carries
th~. influence
of the Receptacular
Intelligence into the fifth
Sephirah,
where
it
is mingled
with
the
influences
descending
to Geburah
from Binah
through
the path of Cheth.
When we
come to study the fifth
Sephirah
in
the' next lesson,
we ~hall
consider
this
more in detail.
Just

now we wish

-9-
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in the symbolism of Key 8, the woman
who tames the lion corresponds
more
particdlarly
to the feminine
aspect
Here bear in mind that
of Ches~d.
every Sephirah
is receptive,
or feminine,
in relation
to that
which
precedes
it, and projective,
or masculine,
in relation
to those which
follow.
The lion,
being
red and
correspon~s
to the force of
fiery,
Mars, active
in Geburah.
Note that
the woman is also a symbol of subconsciousness,
and that the basic
characteristic
of subconsciousness
is memo~y, assigned
to the fourth
Sep hi rah •
. The sec~nd path procee~ing
from
Chesed is that . of the tetter
Yod,
ill~s~rated
by KeY 9, th~ Hermit.
'(hr 'ough it flows _ the influence
from
Cheied
io Tiphareth.
It is the
ch~nn~f whic~ contribut~s
the power
In
of the cosmic memory to the Ego.
the symbo-lism <Sf the ninth Key, the
attitude
of the Hermit, who is looking down and back over a path which
his · own footsteps
have made,
is
clearly
related
to memory.
In Key 9
the masculine
aspect
of Chesed has
greater
empbasis,
both on account of
the letter
Yod to which this Key.is
related,
and for other reasons.
Yet
of femthere ar~ not wanting traces
inine concepts
in this Key, notably
in its relation
to the sign Virgo.
-10-
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The third
path proceeding
from
Chesed is that of the letter
Kaph,
illustrated
by the Wheel of Fortune.
Note that the number of this Key is
10, which is the extension
of the
number 4, attributed
to Chesed.
furthermore,
Chesed _is the Sphere of
Jupiter,
and Key 10, through
the
letter
Kaph, is attributed
to the
planet
Jupiter.
This third
path
from Chesed ends in Netzach,
the
seventh Sephirah,
seat in man of the
desire nature.
In our next lesson we shall study
the fifth and sixth paths, with some
reference
to the Tarot Keys leading
to and from them.
Beginning
with
Tiphareth,
we shall
find ourselves
concerned with powers and principles
belonging . to the field of human per~s most of us know human
sonality,
personality.
After we have completed our examination
of the ten Sephiroth
and the paths belonging
to
them, we shall
take up a more detailed
study of the letters
and of
the paths to which they are assigned.
In that part of our work we
shall find many hints concerning the
practical
use and direction
of occult forces.

- 11-
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THIRTY-TWO PATHS OF WISDOM

LESSON FOUR

THEFIFiH path of wisdom is called
the Radical
Intelligence
(~11Jll ;::m,
saykel
nesharash).
Tree of Life,
three letLesson 8, says the first
1Wl, nasher,
ters
of ~10lspell
eagle.
This bird is a symbol for
Scorpio,
the sign governing
the repriductive
power used by occultists
in practices
which lead to man's
conscious
union
with the Cosmic
Wi 11. .
Scorpio
is ruled by Mars.
Geburah, the fifth
Sephirah,
correspondpath, is the Sphere
ing to the fifth
of Mars.
T~ Gebuiah is attributed
th~ aitivity
of the LifeVolition,
man the feeling
power which gives
that
he has "pets ·onal"
will ·.
Wh~n 1il
is se~arated
£~om the
rest
of ~1~l, what remains
is the
To this · letter
is
letter
Shin (IJJ).
attributed
the element of f_ire which
is also
attributed
to Geburah.
Shin, moreover,
is the alpharetical
symbol for the Holy Spirit,
because
300, the value
of this
letter,
is
the number resulting
from adding the
values
of the letters
in.D'il7~
rtl1,
Ruach Elohim, Spirit
of God. We may
therefore
read~
11Jll as ''Eagle
of
This is a legitthe Holy Spirit.''
it
imate Qab alism,
however E~ange
-1-
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may seem to _;readers ·unf amil_iar with
the verbal devices whereby Qabalists
hide occult meanings behind the outof language.
·
~r veils
rei'Eaile
~f the Holy Spirit''
fer .s to the idea tha .t the Life-power
. is ~eproductive,
as well as creative
and formative.
It continues
and
multipl{e~
its o~n characteristics
in the various
modes of its selfexpression.
Even the Bible,
~hich
emphasizes
the doctrine
of God's
trariscendence,
i~cludes
iany passages to the effect
that man is the
offspr ·ing of_deity,
and not merely
the work of God's hands.
This leads to the conclusion
that
man is essentially
divine.
Only the
v~il~ are drawn ~vef · this
thinnest
doctrine
in many ~abalistic
· w~itings~
There ii reason
to believe
it may be traced
to the preseice
in
Babylon,
wh~re the Hebie~ esoteric
doctrine
was first
formulated,
of
wise men from India and elsewhere
in
the Far East. ·
Since
the symbol of the eagle
. stands for Scorpi~,
the wor~ 1~l may
be represented
in Tarot by Key 13.
The letter
Shin is illustra~ed
by
Key.
the symbols of the twentieth
Study these Keys together,
and you
cannot
fail
to see that
the conscious
i mmortality
symbolized
by
-2-
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Key 20 is a direct
consequence
of
the direction
of the force which is
the active
principle
symbolized
by
Key 13.
This force
is closely
connected
with the feeling
of personal
will.
It is also
the basis
of muscular
tonicity.
Flabby muscles
and weak
will characterize
the sexually
incontinent.
They are characteristic
also of persons
suffering
from deficiency
of the internal
secretions
of the gonads.
In this co11nection
we may note that the name Geburah,
given to the fifth
Sephirah,
is from
a Hebrew adjective
signifying
the
musctilar power of a ~rong
man, .and
the same adjectite
indicates
also
the virile
force manifested
in numerous progeny.
Our text goes on to say that
the
Radical
Intelligence
is so called
because
it is the ''very
substance
of Unity.''
Unity here means Kether, the first
Sephirah,
and . is meant
to remind the student
that the force
of the fifth
path is the same ~7TC,
Mezla, which is the primary whirling
motion concentrated
in the first
of
t~e thirty-two
paths.
This one Conscious
Energy
is the substance
of
all things.
On the Tree of Life,
the aspect of
this energy as substance
is particu-3-
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larly
represented
by th~ third
Sephirah,
Binah, of which Gehurah, the
fifth
Sephirah,
is the direct
reflection,
The Radical
Intelligence
is said to be within the substance
of Binah,
to bring
out the truth
that the ten Sephiroth
are not separate entities,
but rather
ten ways
in which the human mind conceives
a
single reality,
The text continues
with the statement hhat the substance
of Binah
within
which the Radical
Intelligence is enclosed
itself
eman~tes
from within the depths of the Primordial
Wisdom,
This shows that
what we are concerned
with in the
fifth
path is the life-force,
~\n,
Chaiah,
which has its seat in Chokmah,
In Geburah the J;fe-force
is
specialized
as.Ma·rs,
which is the
basis-of
our feeling
of will-power,
Primitive
men utilize
this power
in hunting,
in warfare,
and in the
sex-function.
At this level of evolution,
.the emotion which is dominant
in calling
forth volition
is
what is now termed the ''fear-rage
complex.''
Fearing starvation,
man
hunts for food,
FeaTing his enemies, he engages in warfare.
Fearing his name will be forgotten,
he
begets
children
to perpetuate
himself and continue
his name,
-4-
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In hunting and fighting,
he develops courage,
and s rrengt hens his
will.
Whether he fights
or runs depends on whether his gonads and his
adrenals,
both ruled
by Mars, are
functioning
properly.
Here we
should
remember that
one name for
the fifth
path is 1f£ 11 Pachad 11 Fear.
Nor should we forget that true courage is not to be confounded
with
fearlessness.
The · world's
bravest
soldiers
and adventurers
have confessed that they are far from fearless. · They _face what they fear, and
fight it.
A coward runs away.
When, in spite
of fear,
we face
our adversaries
~ and meet them coura g eously,
we find means to overcome
them--to
bring
them over to our
side . Thus the name of the fifth
Sephirah
corresponding
to man's
highest
thought
aboul this path of
wisdom is f\1, Deen, Justice.
What motivated
~he United Nations
in World \Var II?
Primarily,
.fear of
being enslaved
by the Axis Powers.
This fear led to t _he will to win,
backed by the product{on
of war mat e rials
and by the training
of our
strongest
. men for battl .e.
Yet,
tho~gh
th~ military
victory
was
ours,
it ~i o~l~ too evident
that
unless it leads to the e~tablishment
of a just and la~ting
p~ace throughout the world it will pr~ve to have

-5-
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been hgt a hollow triumph,
simply a
prelude
to ari even more devastating
holocaus.t.
We must bring -,our present
enemie~
over to our side (as we brought our
former foes, the English),
by demonstrating
the actual
superiority
of
the way of life we fought for.
Not
by loudly asserting
that ours is the
better
way.
Not by trying
to force
''the
American Way>, on the rest of
the world;
Force may be necessary,
for some years or decades,
to police
there
has
the world;
but not until
been established
something
like a
world republic
can there be lasting
p_eace.
This will
not be done in a day.
Several
generations
may have to give
their
best efforts
to the bringing
a·:fout of lasting
peace.
It will
take courage and sacrifice
and goodwill.
It will require
the maximum
exercise
of intelligence,
patience
and skill • . Yet it certainly
can be
done, and there are many signs that
among the leaders
of human opinion
there
is an honest
will
to do it,
Here may be what William James was
looking
for when he said men need a
substitute
for war.
The establishment of social
justice
for all men,
everywhere,
irrespective
of race or
creed
or color,
is an enterprise
calling
for even greater
courage
-6-
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and skill
than are required
for the
prosecution
of a war.
Every field
of science
and art ' has something
to
vontribute
to this enterprise.
All
to
types
of skill
may be utilized
advantage
in this undertaking,
Here
is a new frontier,
beckoning
to all
adventurous
spirits.
Among them, genuine
occultists
have no mean opportunity.
They who
are fortunate
enough to be among the
relatively
few who understand
how to
evoke and direct
the subtle
powers
in man have much to offer.
latent
The movement . for the establishment
of a New Order of the Ages, begun by
the American Revolution,
had its inception
in the Western
School
of
occultism,
_and was based on the doctrines
of Qa~nlah and Hermetic Science.
We who are the inheritors
of
this wisdom have .much to do for the
Great Work of extending
the gift of
freedom ·to all mankind.
path
They who are on the occult
have the clearest
perception
of the
truth
that behind
the veil of appearances
is hidden the working of a
f aw of absolute
justice.
They understand,
better
than most men, ·the
utter
folly of the delusion
of separateness.
Truly, therefore,
is the
Infifth
path called
the Radical
telligence,
for he who knows and
acts according
to knowledge of what
-7-
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will-power
really
is, possesses
the
very root of freedom.
It is the delusion
of separateness
which breeds
wars and enslaves
men. The certainty of non-separateness
liberates,
and when its social,
economic
and
political
consequences
are seen, and
made realities,
the result
will be
the establishment
of lasting
peace,
No man lives to himself,
thinks to
himself,
or acts
to himself,
They
who have the clear
vision
of the
truth of non-separateness
exert tremendous influence
on the thinking
of
their
contemporaries,
When, in addition,
a man has knowledge
and
skill
to increase
the range and intensity
of his mental broadcasting,
he is called
to one of the most
valuable
and interesting
works of
practical
occultism.
This is the work_ which bel_ongs to
the Rosicrucian
Grade of Greater
Adept.
Internal
practice
in this
Grade has to do with exercises
which
enable
the adept
to identify
his
''personal''
volition
with the One
Will manifest
in the cosmic order.
Much of this
practice
depends
on
evidence
supplied
by science,
which
de~onstrates
that every least activity of human beings expresses
basic
and unalterafle
laws of the universe.
Familiarity
with this
evidence
helps
the Greater
Adept to

-8-
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dispel
the delusion
that any of his
thoughts
or words or deeds originate
inside his skull or inside his skin.
Thqs the consciousness
developed
by
a Greater
Adept is dependent
on his
adopting the interpretation
of human
personality
as being the vehicle
or
instrument
of the Divine Soul.
In
Tarot,
this interpretation
is symbolized
by Key 7, referred
to the
eighteenth
path of Cheth, carrying
the influence
from the third
Sephirah
to the fifth.
The first
consequence
of success
in this kind of practice
is that the
Greater
Adept becomes a conscious
administrator
of cosmic justice.
He
begins with himself,
and trains
himself
to regard
all his actions
and
work as being,
not his own, but
merely personal
expressions
of universal
laws.
He enters with all his
powers of mind and body into action;
but, through meditation
and · reflection,
makes hafitual
the thought
that whatever
he thinks
or says or
does is accomplished
through
his
personality,
rather
than by it.
He
looks on his life
as being .devoted
of
to making manifest
the operatio~
Divine
Justice.
Thus Key 11 of
Tarot,
which represents
this mental
figuFe,
attitude,
shows a feminioe
reminiscent
of the High Priestess,
the
but having
yellow
hair,
like
-9-
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Empress,
and like the driver
of the
chariot
in Key 7. This symbolism is
intended
to show that K 11 repreattitude,
one which
sents a habitual
is maintained
consistently,
because
it has been made subconscious.
The other
path proceeding
f~om
Geburah
is symbolized
by Key i2.
Through
it the influence
from Geburah passes
to Hod, the eight Sephirah.
This picture
of the Hanged
Man is merely a further
development
<d what is shown by K 11.
The
Greater
Adept suspends
all ordinary
notions
of personal
activity.
He is
certain
he does nothing
of · or by
himself.
He rests
secure
in his
knowledge
that
the universal
life
and law support
him.
He is truly
''the
adept
bound by his engagements••
because
everi the least
details
of personal
activity
are
seen by him to be ''engaged''
to the
other activities
of the cosmos, just
as a wheel in a watch is' 'engaged''
to the rest of the works, and moved
by the power of the mainspring.
It
is noteworthy,
in this connection,
that the Hanged Man is pictured
as
being a pendulum;
and we have been
assured by those who ~re the sources
of much of our Tarot knowledge that
this piece of symbolism was intended
f' clockwork'.
to suggest
the very
simile we have just employed in this
paragraph.
-10-
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ThrQugh the path cqrresponding
to
Key 11 the power of Geburah is carri~d to Tiphareth,
the sixth
Sephirah,
completing
the descent
to
Tiphareth
of the influences
originating
in the paths above it.
The
first
pa~h to the Sixth Sephjrah
is
that of Gimel and the High Priestess,
initiating
the activit~
of
Tiphareth
as seat of t .he One EGO of
all humanity,
which EGO is the Qabalistic
(and also
the esoteric
Christian)
"Son,"
who ' is "one
with the Father~''
The second path
which leads downward to Tiphareth
is
that of the letter
Heh, and Key 4,
whi ch links
the cosmic order
and
power of Chokmah to the EGO, and on
which the comment given in Lesson 2
is for the present
sufficient.
The
third path from above is that of the
letter
Zain, illustrated
by the Lovers, through which the influence
of
the Divi~e Soul in Binah is linked
to the EGO, The fourth path which
from
carries
power down t9 Tiphareth
above is that
of Yo d_ and Key 9,
which carries
to the EGO the influence of the Measuring
Intelligence
of Chesed, and endows the EGO with
the riches
of the Universal
Mind's
perfect
recollection
of itself
and
of all its powers.
Thus , when we come to the sixth
path,
we ar~ ' conce~ned
with something
which is a synthesii
of all
-11-
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the powers of the first
five Sephiroth,
- from Kether
to Geburah,
inclusive.
Here_are
concentrated
the power of the Primal Will of the
one SELF; the life-force
which, cosmically,
£arries
the stars in their
courses,
and i• at the same time the
mainspring
in every human life;
the
jnfluence
of the Divine Soul, Neshamah, which is the overshadowing
presence
pictured
as an angel in
Key 6; the perfect
awareness of all
past events,
and ~heir relation
to
one another,
which must be predicated of the perfect
memory of the
Life-power,
symbolized
in Tarot as
underthe Hermit; and th~ correct
which
standing
of human volition,
Tarot pictures
in Key 11 as the subconscious operation,
in our personal
lives,
of the perfect
law of justice
directed
by ~hi Divine Soul
pictured
in Key 3 as the Empress, in
Key 6 as ~he angel, and in Key 7 as
the rider in the chariot.
Central in the diagram of the Tree
of Life is this sixth Sephirah,
like
a reservoir
into which are poured
the influences
of the five Sephiroth
above it,
and from which flow. by
way of the paths of the letters . Nun,
Samekh and Ayin, ,the influences
active in man's desire
nature,
man's
intellect,
and the Vital Soul which
man shares with the rest of teirestrial
organic life.
He-nee the sixth
-12-
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path of wisdom is called,
most appropriately,
the Intelligence
of the
Influence.
Separative
(or Mediating)
In none of the short paragraph~ -0f
the text we are explaining
is the
language more clear..
It hardly requires
comment.
Yet we ffiay give
some space to the adjective
we have
translated
''Separative.''
In Hebrew this is i1Jl, nibawdel,
from a verb meaning ''to be divided,
separated,
set apart.''
It carries
also the connotation
we indicate
in
English hy · ''to
distinguish.''
The
idea here is that the Separative
Intelli1tence
is a mode of consciousness which acts in man as the discriminative
power manifest
in the
field
of human personality
as that
which classifies
the various objects
of experience.
This is one reason the sixth Sephirah
is named 01R, Adam • . The
allegory
of Genesis
say ·s the Lord
brought all creatures
before Adam to
he named, and whatever Adam called
name.
The
them, that became their
Namer, in _human personality,
is the
central
EGO.
In the lesson on Tiphareth,
in the
we· have .exTree of ' Life ser_ies,
plained
that the Garden of Eden, or
· ''garden
of delight,''
hast~
·do
-13-
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wi~h time also,
because the letters
11~, Eden, may be read with other
vowel-points
to mean ''time.''
Thus, as Ada~ is said in the Bible
allegory
to have been placed
in the
garden to dress it and keep it, the
here has to do with
hidden doc~rine
the One EGOof humanity
and its
time-concept.
The human time-sense
is bound up
with our recurring
experiences
of
night and day, of the lunar phases,
and of the order of the seasons.
It
is a time-sense
peculiar
to us as
~arth-dwellers.
· One might almost
say that our •itime''
is something
we have invented;
and, more than
this,
that we have become slaves
to
our invention.
Thus more than one
wxiter
has dealt
with the illusory
nature
of time; and the investigations
of those
who are seeking
to
explain
the psychology ~f mystic experience
soon make them realize
that
the idea of time characteristic
of
ordinary
men and women is transcended
by those
who enter
into a
higher order of knowing.
Recollection
of past lives
is, in
a sense,
an overcoming
of the usual
limitations
of our time-concept.
When it occurs,
the past becomes the
present,
in the coneciousn_e ·ss of him
who has the experience.
Prediction
of the future
is the reverse
of

-14-
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- A seer perceives
as existing
this.
now, what most of his contemporaries,
and many members of succeeding
generatio~s,
consider
to be in the
future.
Perhaps
it might not he
mistaken
to say that
the whole of
what most of us call past or future
really
exists
now, as an all-inclusive reality,
present
as a whole and
in all its details,
to the Universal
Mind.
This may be too simple a way
to express
it;
but in considering
this subject
we deal with something
which eludes
even the most careful
and subtle
forms of words.
Thus, if
we bear in m_ind that we are r'esorting to what Poe calls
''a thought of
a thought,''
we shall
not fall
into
the error of supposing what has been
said to be anything
like a complete
explanation,
or even statement.
Yet it may serve to help qs realize the truth that the One EGO seated in human hearts
has now a different time-concept
from that of most
hum~n beings.
This is illustrated
by Jesus'
remark,
''Before
Abraham
was, I am.''
He who experiences
the
higher
order Qf knowing characteristic
of the Grade of Lesser Adept
has some knowledge of the same sort.
It may be only a glimpse,
or it may
consist
of a series
of . glimpses,
which~
taken
together,
give
the
adept an altogether
different
timeconcept.
-15-
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On this,
again,
is based Jesus'
instruction,
''Whatsoever
things
ye
ask and pray for, believe
that
ye
receive
them,
and ye shall
have
them.''
· He madr no attempt
to explain
this instruction.
He simply
told his hearers
what to do, in order to establish
the dominion over
circumstances
which is the main work
of a Lesser Adept.
They who follow
this instruction,
when they begin to
do so, are acting
on an assumption
which they do not understand;
but
because
it is a correct
assumption,
they speedily
accumulate
a store of
experience
which teaches
them the
value of adopting
this mental attitude.
One result
is that they rid themselves of impatience.
They are free
from hurry.
They become true believers,
of whom it is written:
''He that believeth
~hall not make
haste.''
We all know that
when we feel
pressed
for time, skill
and precision in action are diminished.
Thus
Eliphas
Levi s~ys a magician should
work as if he had all eternity
in
which to complete
his undertaking.
Likewise,
no reader of the New Testament can fail
to see that one of
the principal
gifts
of spiritual
unis awareness
of ''eterderstanding
nal life,''
which is really
partici-16-
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pation
in a kind of life-consciousness different
in quality
from our
ordinary
time-bound interpretations.
Thus, in explaining
the Tarot Fool,
we have said that his gi~dle symbolizes time, and that when the girdle
is removed,
his outer
garment
of
black and red, denoting the union of
ignorance
and desire,
may be taken
off, to leave him clad in the white
robe of wisdom.
The sixth
path is said to gather
together
the emanations
of the
archetypal
influence.
The powers of
the
the archetypal
world are outside
limits
of time.
The EGO in all of
us is also outside
those limits,
and
the royalty
which is indicated
by
liC, Melek, the king, one of the
names of Tiphareth,
is likewise
above and beyond our time-concept.
Adam is King, exercising
dominion
over everything
below the egoic level, because the true EGO-consciousness
is free
from the delusions
rooted
in the common idea that the
is to be,
past was, and th~ future
while only the present
is actual and
real.
When the true,
eternal
consciousness of the One EGO begins to find
expression
through a human personality,
its
first
consequence
is a
change in that person's
ideas about
death.
This is what is symbolized
-17-
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by Tarot Key 13 and the letter
Nun.
behind the landscape
The sun. rising
in Key 13, refers
to this dawn of a
new time-concept.
It is just
the
rising
sun, at early morning, in order to show that ~he full awareness
(pictured
in Key 19) is not what is
represented.
The sun, moreover, _refers
to Tiphareth,
which is the
source of the path of Nun.
The skeleton,
furthermore,
repeats
some of the conventional
symbolism
we all associate
with time.
For it
and is, moreover,
wields
a scythe,
related
to Saturn,
symbolized as the
reaper,
Father Time.
The second path proceeding
from
Tiphareth
is that
of the l~tter
Samekh,
illustrated
hy Key 14 of
Tarot.
In it we see a crown in the
background.
This symbolizes
Kether,
at the upper end of the middle pillar of the Tree of Life,
on which
Tipbareth
is placed,
with the path
of Gimel above,
and the paths
of
Samekh and Tav below.
The path in
Key 14. stands
for the two paths
above Ye sod, and the pool at its
lower end is the ninth
Sephirah,
seat of the Vital Soul.
On one side
is an eagle,
to indicate
Scorpio and
the path of Nun, On the other · is a
lion, which is here a picture
of the
''roaring
lion''
which is one of the
conventional
symbols for the devil,
-18-
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so that this lion may be understood
to corresponq
to the path of Ayin,
and to Key 15.
The angel
is Michael,
and the
solar
disk on his brow identifies
.him as representing
the powers of
the sixth
Sephirah,
which is the
Sphere
of the Sun.
For the Holy
Guardian
Angel is none other
than
the EGO which · is the true Actor and
Knower, manifestipg
its consciousness and energy through the personal
awareness
and activity
of innumerable human beings.
When a student
devotes
all his personal
actions
to
the direction
9J this lioly Guardian
Angel, there results
a modification
of the activities
of th~ Vital Soul
and its automatic
consciousness.
The practice
~f sompletely
devoting
all personal
action,
both mental and
about
physical,
to the SELF ~rings
the purification
of .the automatic
consciousness.
Of this,
the inevitafle
result
is an alteration
of
subconscious
time
the habitual,
concept.
All wise books testify
to
this,
some very explicitly,
others
by more or less veiled intimations.
The · last
path ·proceeding
from
Tipharetl
is that of the letter
Ayin
and Key 15.
This path and its Key
have .to do with the means w.hereby
the EGO in Tiphareth
effects
changes
in man's personal
inteilect,-which
-19-
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corresponds
to the eighth Sephirah,
at the lower end of the path of
Ayin.
the letter
In our lessons
on Tarot,
we have
explained
that
the . skel~ton
in Key
13, the angel
in Key 14, and the
devil
in Key 15 are not three difasferent
things.
Thes are three
pects
of the one EGO, as that
EGO
appears
to personal
. consciousness.
In dealing
with Key 15 we are to unis really
derstand
that ~he devil
Master of the _Game. He represents
to the igthe way the EGO appears
He typifies
what seems to
norant.
be the threatening
. lion of Key 14.
Yet he really
is what brings
about
man's intellectual
development,
and
for this
reason
the symbol of Mercury is a prominent
detail
of Key
15.
It is by meeting
and solving
problems which threaten
him that man
develops
intellectual
power.
So
long as man accepts
the superficial
appearances
of his environment
at
face value,
his intellect
does not
evolve.
So long as . he believes
in
evil spirits,
or in a single Lord of
Evil,
attended
by hosts of malicious
imps, he cannot catch even a glimpse
of the Eternal
Splendor
corresponding to the eighth
Sephirah.
The royal
power seated
in his
however•
will
not . let him
heart,
rest.
It prods him into investiga-
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tion and action.
It frightens
him
into doing something
t~ remedy his
rniserafle
situation.
For primitive
man, this
leads to the development
of systems of flattery
and propitiation , and to the invention
of magical ceremonies
which themselves
evolve into religious
rites.
These
are clumsy expedients,
yet they do
have some power because they bolster
up the confidence
of those who behieve
in them, and this confidence
is the beginning
of . scientific
faith.
Out of these p~imitive
magic~l and
religious
·systems are unfolded -0etter and better
methods . for control1 ing circumstance.
From magic to
but our
science
is a long journey,
knowledge
of man's
evolution
can
trace
every step of the way.
Nor
does science
altogether
eliminate
magic.
It does get rid of the silly
superstitions
of primitive
magical
~his;
it resystems,
but besides
tains
much which deri~es
from primiti~~
forms of practice,
because
bethose
forms, though the theory
hind them was erroneous,
are really
efficacious.
What needs emphasis
here is that
the evolution
of successive
races of
mankind, and also the development
of
any given personality
in wisdom and
power,
is the work of the EGO in
-21-
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Tiphareth,
and not the work of the
personality
itself.
Up to a certain
point,
every human being is simply
the subject _of an operation
conducted by the EGO. This operation,
for
any given
person,
covers
a long
series
of incarnations.
Eventually,
it brings
the person to a stage of
unfoldment
where he is afle to recognize
what has really
been going
on.
At first,
this
is only
a
glimpse,
and most of the time all
the man's feelings
and sensations
appear to contradict
what his intellect,
in its
highest
activities,
dimly and partially
perceives.
As understanding
gtows, he realizes more and more that his personal
development
is a response
to something above the personal
lev~l.
The
real entity
at work is the EGO, represented
by the six-pointed
s~ar in
the Hermit's
lantern,
or by the
charioteer
in Key 7. For the latter
stands
for the Son, as well as for
the Divine
Soul,
and there
is a
sense in which the central
figure
in
any one of the Tarot Keys stands for
this same EGO. We may, for example,
think of the unfoldment
of personality as being brought
about by the
cyclic
manifestations
of the Lifepower pictured
by the Wheel of Fortune, or as being the consequence
of
the law that
all things
below the
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human level are shaped by human subconsciousness,
as shown in Key 8.
For Tarot simply repeats
one truth
from twenty-two
points
of view, to
which we add ten other
aspects
of
the same truth,
the ten Sephiroth.
This is the truth
that every human
personality
is worked upon by the
Life-power'until
it becomes a perfected
instrument,
able to express
that Life-power's
inexhaustible
energy,
consciousness
and substance.
The practices
of higher
occultism
have for their
object the clearing
of
the channels
through
which the influence
from Kether flows down into
the level
of embodiment
which is
represented
on the Tree of Life by
Malkuth, seat of the physical
body.

-23-
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THIRTY-TWO
PATHSOF WISDOM
LESSON
FIVE
THE SEVENTIIpath of wisdom is the
Sephirah
nll. Netzach,
Victory.
This . :is the Sphere of Venus, · and the
seat of the .desire
nature in human
personality.
It is energized
directly
by the influence
proceeding
downward from the fourth
Sephirah
through ·the path of the letter
Kaph.
With this is combined the influence
from Tiphareth,
descending
through
the path of the letter
Nun.
Note
that in the color scheme of the Tree
of Life,
the color of the seventh
Sephirah
is green, a mi~ture of the
blue of Chesed with the yellow of
Tiphareth.
Netz~ch is, moreovar,
the dia~et~ical
opposite
·to Geburah,
the
Sphere of Mars~ and this recalls
the
hidden relationship
between will and
desire•
which in mythology is indicated by the story of the clandestine love of Venus and Mars. Behind
this myth is the idea that volition
and a~tion
(¥~rs)
are inseparable
from the Venusian image-making power
which is expres~ed in desire.
The seventh
path of wisdom is
called Occult or Hidden Intellig~nce
(in~l ;-;m,saykel nesether),
from
s~wthar,
to hide. to
the verb
veil,
to cover,
to conceal.
The

,n:.
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text makes it clear ~hat the powers
of this path ar~ to be thought of as
being hidden from the eye of sense,
_for it says the seventh
path is
'f'the
brilliant
splendor
of all the
powers which are beheld
intellectual
by the eye of faith.''
What we have translated
as intellectual
powers is
n1ron,
ha~kakhoth
ha-saykeliym,
and the
seco.nd of these two words is simply
the plural
of ,:JI/,.saykel,
which we
''intelligence.''
What is
translate
iritimated
here is · that all the powers of consciousness
are · concentratetl in the · seventh.path.
Yet we may pau -se t ·o ask ourselves
why, in this
particulai
path,
the
emphasis _is on veiling,
or concealment?
Th• answer suggest
itself
when we stop , to consider
the way deirr human conscioussire manifests
. -n-ess. · When we desire
something we
want it, · and this means we seem to
-l~ik whav~ver .we ~a~t.
To the eye
, 6f · sense,
there is no visible
evi' dence that we -really pos$ess what we
·-· -desire ·. Th-e.·form and shape of exc~nditions
appear to say to
ternal
us that something
is missing.
Wheri, h~wever~ we understand
that
the whole creation
is merital, ·and
that
:the · -condensation
of the invisible.
intan~ibl~
powers -of mind · into

ct\,:ron
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the visible,
tangible
things
of the
physical
plane is always a projection of the Life-power
through menunderstand
tal images, we can better
the special
title
given by Qafalists
to the seventh path.
The eye of understanding
and the thought of faith
see our desires
as being sofuething
rising
into our personal
consciousness because
the Life-power
makes
them rise.
[ Our desires
are intimations
of what is already
prepared
for u.s J
Thus it is written
that the Lord
answers
before
we call.
Human desire is the age ncy wh~r eby th e Lifepower brings
into expression
those
activities
which carry the creative
process
beyond the general
averages
wh ich are the limits
of manifestation at subhuman levels.
If we say that human personality
may be regarded
as being an instrument designed
by the Life-power
for
the fulfilment
of its cosmic purpose,
we shall
put the matter
in
language sufficiently
accurate.
Huand the forms of mental
man desire,
imagery human desire
clothes
itself
with, are the means for demonstrating the truth
that the ~ cosmic order
1..Yet all man's
is a success process.
desires
are really
nis intuitive
perceptions
that
what he wants is
really
already his, ] Hence the truly
-3-
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scientific
way to become witnesses
of the actual,
external_embodiment
of what we want is, as Jesus said,
to believe
we have already received
what we desire.
This is the thought of faith.
Not
A
blind.
Not resting
on authority.
thought,
on the contrary,
to which
every achievement
of man bears witness.
They who su~ceed are they who
perceive with the eye of understanding that what they want is already
an assured part of the cosmic order.
They ground their
faith
on their
knowledge of things
as they Teally
are.
They who do this are always in the
minority at any given period of history.
For what they take for their
basis .of expectation
is what Key 10
of Tarot pictures.
They have a better vision of the cosmic order~
Their comprenension of the possibilities
in man himself.
and in his
environment
also,
is clearer
than
that of most persons.
Man feels the
wish to fly.
He has an intuitive
perception
that he really
can fly.
It begins with such fantasies
as the
story of the Magic Carpet;
but ultimately
it finds realization
in our
great
airplanes.
The airplane
was
just as possible,
in the nature of
things~
two thousand
years ago as
now. Yet not until the Wrights com-4-
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pleted
the mental
image to which
many of their
predecessors
had contributed.
not until
they saw it with
the inner eye which penetrates
into
the nature
of things,
not until
the
thought
of a rational.
scientific
faith had sustained
them through all
seeming failures
and discouragement.
did they achieve
the actual
flight
at Kitty Hawk.
In our studies
of practical
occultism
we apply the same principle
to human personality
itself.
We refuse to adopt the popular
view that
human nature cannot be changed.
We
see ourselves
as participants
in an
evolution
by no means completed.
We
live in a fortunate
period,
because
the various branches
of science have
accumulated
sufficient
evidence
to
make possible
for thousands
a truly
rational
faith
in themselves,
and in
the cosmic
order
of which their
lives
are expressions.
This
faith
is not new, by any
means.
It is the same faith
which
has worked ''miracles''
for milleniums.
There have always lived a few
intuitive
persons who have been able
to put this faith
to the test of actual
trial.
What is differerit
now
is that it is far easier
to build up
such faith
because
so many established
facts
support
it.
An old

Latin
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seventh
p~th says:
''It
is called
Hidden because it is not to be comprehended by intellectual
reckonings
only; yet we distinguish
it from the
first
path,
because
the latter
is
truly incomprehensible,
whereas this
may be comptehended;
and this path
is also called that of intellectual
substance.''
This means that comprehension
of the seventh path requires,
in addition
to the selfconscious
knowledge of man's intellect,
the operation
of an intuitive
realization.
There is nothing
in
the surface
appearances
which are
· the basis
of man's ''intellectual
·reckonings''
which enables us to see
with the ''eye
of understanding,''
and think
with the ''thought
of
We must be taught from
faith.''
within.
Hence Netzach
is at the base of
the Pillar
of Mercy or Wisdom, receiving
the influence
which flows
first
from Chokmah into
Chesed
through the path of Vav. The consequence is the comprehension pictured
someby Key 10, which represents
thing seen by the eye of the mind,
but invisible
to the eyes of the
body.
From the seventh
Sephirah
three
paths proceed.
Two serve to carry
its influence
to Sephiroth
already
energized.
·The third is the channel
-6-
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which begins the actual operation
of
the tenth Sephirah.
Of these.
the first
path is that
Peh, illustrated
by
of the letter
Key 16.
This symbolizes
the overthrow of ''common sense''
by spiritual
intuition.
It stands also for
the Mars force
which is active
in
Geburah. and which finds expression
in the activities
pictured
by the
Emperor
and by Death,
It is the
force which works in man's brain to
give him the higher
vision
which
instead
of just
sees into things.
looking
at them.
It is the force
which is not only the means whereby
man's physical
life is reproduced
in
his posterity.
hut also the power
which enables
him to reproduce
himself
in new patterns
of circumat its highest
stance.
This last.
level.
is what man may use to bring
into existence
a new species of person. mentally
and physically
beyond
the limitations
of nature-evolved
homo sapiens,
This path of the letter
Peh ends
in the eighth
Sephirah.
which we
shall consider
in the second part of
this
lesson.
For the beginning
of
what is pictured
by Key 16 is in our
desires.
We want to be more than we
seem to be.
We want to transcend
our personal
limitations.
Sooner or
later.
this desire
to he more upsets

-7-
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the f~lse
knowledge
symbolized
by
the Tower.
It prepares
us for the
awakening which shows the folly
and
the unreality
of our supposed independence and isolation;
and when we
are truly awakened from the dream of
common sense.
we begin to reali~e
what o~r glorious
destiny
really
is.
The second path proceeding
from
Netzach is that of the letter
Tzaddi.
This is associated
by Qafalists
with ..meditation.
t'"MeditaftioG
~s ~hat
carries
the tho u ght O faith
into
man's subconsciousness,
where it behhe activities
of
gins to influence
Soul. J In the highest
the Vital
ranges of practical
occultism,
meditation
is employed
to evolve
the
etheric
pattern
of the new creature.
The truth
that new organism results
from the desire
for new function
is
here in evidenee.
We must want to
We must
be more than we seem to he.
dwell on our image of the new creature.
Meditation
transfers
that
image to the field of the Vital Soul
or automatic
consciousness,
and the
latter
then proceeds
to set in motion the activities
which bring the
new creature
into actual
manifestation.
Our conscious
part in this is
to meditate
on the image, and this
and clearer
as we
image gets clearer
medit ·ate.
The

third

path
-8-
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t ha t o f t he 1 et t er Qop h.
Thi s i s
the path which begins
the actual
operation
of the tenth
Sephirah.
Remember that
the latter
is connected
with man's physical
body.
During sleep,
the desires
we formulate
clearly
are impressed
on the
eel 1- structure.
Moreover,
when we
follow
the technique
explained
in
SEVEN STEPS, Lesson 6, we use the
powers symbolized
by Key 18.
The eighth path of wisdom, corresponding
to the eighth
Sephirah,
Hod, is called
the Perfect
Intelligence <D't.!1't:Jl!. saykel shalom).
The
adjective
shalom. means ''complete,
finished.
whole.''
It also
signifies
''sound,
healthy.''
on the Trestleboard
In The Pattern
this path is definitely
related
to
what,
in our time-concept,
is future.
Thus the sentence assigned to
it begins,'!'
I look forward
with
confidence.''
The three Sephiroth
which constitute
the Pillar
of Severity
or Strength,
it should
be
noted, all have to do with this prospective,
or future,
view of the
Life-power's
activities.
( Binah, the
third
path of wisdom. refers
to the
Life-power's
awareness
of the logical consequences
of what it knows
itself
to be, and what it knows itself to be is Chokmah :J/g eburah,
as
the seat of volition,
is concerned
-9-
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with the application
of power to ef- fecting
changes which. when volition
is first
exercised,
are not yet manan ~ consequently.
lie in
ifested•
the future :l [ Hod. as the seat of intellect,
/ lis chiefly
concerned
with
process of formuthe self-conscious
lating
plans which shall
transform
desires
into actualities
:;]
Thus Hod is the Sphere of Mercury.
and in Tarot Mercury is symbolized
by the Magician.
This Key shows a
man who applies
power drawn from
above to the garden below him.
On
his taf1e
are the implements
which
he arranges
in various
patterns.
the repro At his feet are flowers~
ductive
organs of the plants
which
bear them, and these flowers are the
forerunners
of ftuit
which is yet to
come. Thus Key I, which is also related · to the path
leading
from
Kether to Binah, has a very definite
suggesiion
of activity
aimed at reaccording
to our
sults
which are,
time-concept.
in the future.
These three Sephiroth
correspond
pillar
on the north
to the black
~ide of the picture
of the -High
Priestess.
This pillar
is marked
with the letter
Beth, and this letter is not only the letter
of the
path leading
from the first
Sephirah
to the third,
but is also the initial
letter
of ~l'), Binah.
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In contrast
to it is the white
pillar
marked with the letter
Yodt
said by Qabalists
to be the special
letter
of Chokmah. On the same side
of the Tree of Life we find the path
from Chesed to Tiof Yod, leading
phareth.
and the symbolism of Key 9
shows an old man, representing
experience,
and wearing
a garment
colored
gray, the hue attributed
to
Chokmah in our color-scale.
The white pillar
is the pillar
of
the manifest,
and all its three Sephiroth
relate
to what,
in our
time-concept,
is past.
As soon as
we become aware of anything
whatever, that of which we are actually
aware is something
which has been,
In a sense,
it was there before
we
knew it, and no sooner do we know it
belongs to
than ~he knowledge itself
our personal
past
history.
The
known is the past,
the unknown is
the future.
[ Chokmah, Wisdom, is the
Life-power's
awareness
of what it
Chesed,
Mercy, is its
always was.
awareness that it was always beneficent,
and always
able
to supply
everything
necessary
for manifestation ,] Netzach,
though
related
to
desire,
is never correctly
understood until
we see that when a desire rises
in our minds it is really
founded on a possibility,
or potentiality,
which was already
present
-11-
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before
desire

the special
took mental

form taken
shape.

by the

familiar
Be sure you ffi!UQeyourself
with the ideas we have just tried tn
explain.
It may take a little
extra
studyt
but there are many practical
consequences
which follow.
What is
manifest
is past,
as the writer
of
Ecclesiastes
tells
us when be says:
''That
which hath been is now.''
On the other
hand, when the inthe
tuitive
power
of Neshamah,
Divine
Soul seated
in the third
Sephirah .. Binah, comes into play in
human personality,
it deals
always
In its highwith wh.at is to come.
this is the foreest man~festations
sight
of the seer.
which discerns
the shape of things
before
those
_Again.
things
become actualities.
the fifth
Sephirah
is called
Pachad,
Fear, and nobody dreads the past:
it
is the unknown future
that i _nspires
our terrors.
Finally,
the Perfect
Splendor
of the creative
process
is
also in the future.
We anticipate
perfection,
but we have not yet experienced
it.
All this,
however,
relates
to
time-conc~pt.
In the
man's ordinary
higher order of knowing, we perceive
with
the writer
of Ecclesiastes
that,
not only is it true
to say,
''That
which hat h been is now;''
but
equally
correct
to declare,
''That

-12-
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been.''
which is to be hath already
This higher
order
of knowing.
the
consciousness
of eternal
life•
lifts
us out of the illusory
time-concept
present
and future.
It
of past.
makes what is to come as real
as
it
what has been.
More than this,
with
makes what is to come identical
what has been.
To ordinary
human
logic,
such identification
of the
eternal
future with the eternal
past
seems unreasonable.
Seers know it
and their
knowledge has
to be true,
practical
consequences
of tremendous
importance.
that the
Our text says. therefore,
Perfect
Intelligence
_is the' t'dwellof the Primordial.'•
i ng-place
Another
permissible
translation
of
r,1c1pn nl1Jn, tekunath ha-qadmuth.
would be ''Treasure
of the Primor~
dial.''
The noun nll:Jn, tekunath.
is - from a root meaning ' :' to arrange,
to measure,''
and thus it suggests
the same idea that
is implied
by
Beth, the house. and by the arrangement of the Magician's
implements,
This idea.
again.
is implied by the
garden,
flowers
in the Magician's
for they are cultivated
flowers,
and
the art of horticulture
has brought
them from their
wild state
in t o a
more perfect
manifestation
of the
possibilities
present
in the wild
plants,
which cannot
be expressed
-13-
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until
the introduction
of the Personal
Factor
of human intellectual
activity
brings
out these
latent
potencies.
The potencies
were always there,
perEvery advance t owar ,d a greater
fection
is but the utilization,
the
development.
the unveiling,
of the
Primordial
Treasure.
Hence all
valid
magical
processes
invariably
assume
that
the objective
to be
reached is, so to say, a fait
accomp li.
They affirm
the existing
reality
of conditions
and circumstances
which do not yet appear to
the eye of sense.
A true magician
does not attempt
to force the future
into a shape conformable
to what he
wants.
Like the Magician in Tarot,
he is rather
a witness
than
an
actor.
Here, t herefore,
is a touchstone
which will enable you to detect
the
error
in all
systems
of ''black
magic.''
Not merely
in the older
systems
which seek to compel spirits,
good and evil,
to do the biddin g of the operator.
Much relatively
modern ''magical
practice,''
such as we find in some systems
of
a pp 1 i e d p s_y c ho l o g y , ' ' a d v an c e d
thought,'
! and ''mental
science,''
so-called,
is tinged
with the same
fundamental
falsehood.
Whenever an
ignorant
religionist
presumes
to

-14-
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tell
God what to do, and calls
this
ridiculous
endeavor
to interfere
with the cosmic order
''prayer,''
this error is present.
They who indulge themselves
in vain repetitions
of 'f'decrees,''
thinking
to be heard
and answered because of their ''much
speaking,''
do likewise.
They who
waste their
time trying
to impose
''personal
will''
on people and circumstances are equally mistaken.
InThus our text says bhe Perfect
telligence
''has
no root in which it
may_abide,
other than the recesses
of Gedulah~ whence its essence emaGedulah, or Chesed, is the
nates.''
Life-power's
unfailing
beneficence.
In one sense,
it is Providence.
Right affirmation
needs no vain repetitions:
it is the ,simple declaration that the desirwile
perfection
of things
to come is provided
for
a 1 ready.
The root of all future
blessings
is the Life-power's
loving
prov;sion
for our every need.
It is
not God or nature that we must force
into bringing
to pass what we want.
that
Rather is it ·our own perception
True, we must make
we must clarify.
clear
patterns,
but when we have
made some progress
on the occult
path, we shall understand
that th e se
p~tterns,
like bhe patterns
of the
tabernacle
and its furniture,
in the
Old Testament story,
are truly shown
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to us.
They are not our personal
productions.
They are gifts
from
above and from within.
Thus the path
which
sets
the
eighth
Sephirah
into
activity
is
that
of the letter
Mem. through
which the true ~'will
power''
flows
into
Hod from Geburah.
It is the
path of the Hanged Man, symbolizing
the consciousness.
''I do nothing of
myself,''
Magical training
has for
its object
man's awakening to knowl~
edge that good is inevitable,
that
the best
is to be confidently
expected.
Such training
calls
for the
self-surrender
pictured
by Key 12.
The other path which leads down to
the eighth
Sephirah
is that of the
letter
Ayin. symbolized
by Key 15.
Our opportunities
often
make their
first
appearance
as adversities,
When we become aware of present
limitations.
when we feel that we are
in bondage,
closer
scrutiny
of the
antagonistic
situation
itself
is the
only intelligent
procedure,
Confessio
puts
As the Rosicrucian
it,
''Even
in the same place where
there breaketh
forth a new disease,
nature
discovereth
a remedy against
the same.''
Every evil
is a mask
concealing
some positive
good.
Every appearance
of imperfection
hides
the possibility
of some fresh manifestation
of the Eternal
Splendor.

-16-
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The Adversary is really the Redeemer
who saves
us by teaching
us the
rules
of the game of life.
Thus the eighth
path is really
man's growing intellectual
awareness
of the essential
perfection
of the
cosmic order.
The power at work in
it is, basically,
the power of concentration,
operating
in the field
of man's self-conscious
awareness.
Note that the two Sephiroth
whose
influence~
are conjoined .in
direct
the eighth path are the fifth
~nd
the sixth.
The influence
from Geburah descends through the path of
Mem. The influence
from Tiphareth
enters Hod through the path of Ayin.
In the color scheme of the Tree of
Life, the orange of_Hod is the mixture of the red of Geburah with the
yellow of Tiphareth.
It is also the
cQlor complementary
to the blue of
Chesed, just a~ the green of Netzach
is complementary
to the red of the
fifth
Sephirah.
The life-force
in Chokmah. the
Divine
Soul in Binah,_memory
in
Chesed, and yolition
in Geburah, are
above _the EGO in Tiphareth.
Be low
the EGO ar .e the desire
nature
in
Netzach,
the intellect
in Hod, the
Vital Soul in Yesod, and the physical body in Malkuth.
Through the EGO the will-power
-17-
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derived
from Geburah by way of the
channel
of the letter
Lamed is
passed down to the desire-nature
by
the channel
pf the
letter
Nun.
Through the EGO. again.
the Lifepower's
eternal
recollection
of its
own beneficence
passes by way of the
channel
of the letter
Yod. and by
the channel of Ayin. to Hod. Desire
is complementary to will,
Netzach to
Geburah.
Intellect
is complementary
Be sure
to memory. Hod to Chesed.
to consider
this with a diagram of
the Tree of Life before
you.
Descending
from the Perfect
lntelthose of Resh
ligence
are two paths.
and Shin.
The first
of these carries the patterns
arranged by intellectual
activity
to the level of the
Vital
Soul.
In the corresponding
Tarot Key. the sun at the top of the
picture
stands
for the eighth
Sephirah
itself.
For the Sphere of
Mercury is to be carefully
distinguished
from the planet
Mercury.
Our day-star,
like all other
suns.
is a concentration
of the Lifeenergy,
and
power's
self-conscious
that
self-conscious
energy
is the
concentrated
Mercury of the Sages.
in the EGO in Tiphareth.
In the same way, the EGO which is
the Mercury of the Sages is also the
Sphere of the Sun.
Consequently
the
sixth Sephirah
has the yellow color

-18-
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.which is attributed
to the path of
Beth, •nd the plan~t Mercury, while
the eigh .th se ·p,hir -ah ·h:as .the,. orange
hue wh.idi ,:is . attributed
t ,o the path
of Resh a~d ·the Sun.
·
·
Following up this clue, you should
be -able .t9 see that
Chesed,
the
Sphere of Jupiter,
itself
is really
the Moon, and hence. is_ J .in~e~ the
blue of the path o.f Gimel.· Similarly, the ninth Sephirah,
wh:icli .,is the
Sphere of the Moon, is identified
as
being really
~upit ·er _by 'the . vi 'olet
which is attribut~d
~d the
color
Kaph. Or it may
Path of the letter
be even more accurate · to say that,
among the Sephiroth,
Chesed . stands
for the great
reservoir
of power
astrology
associates
with the Moon,
Tiphareth
for the reservoir
of the
Mercurial
power, Hod for a concentration
of the cosmic solar force,
and _Yesod for a like concentration
of Jupiterian
power.
Among the Sephiroth
_only Binah, the ' Sphere of
Saturn, Geburah, the Sphere of Mars,
and Netzach,
the Sphere of Venus,
~~e distinguished
by the col~~s that
are assigned ·to the · planets
~f the
same names.
Thus Satur~.
~a~s ~nd
Venus may be said to operate in and
through
their
own types of cosmic
energy,
but the Sun works through
the activity
of Mercury,
Mercury
through
the activity
of the Sun,

-19-
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Jupiter
through
the cosmic concentration
of lunar
force
in Chesed.
and the Moon ~hrough
the cosmic
reservoir
of Jupiterian
force
in
Yesod.
This may be a little
premature.
It is by no means the whole story.
We include
it to put truly
alert
students
on the track of a practical
secret
which, at this writing.
has
never before been so plainly
stated.
The path of Shin which p~oceeds
fr<?m.Hod to Malkuth carries
the patterns
framed by the intellectual
Intelligence
activity
of the . Perfect
The redown to the phys~~al plane.
sult of this is the ''risurrection''
of the spiritual
body . the formation
of the 'fnew cr~,ture.••
the actual
i~carnation
of the man ~ho is beyond
the limitations
of the ordinary
specimen
ot genus homo,
Thus . the
p,th of Shin, on the Tree. balances
that
of Qoph, and is of the same
length.
Our next lesson will complete our
explanation
of the Sephirotic
paths
of wisdom.
It will deal with Yesod
and Mai kuth.
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TIURTY-TWOPATHS .OF WISDOM
LESSON SIX
THE NINTH path of wisd6m is the
ninth Sephirah,
11~,. · Yesod, Foundation
or Basis.
Remember th at tr :-~
name of this Sephirah
sho~s it t o he
the basis
or supp~rt~
not of the
Tree of Life,
which is ro o~cd in
Kether,
but of the tenth S ep lii:;:· ah .
Malkuth,
which
is the sphere
of
sensation
and embodiment .
Yesod is the seat
of the Vital
Soul. ~£l. Nefesh.
This Nefez~ i s
latent
in the mineral
kin gJnm. w~er e
it is the substratum
of co n~cious the consistency
ness which maintains
of the laws of' 'matter''
which ~re
revealed
by research
in the fields
of chemistry
and physics.
In t he
vegetable
kingdom the same Nefes~ is
made more evidently
manifest
as b~ because plant struc t u~es.
ing alive.
from the simplest
to the most complex, have bhe power of re prod~ ction
which is the main charact irizt ic of
organic,
as distinguished
from inorganic,
matter.
In the a.nirnc>l
kingdom.
through
the working of an
evolutionary
process
in which rep r ~duction
is the fundamental
acti viiy
without
which
none of the ot he r
forms of development
and mutation
can Le manifested.
the Nefesh builds
of the potenfor the ~anifestation
-l-

c ies of the Li fe-po .wer · an ascending
scale
of bodies,
culminating
in the
production
of th .e human organism.
The latter,
responding
gradualiy
to
the
drive
of ihis
sam~ N~fesh,
has
undergone
~arious
ch~n~es.
These
''waves''
of human e~olutidn
are the
root-races
and sub-rac~s,
~oncerning
which we hear a little
which is true
and wise,
and much which
is false
and foolish.
from the writers
of
literatQre~
Yet - the
Theosophical
idea
set
forth
by H.P!B .. and her
followers
is basically
true,
and is,
moreover,
not mere supposition.
The
survivors
of the earlier
forms
of
human development
are living
on this
planet
today,
and the remains
of the
earliest
human beings,
along
with
traces
of their
arts
and modes of
life,
are among , us also.
Now, one of the neo-Theosophical
t~at
there
dogmas
is to the effect
~he ·beginning
is
even now ev~lving
of a new race
of human beings,
who
will
differ
from the
humanity
we
know now as much as Caucasians
differ
from Hottentots
or Australian
aborigines.
In the writings
of some
proponents
of this
theory,
one reads
that
America
is to be the scen;e of
the development
of the new race,
and
s~me go so far as to say that Southern California
will be the locality
in which
we may expect
the
first
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members of this
new order of human
beings
to make their
appearance.
Ageless
Wisdom as taught
by the
Western School does not accept
this
theory.
It holds that the biological development
of man has reached
its
term.
Yet it is at variance
with the materialistic
view that ordinary
homo sapiens
is incapable
of
further
evolution.
What Ageless
Wisdom does teach is
that a further
evolution
is possible
as the result
of man's own efforts.
moreover.
in which the
An evolution.
basic
motive power will be what it
always has been. namely. the reproductive
force resident
in the Vital
Soul. which manifests
itself
in the
building.
and in the modification.
of organic
structure.
however•
is not
This evolutiont
not merely genetpurely biological~
evolution,
in
ic.
It is a conscious
which the person who is evolved into
a new species
of human being is an
active
participant,
knowing what is
beine
accomplished.
intending
that
it shall
be achieved.
and deliberately
adopting
ways of thought
and
action which shall make him a member
of what Judge
Troward
calls
the
Fifth Kin gdom. What is more. even a
Hottentot
or a Bushman. trained
from
infancy
i n ways of life
which are
-3-
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the common lot of members of the soracest''
might concalled
''higher
be able to enter
into the
ceivably
Fifth Kingdom; and it is a matter of
historical
record that many persons
whose bodies represent
earlier
waves
of evolutionary
development
than do
those
of the Caucasian
race have
succeeded
in reaching
the goal of
wh at t he a l ch em i st s o o_n c e a l e.d i n
their
writings
concerning
the Great
Work.
A man's skin may be black.
brownt yellowt
or red.
He may he
Oriental
or Occidental
t h,o,. may be
Aryan (whatever that is) or Semitic.
If he learns
what to do. and does
what he learns.
he will
become a
member of the Fifth
Kingdom.
and
though his physical
body will remain
what it was before
he began his
practice.
so far as externals
are
concerned.
actually
he will have become a member of a new species.
Consider
the letters
of the word
It begins with the letter
Nun.
attributed
in Qahalah
to the sign
Scorpio.
which governs
the reproductive
organs
of humanity.
Its
middle letter
is Peh. which represents
the Mars force.
The last
letter
is Shin. which represents
the
spiritual
fire.
Trace these letters
on the diagram
Nun i s the
o f t he Tree o f L i_f e.
link between the EGO and the desire
-4-
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nature;
and QAgeless
Wisdom declares
explicitly
that
they who enter
the
Fifth Kingdom are they who desire
to
do so, being impelled
to entertain
by the influence
flowin ~
that desir?
from the EGO into the desire
nature ~
What is more. it is the common spectacle
of physical
death which awakens
man to the
point
where
he
desires
to be free from the bondage
to death which seems to be the lot
of us all.
Peh, the second
letter,
is the
Netzach.
seat of the
link between
desire
nature,
and llod. seat bf the
intellect.
Before
the desire
for
release
from bondage to death can be
fulfilled
by entry
into the Fifth
Kingdom, a great many errors
must be
overcome.
The mistaken
supposition
that every human being is an autonomous. self-acting
creature
must be
erased from co11sciousness.
The supposition
that immortality
is a poststate.
happy or painful.
mortem
according
to whether or not one accepts
some particular
religious
creed. or performs
certain
religious
rites.
must be got rid of complete~
ly.
After
these
errors
are elimf~
it becomes possible
to make ·
nated.
ever more perfect
patterns,
plans
which are soundly
scientific,
for
one is to become
the new ~reature
as a result
of practice.
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By the time this
stage
of the
Great Work has been reached.
one has
learned
that he participates
rather
as a witness
than as an actor.
His
mind and body. to be sure.
do go
through certain
motions.
and the reis a definite
modification
of
sult
his physical
organism.
Yet he knows
that
what is pictured
as a lightning-flash
in Key 16. and as an
angel in Key 20. as well as by the
symbol of the reaper in Key 13. is a
super-personal
powe_r. It is really
the power of the EGO in Tiphareth.
which brings every single person who
·enters
the Fifth
Kingdom into that
higher
order
of knowledge.
action
and life.
This is what runs like a
golden thread through the New Testament parables.
It is the certain
destiny
-of all mankind to enter the
Fifth
Kingdom eventually;
but they
do not enter
all at once.
nor do
they enter
by a biological
evolution.
'i' Flesh
and blood
do_ not
inherit
the Kingdom.''
The EGO is
the Good Shepherd
of the parables.
and none of the sheep.
the human
personal
expressions.
is ever lost
forever.
It may take many incarnations
to bring a given personality
to the point where it can partici
pate
in its
conscious
evolution.
That it will
arrive
at this
point
ultimately
is a fundament~l
tenet of
-6-
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the Western School of Ageless
Wisdom.
On the Tree of Life.
three paths
lead to the ninth Sephirah
from the
They are the
Sephiroth
above it,
paths of Samekh. Tzaddi and Resh.
The path of Samekh is illustrated
by the symbolism
of Key J4.
It
shows the EGO as the Holy Guardian
Angel.
tempering
and modifying
the
Vital Soul, and communicating
to it
the direct
influence
from Tiphareth.
The pool at the angel's
feet
is a symbol for Yesod.
The lion is.
in this
picture.
a symbol for the
twenty-sixth
path
of the letter
Ayin. and the eagle stands
for the
twenty-fifth
path of the letter
Nun.
The path of Tzaddi corresponds
to
the function
of meditation.
In the
corresponding
Tarot Key, the Star.
the nude woman kneeling
i~ a symbol
f-0r the EGOt because the EGO. though
usually
termed by Qabalists
the Son.
is really
androgyne.
Meditation
is
really
a function
of the EGO. which
raises
to the conscious
level
the
powers of the automatic
consciousness in Yesod. symbolized
in Key 17
by the pool.
Every record
we have
inherited
fro
the wisdom of
1ngdom must meditate.
test1
1es. also.
tha
it may seem to us at
-7-
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first
that
meditation
is a personal
succeed
in
activity.
when we really
as one of
meditation
we discovert
our
affiliates
put
it years
ago.
that
what
happens
is not what
we
meditatet
but rather
that
we are

meditated.
The path
of Resh is pictured
by
Tarot
Key 19t the Sun.
It repre st~ges
of man's
sents
the
early
conscious
awareness
that
he is actually
becoming
a new creature.
It is
a picture
of something
which occurs
at both conscious
and subcorisc~ous
levels.
The two children
symbolize
these
two modes of personal
consciousness.
and the sun behind
them
is like
the angel
of Key 14.
They
are
personal
embodiments
of what
some have called
the ''solar
consciousness.
'!'Their
dance
in a
fairy
~ing is a manifestation
at the
persona(
level
qf the
conscious
energy
of the
EGO in Tiphareth.
overhead.
symbolized
by the day-star
with its human face.
It is through
these
paths
that
the
influence
from above descends
into
Yesod.
and it is by their
activities
that
Yesod becomes what is
called
in our text
i1~ 7-:Jl?,saykel tahoor,
the Pure Intelligence.
The adjective
tahoor
means primarily
clean.
It gives
the lie to all those
false
notions,
prevalent
even now, which
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put the stigma of impurity
and uncleanness
on those powers of organic
life which are truly basic in evolution.
False
dogmas
of exoteric
religion
are partly
responsible
for
such errors.
The average
person's
bad conditioning
in childhood,
and
with s e nse-experihis preoccupation
ence, contribute
their
share to the
grave misunderstanding
of this matter.
The first
lesson
for every
as
practical
occultist
is taughtt
Jesus is said to have taught
it, by
the example of the flowers.
There
is no more impurity
in the processes
of animal
and human reproduction
than there
is in the flowering
of
plants.
It is a gross error to suppose that entry into the Fifth Kingdom requires
repudiation
of any
normal function
of the human body.
What a true
practical
occultist
achieves
is not effected
b pai niJ!.l.
asceticism.
- ,c
e rriakes himself
a mem-)
er o t e Fifth
Kingdom by utilizf
ing the residual
reproductive
power , \
by making use of the tremendous
su jr
plus which causes
so much trouble
when it is not manage <!_.int Jtllj..ge nt
_l__y
_.!'J He is like
an engineer
who
devises
and erects
dams to hold back
flood-wateis
and conserve
them in
reservoir
s t from which they are carried throu g h a system of canals
and
irrigatio
n d itches.
All sound and

-9-

workable
occult
practices
have for
use.
their
object
the intelligent
never the mere suppression,
of the
very forces which are at work in the
forms of human behavior
which provide so much sensat i onal copy for
'fc.\"oo<
the yellow
press.
The v e ry word 11~ indicates
as
much.
Its first
letter
is Teth.
which Tarot illnstrates
by a picture
of a woman t amiug a lion she leads
Review the
by a wr eath of ros es.
dea.lin;:; with Key 8 in TAROT
lessons
FUNDAMEN'P- L S. c1
.nd you will
refresh
your memory a s to the details
of
T ha l i on is.
you will
this
Ke y.
recall , a sy mbcl f e r the very force
He
whic h is con~en~Ya~ ed in Yesod.
is tamed, not killed .
The sec cr.d l at t e ~ is Heh. which is
pictured
b y th e Emperor,
a type of
fat her h cc d • E i s au t ho r it y ( 1 o o k
closely
at that word} is the immediate consequence
of the fact that he
has begotten
those whom he rules.
But ther e is more to this Key.
The
Emperor is related
to man's power of
directing
the course of circumstance
through
the exercise
of foresight.
Just as an engineer
who builds
dams
and canals
has to utilize
the same
· power to tame the flood-waters,
so
does the exercise
of the mental
functions
pictured
by the Emperor
have much to do with the highest
-10-
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manifestations
of the ninth path of
wisdom. and these mental powers are
closely
related
to the higher
functions of the reproductive
organs.
The third
letter,
Vav. is that
pictured
in Tarot by the Hierophant.
It has also
a special
connection
with the sixth
Sephirah.
For the
Hierophant
represents
the SELF which
spoke through
Jesus
when he said:
Abr&h&M· was • .ram.''
It is
''Before
the teacher
and gcide of humanity.
It is the instructor
in the princitruth.
and the
ples
of eternai
and ever
secret
wisdom it reveals,
re-veils,
is largely
concerned
with
the direction
of the forces
concentrated
in Yesod,
as may be seen by
the fact that the vestments
of the
ministers
· kneeling
at the feet of
are embroidered
with
the Hierophant
~ymbols of reproroses and lilies,
ductive
activity,
. just
as are the
flowers
in the garden of the Magician in Tarot Key I.
The last letter
of 11~ is that of
the path leading
from the eighth
Sephirah
to Yesod.
We have said
enough of it on page 8 to enable you
to understand
how it applies
to the
idea of purification.
Our text
says the Pure Intelligence is what purifies
the essence
of the Se ph iroth.
The Nefesh
in
-11-
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like a
Yesod is, in some respects.
filter,
or like a distilling
apparatus.
Here it must be remembered
that
in our human personality
the
Vital
Soul is the active
agency of
subconsciousness.
It is the Sphere
ia which a
of the Moon, the field
power typified
as the High Priestess
is at work in the shaping,
maintenance
and transformation
of our
bodies.
Through this
work at the
subconscious
level of the Vital Soul
are carried
on all the operations
of
heredity.
These do not include
the
transmission
from generation
to
characgeneration
of the acquired
teristics
and habits
of a single
personal
incarnation.
It is only
of the $ephiroth
which
the essence
is concentrated
in Yesod.
The accidental
details
of our various
personal
lives
are filtered
out.
By the functions
of this
ninth
path,
again,
the fitness
of every
human personality
is tested
and
tried.
This is what ia meant by our
text when it says the Pure Intelli''proves
the images
of the
gence
Sephiroth.''
The word we have
translated
as ','images''
is a form
of a Hebrew noun which signifies
';' form. model• pattern.''
Deep in
subconsciousness
are the patterns
for every cell
and every organ of
our bodies.
Sometimes,
during
the
process of gestation,
the shaping of

-12-
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the physical
body is interfered
with
just
as the development
of crystals
is sometimes conditioned
by the cir~umstances in which they are formed.
Yet the fundamental
types are always
present
in subconscio
es
The
are standards,
and when the EGO
selects
personalities
for entry into
Kingdom,
they who are
the Fifth
called
and chosen are they whose oranisms are read
for th work.
All the powers of Yesod are sent
down into the tenth . Sephirah
through
a single path, and Yesod is the only
Sephirah
which pours the descending
influence
t~rough
a single
channel
This is the
into a singli ~Sephirah.
path of the letter
Tav, illustrated
by Key 21 in the Taro t....series.
Considered
in this particular
connection,
we see that
the cosmic
consciousness
which is pictured
by
Key 21 must be the agency whereby
the power of Yesod enters
the field
of sensation
and physical
embodiment.
What we mean is that
what
makes a flower grow, or what is at
work in a mother's
body during
the
period of gestation,
is the universal life,
acting
through
the plant
or animal organism.
In this sense,
everything
is conceived
by the Holy
Spirit~
and what the angel Gabriel
is said to have told Mary is true of
all those forms of living
organism

-13-
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which bring forth the physical
bodies of new generations:
''The Holy
Spirit
will come over you. and the
power of the Most High will overshadow
you.••
This was not the
announcement
of a special
miracle.
not the promise of something
exceptional
which occurred
hut once in
human history.
It was the plain
statement
of an eternal
law which is
always at work.
There may have been
a special
and unusual
operation
of
thi~ law in the conception
and birth
of Jesus.
To deny it is to maintain
the somewhat presumptuous
opinion
that
we know all there
is to know
about how the Life-power
provides
vehi'cles.
To
itself
with physical
affirm
it,
as does exoteric
Chris~s being a fact,
like any
tianity,
other fact of history,
is to say too
much.
Whether or not one accepts
the story
of the Virgin
Birth
as
myth or as history,
at this distance
from th~ event it can be only a belief;
and many find it extremely
which
difficult
. to accep~ a belief
makes of Jesus the Great Exception,
rather
than the Great Example.
Yet
we are safe in . saying that the process whereby
bodies
are built
is
actually
the work of the Spirit.
so that every mother is truly overshadowed by the Most High.
And the
inner knowledge
of every sensitive
woman who has become a mother will
testify
to this.
-14-
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From other occult
ideas related
to
Tav, we know that the inthe letter
fluence
in the path leadin g from
Yesod to Malkuth is somet hiLg which
is centered
in human life,
F0r Tav
is the letter
corresp o nding to the
'!'temple
of holiness
in the midst.''
Here again we have an example of the
identity
between
the terms within
and above,
The Holy Spirit
overshadows because
it is a po wer transcending
the limitaticrrs
~f per s onality,
We may co r,,pare
i .t to the
~g stRtion,
waves from a broadca~ti
which are far more po we~f ul tha n the
~e~k current
in a reca iv i ag set, and
extend
their
influence
tc every receiver
tuned to them, while
being
active
also within each of these rec~ivers.
They deter mine what comes
out
of the receiver,
just
a~ the
cosmic life
pictured
by Key 21 determines
the lives
of the innumerable personalities
of which it is
the central
EGO,
This determining
influence,
until
iti presents
we come to understand
itself
under a mesk of antago n ism.
For the ordinary
human beingt
the
•orld
is an enemy~ along with the
flesh
and the devil.
Thus Key 21 is
~~nnected
with the pl&net Satu~nt so
that
{t ' is th~ Tarot symbol of the
~ctive
princi p l~ which _ governs what
is symbolized
by Key 15.
The same
active
principle
operates
in the

-15-
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Sphere
of Saturn.
the Sephirah
Binah.
Thus the colo~ of the path
corresponding
to Key 21 is deep inand this
same color
is given
digot
in one scale
to Binah,
though the
third
Sephirah
is more commonly
tinted
black.
Two other paths lead down to Malkuth from above.
From Netzach descends the path of the letter
Qopht
corresponding
to the Corporeal
Intelligence
which ''marks
out the
forms of all bodies which are incorporated
under every revolution
of
the zodiac.''
From Hod descends the
path of the letter
Shin. corresponding to the Perpetual
Intelliience
1
•
which perfects
all the powers of
all the revolutions
of the zodiac.''
Thus the path of Qopht and the Key
corresponding
to it, have to do with
something
which has been at work
throughout
the drama of past evolution.
That of Shin,
on the contrary.
has to do with
something
which is. for us, in the future;
and
Key 20 symbolizes
the completion
of
the evolutionary
cycle.
hence its
title.
the Judgment.
The tenth
path of wisdom is the
tenth
Sephirah.
nlJiCt Malkuth 1
Kingdom.
This is the physical
world
which is the seat of sensation,
and
the seat of 91). guph, the physical
body.
It is also the Sphere of the
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Elements.
called
r.111~' C7nt Cholom
Yesodoth,
''The
Breaker
of the
Foundationst''
because
it is the
field
in which the fundamental
unity
of cosmic
substance
appears
to be
broken
up into
the four great
classifications,
designated
as Fire.
Water,
Air and Earth.
In colored
diagrams
of the Tree of
Life
the circle
·of Malkuth
is divided into four segments.
Of these,
that
at the top is tinted · citr .ine, .a
mixture
of the green
of Netzach
aQd
the orange
of Hod.
The segment
at
the right
is ~ol~red
olive
or slate,
a mixture
of the green
of Netzach
of Yesod.
The segand the violet
ment at the left
is russet,
a mixture
of the orange
of Hod and the
violet
of Yesod.
The citrine
segment corresponds
to the element
of
air,
the olive
to the element
of
water,
the russet
to the element
of
fire.
At the bottom
is a segment
colored
black,
or very deep indigo,
produced
by the mixture
of the secondary
colors,
green,
orange
and
violet.
This segment corresponds
to
the element
of earth.
The numeral
v.alue of ri1 C is 496.
This is the sum of the numbers
from
0 to 31, or the extension
of 31.
Now, 31 is th e value
of the divine
name,~,
El, Strength,
which is assigned
to t he fourth
Sephirah.
It
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is also the number of t he word ~7.
lo. meaning NOT. or NO-THING. Here
is a reminder
that
the Kingdom.
r.1J7C. is the full manifestation
of
that Divine Strength.
7~. which is
itself
~7. NO-THING.
The number 496 is also the third
perfect
number. the two preceding
it
Thus it is an apbeing 6 and 28.
propriate
numeral
symbol for the
perfect
manifestation
of the Lifep9wer.
This is indicated
also by
implication
in the fact that Malkuth
is the final Sephirah of the series.
into which are poured.
as the diashows. the
gram of the Tree plainly
influences
descending
from the
thirty-one
paths above. numerically
indicated
by 496 being the extension
of 31.
Consequently.
one of the names for
the Bride.
Malkuth is ~7J. Kallah,
This is important
numerically.
because the value of the word is 55.
the extension
of 10. as if to say
that Malkuth is the complete expression of the powers of the ten Sephiroth.
Again.
the letters
of ~i: may be
arranged so as to spell iJ~. ha-kal.
which is the Hebrew for ''The ALL.''
This is likewise
an intimation
that
Malkuth represents
the sum-total
of
the influences
shown on the Tree of
-18-
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Life,
concentrated
into the field of
manifestation
we call the '!'world.''
Moreover,
we should
bear
in mind
that so long as man's consciousness
is merely that of homo sapiens
the
only world known to him is the world
of his sensory
experience,
of his
mental impressions
of sensatio~s
he
receives
through his physical
body.
Bodily
contact
with this
field
of
sensation
is the basis of all human
knowledge, whether that knowledge be
as superficial
and inaccurate
as
that of a savage,
or as penetrating
and exact as that of a scientist,
Now, one of the numeric .al correspondences
to
Ma1kuth,
is
Jn\17, Leviathan,
the great serpenb
of the deep, which Hebrew folk-lore
supposed to be the cause of eclipses
of the sun and moon by swallowing
those luminaries,
or by throwing its
folds
around them.
In this we see
the idea of Leviathan
as the serpent
of darkness.
Leviathan
is the great
devourer,
and is used as a symbol
for Egypt in Psalm 74 and in Isaiah
47.
In these two passages,
Leviathan is a symbol of a symbol, since
Egypt itself
represents
the darkness
of the physical
plane,
and the earth
as the great
grave which swallows
generation
after generation
of human
bodies.
Thus Leviathan
is the Qabalistic
symbol
for the physical
plane,
as it appears
to the i&no-

n1~,c.
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rant.
It is the symbol of the Old
Serpent,
the cosmic
antagonist.
related
to the Tiamat
of
closely
Babylonian
mythology.
Yet this
is
really
''The
ALL'' (t;Ji1l. and when
it.
the dark antagowe understand
nist
is seen to be the perfect
order , or Kingdom.
The tenth path is therefore
called
the Resplendent
Intelligence
iJ~. saykel mathanatzo),
and is said
to be so called
''because
it is exalted
above every head. and sits
on
the throne
of Binah.''
Here is an
explicit
statement
that what appears
to be a Sephirah
far distant
from
Binah on the Tree of Life is really
identical
with the third
Sephirah.
The world of things we see surrounding us appears
to be full
o! darkness and opacity.
This is because
we have not yet learned
how to see
into it.
When we do, we find that
it is all light
and brightness.
and
even modern science
begins to realwhen its analysis
of the
ize this,
nature
of the physical
world makes
all
things
appear
as forms of the
manifestation
of a scintillating
energy which is none other ~han the
Qabalistic
11N. Aur, LIGHT, the
Rosicrucian
L.V.X.
Thus we are told that
if our eye
be single,
our body will be full of
This
is perfectly
true.
light.

<r~Jnt
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When we see the UNITY of the ALL. we
have the single eye thee
e of the
i 11 uminated mind. · Then we see tha
ere al suostance
of the universe
s sp1.r1.tua --that
what we experince through sensation
is the real
resence of the Divine Spirit 11 veilof ''matter.''
~ A_ ~ the appearances
This is beautifully
expressed
in a
ereeting
written
by Fra Giovanni to
a friend,
in the year 1513:
''The gloom of the world is but a
Behind it, yet within our
s hadow.
reacht
is Joy.
There is radiance
and glory in the darkness 11 could we
but see--and
to see we have only -to
look.
I beseech you to look.
''Life
is so generous a giver.
but
we. judging
its gifts
by their
covcast them away as ugly or
eringt
Remove the covering
heavy or hard.
and you will find beneath it a livby
ing splendor.
woven of love.
wisdom,
with power.
Welcome it,
grasp it, and you touch the Angel's
hand that brings
it to you.
Everything we call a trial 11 a sorrow, or
believe
me, that
Angel's
a duty,
hand is there;
the gift
is there,
~nd the wonder of an overs h adowing
Presence.''
This Presence
is the Resplendent
above
ldtelligence,
which is exalted
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every
head.
We come to _know this
when we follow good Fra Giovanni's
counsel,
and take
the gifts
Life
brings
us. moment by moment.
Then
we really
look on every circumstance
of our live~ as being a particular
dealing
of God with our soul.
Takand grasping
it,
is
ing the gift,
the adoption
of the willingly
. receptive
attitude
toward all experience1 coupled with the determination
to comprehend it
up.
The
The word ~7~ s~ ms this
first
letter
is Kaph. representing
comprehension.
illustrated
by the
Wheel of Fortune.
Th .e second
is
Lamed. illustrated
by Justice.
and
related
to action.
The last is Heh.
symbolized
by the Emperor
whose
foresight
gives
him authority
and
To grasp
power over circumstance.
the meaning of experience~
we must
take every event
as it comes.
and
having a positive
take it as a gift.
value which may be comprehended
and
understood.
Then we must act continually
to make the adjustments
this
clear
comprehension
necessiThe fruit
of this
is true
tates.
vision.
real insight
and dependable
foresight.
To do this
is to follow
the an cient
admonition:
''Relate
thyself
neither
to the past nor to the fu ture:
live
out the present
with a
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smiling
heart.''
To be fully
reNOW, to
ceptive
to what occurs
understand
it
resolve
to take it,
and
apply it.
This it is to open
t he single
eye to the Heavenly Vision of the Spiritual
Kingdom which,
eternally,
is embodied in our flesh.
Our next lesson will deal with the
eleventh
and twelfth
paths of wisdom.
These are the paths
of the
letters
Aleph a~d Be~h, illustrated
by Tarot Keys O an d l.
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THE THIRTY-TWOPATHS OF WISDOM

LESSON SEVEN

= _/

The eleventh
path of wisdom is the path of
the
letter
Aleph, joining Kether to Cholana.h,
It
is
called
the
Scintillating
or Fiery
Intelligence(ShKL
MTzVCbTzCh, sa.ykel matzokhThe Hebrew adjective
is from o. root
tzokh).
meaning brightness,
clearness,
splendor.
It
is appropriate
f<>r the eleventh
path, whiO'h ·
is
the channel for the first
outpouring fr om
Ket her• the concentrated
white brilliance
or
the Limitless
Ligll.~.
In our 'A~
lesson on the TREE OF LIFE,
pages 2 to 6 deal with the Qabalistic
meaning
of the
letter-name
ALP, Aleph.
There this
name is considered
first
as being the exact
reversal
or the adjective FLA., pehleh, "Wonderful,"
which designates
the first
path or
wisdom, Kether.
This reversal
refers to the
idea of mirroring.,
associated
with the Lifepower's own reflectiQn
of it.self
in ·.-usdom,.
The so.me explo.no.tion points out thnt, n't
the stage of manifestation
represented
by the
letter
Aleph ond the To.rot Fool, there a.re no
distingu:i .shable
~i..~&£:_.s· so that the mode of
consciousnest»
reprao3ant;ed here mo.y. be c£'.lled
"consciousness
of nothinge 11
Hence the To.rot
Key corresponding
to Aleph bears a ze:ro-sign.
Ta.ken letter
by letter,
that lesson goes
on to say, ALP represents
the first: ·outflOW!
of spiritual
influence
(A), effecting
a continual
equilibration
of forces in action (L),
resulting
in the positive
expression
of the
oreative
thought of the Universal
Mind.
To this we may add tho.t the first
two letters of ALP :form the
divine., name AL, El,
which is assigned by Qabalists
to the fourth
. •. . ··· :e ·-~
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Sephiro.h. Chased.
The word AL has for its;
primary meaning vm
_at we expres.s as o. substantive when we say "nothmg, 11 or 11nought."
In
the
Hebrew text
or the Old Testament there
are mmy exmnples
or this usage.
Yet the
same two
letters,
with
different
vowelstrength,
might, pmver, nnd
pointing,
signify
GOd. Here
is more than a hint that God i$
nothing perceptible
to humnn senses.
nothing
we may ever d@fine.
or .AlP into
When '18 septll"ate the lettersAL P • therefore..
we have the
conception
ot a power which cannot. be limited by any of
our humnn notions con.earning it•
IllD.D.ifesting
itself
through
the function
of speech which
ia associated
with the letter
Peh~ Literally
read• this
ccmbino.tion
would be "God the
Mouth,.n which inay be mor@ adequately
rendered
by "Divine Selt•expresu.o.n
.• •
snys the eleventh path is;
Now• our text
the
"essence
of the veil plo.·ced before the
dispositions
and order
of the superior
and
inf'eri or causes."
In the
light
of 'Wb:n't"
·we
have just
explained,
this indicates
thnt in
the Divine
Self-expression
its outpouring,
veils
its
inner nature in the illusions
of
llame and Form producing
the
phenomenal 1.miverse.
An t,noient
~abalistio
aphorism puts
same idea
in other words: . when it says.
the
"The Spirit
clothes
itself
to come down."
The "superior
causes" a.re the first
three
Sephiroth.
Kether, Chokmah and Binah. which
are termed the "Three Supernnls."
The seven
Sephiroth
following,
from. Chesed to Ma.lkuth,.
are the "inferior
oauses."
Their "dispositions and order"
are what we find diagrammed
in the Tree or Life.
In Lesson
l or this series.
page 14, we
read that
the
powers and pri.vileges,..c.ar~e~
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sponding to ~leph are that the adept "beholds
to face
without
dying. and conGod face
familiarly
with
the seven genii who
verses
oQmnand the entire
celestial
arII\Y•" This
is
really
no more thnn o. paro.phro.se of the text
on the eleventh
path., for the inferior
causes
are the same as the seven genii;
and the text
ends with the statement
tru:.t he vrho pOSS:'8Sses
this po.th "stands face to face with the Cause
of Causes."
To enter into the higher order of knowing
as the Tarot Fool is to do this.
In
pictured
the state
of --superconsciousnesa..
which mn:y be
experienced
-while
yet we are incarnate.
on~
does stand face to face with the glory or the
Supreme Crown.
It
is this experience
which is called by
alchemisj:;s
the "Stone of' the Wise."
The Hebrew word is ABN-CbU., ehben-klume.,
"precious
Throughout our instruction
you have
stone."
to the noun ABN., ehben., as a
fotmd references
verbal
symbol -of the union of the Father and
the
Son.
Ref'erence has been made. also., to
the
inner manning of ChN., khnne., as a Qabalistic
shortha.nd
for
ChKMH NSThRH., Chokmah
"secret
wisdan."
The secret wisNesethrah.,
dom is
the
Qnbalal;l., 1rhica.- · as ·.,a ··.sys1bam.lt)f
practiced
occultism.,
leads its adepts to the
recognition
of the identity
between the one
human EGO., seated in T iphareth
( the Son) with
seated in Chokmah (the
the cosmic life-force
That this recognition
is connected
Father).
with
the
eleventh
po.th is revealed
to us by
the
identity
of numeration
(111) between the
and ABN-ChN., ehben
letter-name
ALP., Aleph.,
khane, the precious stone.
of . this experience.,
though it
The nnture
verbnl
expression.,
is knovm. to be a.
escapes
clear vision
of the Divine Uility.
Thus it is
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related
to the words AChD HVAAI.HIM, echn.d hu
Elohim, "One is He., God."
In this
phro.se.,
the first
word refers
to Chokmah, the
second
to Kether, and the third to Binn.h, so.y various ~abo.listic
authorities,
so that it really
sums up the powers of the first
three SephirIts
relation
to the eleventh po.th is
oth.
indicated
by the fact that the numerntion
or
the phrase., like that of ABN-ChN, is 111, the
value of ALP, Aleph.
·
Th-e seven genii with who.m.adepts possesspath
are said to converse are the
ing this
angels
of the seven Sephiroth
from Binah to
Yesod.
They a.re the archangels:
TzPQIAL.,
archangel
or' the Sphere of Sn.turn;
Tzaphqiel,
TzDQIAL.,Tzadqiel., archangel
of the Sphere of
Jupiter;
KMAL, Kamo.el., arch~gel
o r the
Sphere .of Mara; MIKAL, .Michael., n.rohnngel or
the Sphere or the Smi; HANIAL, Ha.niel or Anael, archnngel
of the Sphere Of· Venus; RP.AL.,
Rapho.el,
archangel
of the Sphere of Mercury;
and GBRLlL, Gabriel., archangel
of the Sphere
of the Moon.
These are not separate
beings., flying from
They are a.spects of the ONE
place to place,
LIFE~POWER1 They are present
everywherei.
It
is ridiculous
to suppose that they come in
ceremonies
or prayers.
response
to magical
of a particular
phase
Each is a manifestation
of the single Divine Power., and this is to be
seen
in the
fact
that o.l 1 their names end
with the ayllo.ble
AL, El, "God. 11
Tzaphqiel
( or Zaphkiel)
is the ONE POTiVER,
itself
as the Divine Soul, Nesha1nanif'esting
Tzaphqiel means nconmah, seated in Binah.
templation
of God," and this Divine Vision of
consequences
of what the Lifeth& logical
to be becomes ours when we
power knows itself
f:lttune ourselves
to the Divine Soul • ..
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Tz.adqiel
( or i.adkiel}
is the ONE FOWER.,
manifest
as the Universal
Memory in Chesed.
On the
Life-power's
perfect
recollection
of
itself,
and of all
its
manifestations.,
is
founded
its
lovingkindness.,
its
beneficent
righteousness,
which is expressed by the word
Tzadqiel.,
"'Righteousness
of' God."
KMAL, KEll!nel, signifies
"Severity
or God,"
and is therefore
attributed
to the fii'th Sephirah,
Geburah.
It is the Life-power
as the
force we feel within us ns volition.
HIKAL, Michael., is the
archangel
of the
Sun and of Tiphareth.
It designates
the EGO
in Tiphareth.
The name means "Like unto God."
RANI.AL.,Haniel · or Anael, is the
archangel
of Netzac}:l and of Venus.
The name meana,
"Grace of God," and behind it is the thought.,
explained
elsewhere
in these lessons., that
the working
of the des:ire no.ture in Netzaoh
is really
the manifestation
of the Divine
Grace., which has already
prepared for us the
good gifts we desire.
RP.AL., Raphael.
is the
archangel
of the
Sphere of Mercury.
It
designates
the Lifepower as the active principle
of Intellect.,
whereby things are brought to fulfilment
and
perfection.
The name means "God the Healer."
GBRIAL, Gabriel., is the
archangel
of the
Sphere of the :Moon, and of the autanatic
consciousness
in Yesod.
Therefore
is Gabriel
the
angel
of the
a:immciation.,
in the New
Testament.
for his name stands for the Lifepower .-s nnnifesta.tion
in all the processes
of
reproduction.
It , signifies
"Strength
(literally., v:irile
or procreative
force) of God."
To converse familiarly
with these genii of
the
celestial
army
is to be able to attune
oneself
to their
cho.ro.cteristic
qualities.
This
is t he po.•r,;,r attributed
to the eleventh
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path
or wisdom, because the superconsciousness; experienced
by the "possessor"
of this
path
has c cntrol
or the energy which Hebrew
Wisdom co.lls RVCh, Ruo.ch, o:nd which is named
Prano. in So.nsk:rit.
As Swami Vivekano.nda so.id
long ago:
"(The lmO\vledge and control
of this Prano.)
opens to us the door to almost unlimited
pow•
er.
Suppose,
for
instance,
une understood
the Prano. parfectly.,
and could control
it•
who.t power on eo.rth could there be tha.t would
not be his?
He would be able to move the
S'lm.S
and stars
out of their
plo.ces, to control
everything
in the
universe,
frQn the
atoms to the biggest
stms, beca.use he would
control
the Pro.no. •••
When the Yogi becomes
perfect
there
will be nothing in nature not
If he orders the gods to
under his control.
come, they _ will
oome at his bidding;
if he
asks the departed to come, they will come at
his
bidding.
All the forces . of nature will
obey him a.s his :al.aves, nnd when the ignorant
see these
powers of the Yogi they cull them
•••
He who ho.s grasped the Prana
miracles
all the forces of the universe,
has grasped
mental or physical."
This is the reo.l secret
of the 11greo.t dignitytt
i.'l'hich is enjoyed by a possessor
of the
eleventh
path
of wisdom.
For to enter into
the state
ot superconsciousness
, symbolized by
Tarot
Fool
is to bee ome o.n open, unobthe
'£'or the
outflovr of. EVGh,
struct~d
cha.nnel
Ruach, the Holy Spirit.
It is, first
of all,
to have conscious
identity
with
that
Spirit
(A).
This makes
every
action
of the
person
enjoying this
consciousness
o.n immediate
expression
of the
cosmic justice,
so that
he does nothing too
much, and nothing too little,
being perfectly
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poise.d (L).
Such an cne suffers
no delusion
of separatenes&:
for hint t.he tower of false
know1edge is overthrown.
Tho twelfth
path
is that of the letter
Beth, joining
Kether to B:ina.h.
It is cnlled

the

Intelligence

of Transparency

(ShKLBHIR,

sa;ykel bahiyr)?
The adjective
BHIR· is .closely related
to the word AVR, Aur, Light.
Here we must bear in mind t l'-1:; th ~ r..aingle
letter
Beth is used in Hebrew as we employ
the prepositions
"in" nnd "into."
Its
very
a01.md is a ccncentration
of breath,
and all
the
ideas
nssocio.ted
with Beth andits corresponding
Tarot Key imply penetration.
Even
the word "house 11 is important because of what
goes
an inside
the building.
A house is a
nnd our longuage takes
focus or family life,
cognizance
of . this
when it makes "hous ·e" a
synonym for "fsmily."
the letter-name
BITh
Mow, we may separate
into B and ITh.
ITh, yath,
is the
Chnldee
sign or the accusative
or objective
case .. In
thinking
of BITh as Be-ya.th, therefore,
we
are thinking
of mental action
directed
towo.rd
some specii'ic
object.
This
idea
of' action,
centered
on sane
specific
objective.,
is so
clearly
expressed
by the
symbolism or Key
l that it requires
no elaboration
here.
Now. the active
principle
at vtork in the
twelfth
path
canes
from above, and passes
through
the
level of consciousness
typified
by the Magician,
into the field below.
This
principle,
like tiii.t at work in the eleventh
path,
is the Limitless
Light c"tnoentrated
in
the whirling
motion of Kethero
Thus the name of the twelfth
path., Intelligence
of Transparency,
definitely
indicated
that this po.th s e:.·ve s as a transparent
medium
for the passu 0e of lig ht , It is associated!
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,vith
the
letter
Beth"' beoa.use, ns we h.o.ve
explained
on the preceding
page, the activity
of this path is penetrative,
specializing
and
The word through expresses;
particularizing.
the idea that the pnth of Beth hns to do with
some-thing
carrying
a power from nb ove -to a
level below.
The ward into (which is related
to the grrunnntical
significance
of the Hebrew
letter
Beth)
expresses
the idea tho.t this
path carries
a force which descends with more
or less
intensity
into a field prepared to
it.
receive
Readers
familiar
with the Tarot symbolism
will
not
fail
to see
how these ideas a.re
expressed
by the
Magician's
wand, by his
downward glnnae and his pointing
finger.
Nor
will -they miss the point ·tho.t the response
to
the
descent
of power through
Mm is symbolized by growing flowers.
Taken in connection
with
what has been said elsewhere
in these
le.ssons,
and ' in. TAROT FUNDAMENTALS_.
it will
not be difficult
for our students
to perceive
flllldrunental nature
of the foroe revealed
the
to the wise,
and veiled
from the foolish,
by
this
symbolism.
The twelfth
po.th is so.id to be the "image
{ or body, or even substance)
of that wheeling
of Gedulah whioh is called ChZChZITh, Chazchazi'tfll.11 The word is probably Cho.ldaic, but
it is evidently
derived from the srune root as
ChZVTh, ohaxoth.,
signifying
"vision."
o r
revelation.
Vlho.t is more important
to note is that the
mOde of consciousness
associated
with the
twelf1:;h pa.th is said to be a phase of Gedulah.
For Gedulah is the fourth Sephiro.h, the
seat of memory. Yet, on the Tree or Life, we
f:ind Gedulnh at a lower level than thllt of
the
twelfth
po.th.
c1enrly,
then, the -pfuisi ·~,·
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of Gedulah
here indicated
is Gedulah in theJ
first
Sephirah.
T-his is
in accordance
with
the
Q.abalistic
doctrine
that every Sephira.h
contains
within itself
a whole Tree of Life.
!._nvolved as this - l!lOOlner or expression
ma.y
seem to those who are mtfamiliar
with it., the
The "wheeling
of Gedulah"
mea.ning is plain.
is
an apt image of the eternal
cycles
of the
essential
memory or itself
and its activities
and pov1ers which must necessarily
by predicated of Yekhidah.,
the co~mic SELF seated in
Kether.
This
is
so.id to be llllll.ged forth in the
t,Telfth
path
as tithe
source
of vision
in
II
those who behold nppnritionsc
Somewhere .in
our lessons
on the TRSE OF LIFE .. ,ve have
11
11
explained
tho..t the
apparitions
are by nomeans llmited. to ghosts 1 or to visions
of the
future.
The pov,rer we ure concerned with here
oven ordinary
sense
is the power to perceive
appeurnn.ccs: :,.
For even ordinary
sight hns in
it a great deal of memory.
We do not really
see nny·th:ing until we ~-~€£:i~~ it.
Th~ h:i.gher
o.nd tri.;.e , · ·vision we designate .
by the
tey m insight is., ot course. the real
power nt 11r1I"ki.ntEe tweifth
path.
Yet we
mus t r ema:.n::er that nc s ·,lperlicial.,
cure less•
lazy 6ussrvcr is ever g:if·ted with insight.
One must lo~'k ~ttentively
at appenronces.,
in order to develop ability
tosee
into the:m.
Just
as a co.mpetent
builder
must know the
gro.nd
where
he intends
to raise
his house ..
and :must knows a.lso 9 the
qualities
nnd the
streug t;h of t }!e materials
for his building.
The 0l ov e :r:.t;1. puth 9 then., represen-t:;s
the
vibion
of tr i.e c o::,.mic SELF which is given to
those who e:x:p'~!"i 0:n,1e SU:!)erco:n.sciousness,.
It
is - t:"."1elink bet w,3e.1 Yeki:1iJ.ah and Chaiuh, tl-i.e
lif 0-f'ort.}e.,
ln the s~nnbol ism of the Cube of'
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Space,
it is connected with the vertical
coordinate,
the axis of the cube which connects
the center of the top surface with the oenter
of the bottcm surface.
COn.sequently, this is
(ABOVE)
the
link
between self-consciousness;
(BELGVf). In the symboland subconsciousness,
ism of the
Tarot; Fool, therefore,
,ve are
shown on androgyne,
youthful
figure,
poised
nt the edge of n grea.t height,
with a yawning
abyss at his feet.
The Fool looks up.
In contrast
to this is . the symbolism of
the Magician,
whose go.ze and pointing
finger
are
d:µ-ected , to the
gnrden
below.
He _is
related
to the - upper
surfo.ce or the C.ube,
because he represents
self-consciousness,
the
superior
term of the pair,
self-consciousness
He is a seer, and o.11
and subconsciousnes:;,.
his magica _l power · is the consequence
of clenr
and penetrating
vision.
He . sym~olizes
the
power of Yekhido.h, descending
into the subconscious
field
of Binnh,
the
Sphere
or
So.turn, that
is, the field
of limitation
nnd
specin.lizution.11
in which
ore to be fOtm.d at
work the po,,vers which produce the multiplicity
of conditions
and things,
through the
la ,., of differentintion.
The true Mn.gi-c of
Light is conscious
direction
of this
lo.w.

l
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mE THIRTEE~THpath is that of the
letter
Gimel,
joining
Kether
to
Tip hare th• . In . Tarot this path is
syrnboliz~d
by the High Priestess.
It is named the Unitin g Intellig ence, or Conductive
Intelligence
of
Unity
Cn11nMn J\nJC ,J~, saykel
manehig
ha-echudoth,
•'driver
or
leader
of the unities'').
This path is said to . he the essence of g lory, 11JJn _2!r, etzem hakabode.
The word C~YP etzem, adds
up to 200, the number of the letter
Resh, to wh ich the Sun is attributed.
The word lllJn,
ha-kabode,
adds to 37, the number of the word
;'i1\n\, Yekhidah,
.which designates
the cosmic SELF in Kether.
Furt hermore, ha-kabode,
as we have explained elsewhere,
has the primary
significance
of weight,
and is the
Hebrew for what we express _by the
noun gravitatJon.
Thus the Gematria
. of 11JJ;'j :!; indicates
that
the
. ••essence
of g lory''
is really
the
gravitational
force of the radiant
energy which is concentrated
in the
first
Sephirah.
_Ag ain, the total
value of 11.JJn =~i~is 237, and this
the value of the letter-name
Gi mel,
spelt
in full,
1Ci_2\Q iCJ, so t hat
there is a dir e ct Qabalistic
corre- 1-

::
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spond~nce
between
th~ .name of the
letter
and what is said concerning
the thirteenth
p~th;
This path has also a connection
with .the Seal of ~he Unite~ States,
· in which there
are SP many repetitions of the number 13~ For on the
~•verse
of that Seal,
near the top,
is the symbol of an eye in a triangle;
iurrounded
by a glory.
This
piece
of symbolism
was
particular
suggested
in t ·he rep ·ort; of the first
with the work of
committee entru~ted
designing
the Great Seal,
and was
retained
during
the entire
period
whe~ the design
for the national
arms was under discussion
by sev~ral
later
committees.
In Latin
Gematria,
the words ''eye,''
••triand "glory''
are oculus,
.angle''
trygono
and gloria,
and their
total
value is 237.
Note that the idea of
glory is directly
connected
with the
thirteenth
path.
The connection
with! 'eye''
confirms
what we learn
from other
indications
in the Seal
oi the United States,
namely,
that
the Inner School influenced
the design ·for the American national
arms,
and . put on re-cord for posterity
the
fact · that through
Freemasonry
that
Inner School actively
supported
the
American .caus~.
For oc u f p.~, . trygono,
gioria
are
equival ~nt not only to etzem ha-2-
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kabode,
and to Gimel-Mem-Lamed, but
the number 237 is also the value of
the Hebrew name for the First
Veil
l '~, En, spelt in
of the Absolute,
full,
lll 11' 9'm. The "essence
of
glory''
is really
the No-Thing which
conception
our
is the most · ,£~tract
minds can form c_oncerning the nature
of the ONE BEING which . is the Rootmanifestatio~.
1 es s Root of all
This No-Thing is what finds expression as appearance
(the eye), as the
Three Supernals
(the triangle),
and
as the radiant
energy which is the
substance
of all things,
and, at the
same time, the gravititatio;
or weight
~hich holds together
~he world of
name and form (the glory).
The power of recollection
is basic
in the thirteenth
path.
In the symbol ism of the High Priestess
it is
which is
represented
by her scroll,
inscribed
with the word TORA, the
Hebrew for law, to show that what we
of nature''
are
call . the ·"laws
really
the . Life-power's
perfect
memory of the orderly
sequences
of
its self-expression.
Fundamental
in
all manifestations
of the Life-power
is the operation
of the electromagnetic _ra<liant energy,
called 11~,
Aur, by Qabalists,
and L.V,X. in the
terminology
of the Western School.
The researches
of Einstein
have enabled
him to work out a formula
unity
of
indicatin
g tbe essential
- 3-
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gravit~tion
(k~bode,
glory)
a~d
electro-magnetism.
Here it ' should
b~ remembered
that
kabode,
though
its primary
meaning is weight,
has
always i~ · th~ Bible the connotation
oi glory,
such as is
of sple~dor
represented
by the ' glory surrounding
the All-seeing
Eye on the Seal of
the United States,
and this glory is
a radi~nce,
shining · forth
from the
light-source.
Possibly
the fact
·that Einstein
is a descendant
of an~es~ors
among w~om mujt have ~een
Qabalists
may "have something
to do
with his mathematical
proof
that
light,
electricity,
magnetism
and
gr~vitation
are essentially
on~.
The text goes on to say that the
thirteenth
path is the ':'perfection
of spirit~al
uniof th~ truths
ties.
I I
On this
we may offer,
as
co~m~ntary, · a translation
of an old
It says:
Latin gloss on the ~ext.
''All
the paths,
when they
are
united
with · the Supreme Unity,
are
join~d -th~retd
through
thi 's thirteenth
path,
for ~Jri~, echad, unity,
resolved
into a number, gives 13.''
That is, the number ol the path is
the value of 1ril{.
If we trace the paths of the Tree
order,
beginning
of (ife ·in reverse
- ~t Malkuth,
the thirteenth
is the
(asi fath
which leads
upward.
It
ta~es us from Tiphareth,
the seat of
- 4:..
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the EGO, back to Kether, the ·seat of
the cosmic SELF, Yekhidah,
and once
we have come there,
we have reached
the end of the Way of Return.
Consequent! y, as we have expl _ain 'ed
in our _ le!Ssons on the MASTER PATTERN, Gimel is the last of the paths
on the Tree in which there
may be
movement in two directions--outward
and downward from above, and inward
and upward from below.
In the paths
of Aleph and Beth the movement is
always outward
and downward~
One
does not traverse
them in the reverse direction.
He who has arrived
at Kether is identified
consciously
with the Indivisible
SELF, Yekhidah,
and participates
in its
eternal
outflow
through
the eleventh
and
twelfth
paths.
Take_n as a number, the letter-name
7CJ, Gimel, is 73, and this is the
number of the name of the second
Sephi.rah,
i1CJri, Chokmah.
Hence the
High Priestess,
who hears the number
of Chokmah, 2, is said to represent
the lesser
Chokmah, or the feminine
aspect
of the cosmic Wisdom.
She
typifies
Wisdom as the mental
reflection
of all that the Life-power
is essentially.
Thus,
like
the
Sophia,
she stands
for the
Gnostic
perfect
self-recollection
and selfknowledge
of the One Being.
Note
that Sophia is also feminine.

-5-
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For these reasons
the thirteenth
p~th is repre•ented
by the Tarot
of
_sym}}ol foT memory, and the scroll
the Uigh Priestess,
bearing the word
TORA,Law, is rolled in a spiral,
to
indicate
the fact
that
the force
concentrated
in Kether is a whirling
energy.
This we have dealt with at
l~ngth
in lessons
of the TREE OF
LIFE course.
Furthermore,
since
TORA is a rearrangement
of the letters of ROTA,the Latin for wheel,
wh~t is intimated
by the ~ord on the
scroll
is that the.. basic . law is the
Law of Rotation
which _ is mor~ pariiciulaily
symboli~ed
b~ K~y 10.
.
.··
. -

Now{ Key 10 corresponds
to Jupiter,
and in .astro_logy
ther_e . is a
close
rel at ionsh ip _))etween Jupiter
and the Moon, wbich_is
the luminary
attributed
. to Gimel.
In Key 7 of
Tarot,
_corresponding
to Cancer,
which is ruled
by the Moon, the
-~heels
of the chariot
symbolize
Jupiter.
exalter
in Cancer • . _Again,
· ~ri ~ey 18,_corresp~ridiii
g to Pisces,
ruled
by Jµ~itei~
· tiqth iifl~
\ ,nd
sy~b~lis~
emphasiee the inflienc~
of
the Moon• . ,On th ·e Tree of Life,
as
~e ha~
_e. s~en .i~. _an earlier
l~sson,
the ·spn~re of. the ·Moon _'is _violet,
~he _ col ;o.r :·attributed
to Jupiter.
Furthef~o~e,
th~ .M~on'i light
is a
r~tle~tion
_ of s~nligLt,
so that the
.-6-
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Moon is like a· mirror, corr~sponding
on this account .to the i~eas · if r~flectiort
and duplication
o( whi~h
the High Priestess
is the Tarot
symbol.path may be
··thus the thirteenth
of the
said to be the manife~tation
subconsciousness
of Yekhidah,
the
is t~e
cosmic SELF,. as the eleventh
manifestation
of Yekhidah's
superconsciousness,
and the twelfth
the
mariifestation
of it~ self-consciousness.
It is this
subconscious,
ete~nal
self-recollection
which is
bhe ·basis of Yekhidab's
manifest~tion in the activity
of the ONE EGO
of all humanity, seated in the sixth
Sephirah,
Tiphareth.
·
to
··hat is morei when on~ .attains
the Rosicrucian
Grade of Lesser
Adept~ by arriving
at conscious
realiz~tibn
of bhe truth that what
each of us designates
as ''I''
is
really .the EGO of every other human
being, i~ become~ possible
to follow
· the Way of Ret~rn,
up throu~h the
thirteenth
p~th, to Kether _. To be
sure,
this path is not op~~ u~til
the adept has trave~sed
all the
paths leading upward _from liphareth,
beginning
with the P•th .of Lamed,
and . endin g with the path of Daleth.
t~ the
Only . he wh~ _has . attained
Grade of ~a g us, corresponding
· to
Chokmah, is a rle to foliow the path
-7-
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of Gi~el back t6 ·Kether,
Yet his
starting-point
for this
final
advance on the Way of Return
is his
realization
that the Son (Tiphareth)
is in perfect
union with the Father
(Chokmah).
This realization
is not
complete
until
the adept
is consciously
united with the Father-life
in Chokmah.
When this
is accomplished,
the way opens
for the
realizasupreme identifica~ion--the
that
the EGO is really
the
tion
reflection
of Yekhidah in Kether.
Thus the manuscript
quoted
by
Eliphas
Levi says the possessor
of
path ·''reigns
with
the thirte~nth
all
heaven
and is served
by all
hell.''
Remember that
''hell~'
is
the Hebrew ''Sheol''
. .a.nd the Greek
''Hades,''
It is not a place
of
damnation,
the abode of m~l1gnant
It is the realm of shades,
spirits.
plane,
corresponding
to
the astral
Yesod on the Tree of Life.
To be '' .served by all hell"
is to
he · able to put to good use all the
powers
~f the astral
plane.
To
'.1'riign
with all heaven''
is to be
an open ~hannel for the expression
of the Piimal
Will-to-good
in
Kether.
He who arrives
at this
s: :age of develo12ment
is the incarnate
Will of G~d, the per~onal
expression
of the Perfect
Law, He
reigns with heaven, because all his
-8-

thoughts,
words and actions are acts
of conscious
participation
in the
Divine Life which f l ows outward and
downward from Kether.
The fourteenth
path is that of the
letter
Daleth,
joining
Chokmah to
Binah,
symbolized
in Tarot by the
Empress.
This is the first
of the
t he
reciprocal
paths
which cross
Tree_ of Life,
like bridges_ linkin g
the Pillar
of Mercy to the Pillar
of
Severity.
The fourteenth
path is called
the
Luminous
Intelligence,
1'~C 7J ~,
saykel mawayir.
The distinctive
ad1'RC, indicates
a derived
jective,
luminosity.
This path origina\es
in
the Illuminating
lntellig~n~~
- of
Chokmah, and Ch~kmah is thi source
of its light.
We nfight think . of
Chokmah as ·being the dyrfa'mo, and · of
the Luminour lnt ·el 1 ige -n·ce · as ··_bein g
the li g ht-bu l b, .glowing with incandescence
supplied . b'y :·tha current
from the dynamo •.
In the text,
th~ f~urt ~~nih ~ath
is said to be call~d luminous .inte l 1 igence '' because .it is ·_-th .~ ..essenc e
of that Kha~h~al which is the in~tructor
in the i~crit
foundations
of holiness
and _perfec .t'i 'on.''
. The
has shown
great Hebraist,
Gesenius,
t hat th e tou n 7r.~r,, Khashmal,
is a
derivative
f rom the noun ~nl, which
•

•.,

-9-
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is the Hebrew name for ' t~e metal
copper.
This is the metal of Venus,
the plan .et represented
by the letter
Daleth and by the Empress.
A heart~haped shield
of c~pper is a prominent feature
of . the symbolism ~f the
third Tarot Key.
This takes us at one~ to a fundamental mystery of .the Qabalah. · For
:!lri.l, Nachash,
n.ot only designates
the metal copper,
but the same weird
is the name for th~ serpent
mentioned in -tbe allegory
of the Fall.
We
have said elsewhere
that this noun
!?rilis t 'he num~er 358, which is also
the number of Jj_\r,t,t,, Messiah,
the
_R~dee~er.·
The 6~balistic
~ystery
do with the desire
nature,
hast~
which is •ssociated
~ith the Sphere
·Desire
seems :to
of ~~nus, Netzach.
be the tempter~ but we find liberation
and redemption
b~ rightly
directing
the desire
force.
Hence,
in Key 3, the copper shield
held by
the Empress bears the symbol of the .
Holy Spirit,
a white dove.
What begins as temptation,
when we learn
how .to manage ·it, may be transformed
into the shield of protection.
designates
Now, Khashmal probably
a metallic
alloy,
composed of gold
a~d c~pp~r. · which was used for mir_ro.rs. : .A 'mirr ·or, again,
is one of
··the 'symhofs for Venus, and is said
to be the origin
of the familiar
-10-
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astrological
emblem for that planet.
It suggests
the idea of reflection,
which is basic
in the function
of
creative
imagination
pictured
by
Key 3,
Again,
the planet
Venus is the
ruler
of the sign Taurus,
pictured
in Tarot
by the Hierophant.
The
latter
is shown as a teacher,
and he
is communicating
to hhe ministeis
kneeling
before
him what our te~t
calls
' :'the
secret
foundations
of
holiness
and perfection.••
A Latin
commentary
on the fourteenth path terms Khashmal institutrix
arcanorum,
that
is,
"estabIt goes
1 ish~r ·of the mysteries.''
on to say that the fourteenth
path
is c•lled
''the
path of the hidden
thi~gs ' 9f n~n-existent
creation.''
This cr~ptic
saying
is not really
hard to understand.
What we are
concerned
with in the fourteenth
path is the pattern-forming
power of
creative
imagination,
which shapes
mind-stuff
into
form before
the
externalization
of such mental patterns into things which ar~ actually
existing
at the level
of physical,
tangible
manifestation,
Careful examination
of the symbolism of Key 3 will
make one thing
perfectly
clear.
Practically
every
detail
of the desig~
is related
to
-11-
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rep .roduct ion.
The centr _al _ figure is
a pregnant woman, who represents
the
goddess of love and beauty,
Aphrodite or Ven6s.
Roses, her flowers,
grow besid1 her, and they are symbols of desfre,
as well as being the
reproductive
organs
of the plant
which hears
t :hem.
Her shield
is
he;1rt-shape~,
and is e~b.lazoned with
a dove, one of the , bir~s sacred to
Venus.
In Hebrew,
th~ word for
•'dove''
i s -i1.ll'., ·yonah, _fr .om the
_root as 1\1, yayin, wine.
The ioot
signifies
I'' to be warin, effervescent (like /the foam of the iea from
which VenUf is fa·fled ' to have been
born),
to ferment.''
The word i1)l\
is use 'd · figuratively
a·s a metaphor
fo~ ·sexti~l /watmth, '.~ marked characteris~ic
of dovei~.
Agai~ -; the
waterfall
in Key 3 is ' a v-ertical
·column, si~nifyi'ng
·the ·male aspect
of the life-force
(Chaiah, seated in
Chokmah), and the pool into which it
falls
is a l symbol of the _female · aspect of ~hT same force. Finally~
the
wheat growing at the Empress'
feet
ts a symbol of the developme~t
and
multiplica
~ ion of seed.
Consequeptly,
when we read in our
text that the fourteenth
path is the
essence of / t 'he ·Khashmal which fs the
instruct~r
i~ ~he secret
fouridations
of holine~s
and perfection,
··~e do
well to r ~member the special
Qabalistic
sig jnificance
of the Hebrew
1

1

1
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noun n11lO', Yesodoth,
f~undations,
the plu .ral of Yesod, th .e naJ:Deof the
to . which Qabalists
ninth Sephirah,
attribute
the repr~ductiv~
· activities
of both microcosm and 'ma~'rocosm.
The numeration
of the words D1110'
'T1, raziy yesodoth,
''secret
foun1
dations,'
is 703.
This is numer.ically
important
because 703 is the
·, extension
of 37, or sum of the •umbers from Oto
37.
Consequen~ly,
703 is a numeral symbol for the complete
expression
of the power of
·i11'li', Yekhidah, since i11'n' is the
number 37.
Furthermore,
when the final Nun of
· the ' noun )JN, ehbe~, stone,
is reek- oned as 700, this word adds to 703,
as does the noun JJ, gan, 5arden,
Nun is takt:!n as 7QO.
when its . final
When ·we consider
that both JJ~ and
JJ are emphasized by the symbols - of
Key 3--lJ~
by the great
stone
on
which the Empress sits,
and lJ by
the garden which is the scene of the
picture--we
begi~
to realize
how
subtle were the . wise men who designed Tarot.
For both lJ~_and
JJ are
verbal
symbols of the Great Work,
and of the power which is controlled
and transmute9
in alchemy.
This is
· the power of Yesod, the reproductive
energy.
It is shaped, moreover, . by
acts of creative
~magination.
_
-.13-
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In the I fourteenth
path
we are
dealing
with the activity
whereby
the creati f e, male life-force,
which
is identical
with the energy s:~eamfrom t~e fix;d
ing throu i h space
stars,
or suns,
passes
into
tne
field
of differentiation
and specialization
represented
on the Tree
This activity
is
of Life byj Binah.
multiplication
and
the gener ~tion,
development
of the paternal
seed
(Chaiah in JChokmah), and its expression in mental imagery.
This _activity
is bo~h cosmic
and personal.
brings
the universe
The Life-P,ower
imagination
•
into h~ing l ~y creative
.We, ut il iz ing the same power, shape
our world and .its circumstances
in
·. the image ~ f ''holiness,••
which is
really
co 1pleteness,
or perfection.
Basicallf,
our whole personai
life
·on ·the phy f ical plane is . an elaborafunction.
tion of the reproductive
The chromdsomes in the reproductive
cells
combine to bring forth hereditary tend i ncies in each human bo?y;
and t h e. wj (!le process
of gestation
is really
the outworking
of mental
patte r ns in the sµbconsciousness
of
the mother,
modifi~d
by the qualities
tran ~~itted . ~t c~~ception
from
the fat h er's
ancestral
· 1ine • . The
thin .g to - ~-eme~ber _.here .is that 'al1

1

t h o u g h t h r e . is

a p hy s i c a 1 b a s i s ,

the ge r rn-p las~ ~f the parents,
is alsu t~e mental activity
I

-14-
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and beneath
the physical
cellfunction.
This mental activity
is
subconscious,
and during the months
of gestation
it epitomizes
the _en. tire
history
of animal
evolutionThe record
~f this
history
,is impressed
on each human body ~uring
t h-e gestation
period,
and- occ 'ul tis ts
hold that the essence of this iecord
is impressed
on the celli
rif the
ceni~r; . or solar
plexus.
Jupiter
its .body
After
a child
is born,
grows and changes.
Yet .this d_evelopment is but a· continuatio.r,
of ~hat
was begun at the ,pment o~ conception.
Subconsciousness
is still
the
dominant .factor ·in body changes from
babyh~od to adult
life.
Be~ihning
with very ea~l~ childhood,
the personal
field
of each human -ubconsciousness
begins
to be modified
level;. · '
from the self-conscious
The earlier
influences
iom~ from
parents,
nurses
and teachers,
or
others
wh~ _have cl~se cont~ct
with
the child •. Later on, _as the cbild's
sel £-consciousness
begins t _o urifold,
his own conscious
thought
a~d imagination
are sourc~~ · or · ~u~o-suggestive
influ~nc~;
Thr~uihou~
the
course - of his growth to adulthood
the dominirtt
force
in ihapini
his
organism
is the power which
bodily
is pictured
in · tarot by the Empress,
the power of c~eative
imagination.

-15-
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Even aft f r growth seems to be at
an end, mental imagery modifies
the
body.
Our /secret
thoughts
and feelon our faces;
and,
ings are wt itten
for those r ho know how to read the
record,
they are inscribed
even more
in /our hands. ·
clearly
What is not so well understood
is
imaginathat the p bwer of creative
tion may br used consciously,
so as
to mak e important
changes
in the
t ehicle.
Men and women
physical
have emp lo ye d this power to regenera_te thems elv es, and there
are many
well-auth
,n ticated
examples
of extraordina
r y rejuvenation.
What is ruore, it . i ; possible
to
effect
internal
changes in the body
which tak f one out of the limitations
of ordinary
genus homo into
w~at .we _ h r ve ·called
else~here
t _he
_Fl fth Ki ngd om. Here, again,
creative im&;;~J'3.t ion is ·the means where~y the ii y, --i"o~ce seated
in Chokmah
1s brough t t0 be ar so as to effect
subtle
ph t siological
chan g es ~hich
raise
one to the Rosicrucian
Grade
of Master of the Temple, attributed
to the t hi rd Sephirah,
in which the
1
fourteent 1 path completes
itself.
Thus E iphas
Levi's
manuscript
says that the powers and privileges
of a n ade p t who is master
of the
path of oJ l et h 0n ~ tle him to dispose

-16-
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of his own life
and health,
and to
influence
that of others.
The great
spiritual
healers
begin by perfecting their
own physical
organisms,
Thus they become open channels
for a
mighty current
of the cosmic lifeforce.
Their method 6f healing
is
directed
by mind, but it must not be
psychotheraconfused
with or~inary
peutic
procedures
~ Neither
is it
the mer~ly
palliative
power posse .sse
by persons
of unusual vitality.
The h~tsp
iri tuar ··h~
is not simple suggestion,
neither
i
magneti __.§JI}
.
It · is
it mere physical
applicat
i on of the cosmic
/d irect
/ life-force,
controlled
by mental
._imagery
Healers
who are ahie to employ
therapy
have
this kind of spiritual
doing.
a definite
sensation
when
They feel the life-force
flowing out
the body of th~ paof them into
tient,
as did Jesus when the woman
touched
the hem of hi~ garment~
Yet even they must have suitable
. mental
preparation
in the persons
they heal.
Faith on the part of the
patient
is indispensable
for perma nent cure,
and especially
for such
examples of instantaneous
healing
as
records.
Thus it
the New Testament
for Jesus to say: '' Thy
was correct
faith
hath made thee whole.''
Yet
it is a mista k e to suppose
that

so

-17-
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faith
is ~he 6nly hialing
agency.
Faith -· makeF. the · patient
receptive,
also in the
., bQt t~ere /is involved
hi~her spi,itu~l
healing the flow of
a c~rrent
of life-force
thro~gh the
organism
the healer.
-. ,Such a healer i~ one who has comthe
pl~ted
wh~ ~ alch~~{~ts
~all
- 'f'confectton
o~ the Philosophe~s'
-; Stonei'' . and this Stone of the Wise
. is the
ehhen khane, which is
, ment i.oned in the prece~ing
l,isson.
·. Ib:is _als~ tbe Stone and the Garden
concerning
~hich we have WJitten.
·· Not~ th ~t, ·besides being the com~f J~ with TJ, Eather with
bination
- Son~ the w~ rd TJ~is the verbal sym- bol -of . the power desig _nated . by word
Ab on the
ree of t.i,£e, that is ·, the
life-fore'
_in Cho~mah, as expressed
through b ~e letter
Nun. Here again
- we have a1 indic ·ation of the energy
through . the
which ope~ates primarily
reproduct t ve syscem governed by the
• ·_ .
sign ScorJllio.
On thi j point -the Qafalah
is in
agr~ement
wit~ Hindu ocstriking
cultism.
The Sanskrit
Ojas, literally'
'th I illuminating
or bright,''
stands for the - sublimated se»ual _energy,
an ! it h•s b~en sai~ by us
elsew.he_re /-that the seat of the lifeforce
is in the second Sephirah,
which is he _p:.tt h_ of the 11 luninat-

-

or
I

•

mi.:l~.

f

1
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ing Intelligence.
Concerning
Ojas,
Swami Vivekananda
writes;
(at the - base
'' The lowest centre
of the spine)
is where all e~ergy
becomes stored
up, and that energy
has ·t 'o be taken
from there
·and
brought to the l~it one, the brain.
The Yogis · Claim that o·f all the ·enthe human body compris~s ihe
ergies
highest
in what they call
~ojas ••
Now this Ojas is stored
up iri the
brain,
an<l the more the Ojas is in a
man's head, the more powerful he is,
the m~re ·intellectual,
the mcire
strong will th~t man be.
spiritually
One man
This is the action of Ojas.
may speak beautiful
language
and
beautiful
thoughts,
but the"y do not
impress people;
another
man speaks
neith~r ' belutiful
langu~g~ noi be~uyet his w~fd-charm.
tiful
thouihtj;
That is th ·e pow;er of Ojas ·coming
out.
Every movement coming from him
will be powerful.
''Now in all mankind there is more
or less of this Ojas stored up. And
that are ~orking
in
all the forces
the body, in their
highest form, become Oj as. - You must remember that
it is only a ·gue _sti'on of transformation.
The same force which is working outside,
·~s electricity
or
ma~n~tism, pill become changed into
Oj as. · The Yogi ·s say that that part
of the hu ~ ih ; en~rgy whi~h •ii ·ix . : .,; .
. -19-
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press~d
as sex energy,
in sexual
functions,
sexual
thought,
and so
and controlled,
on, when p hecked
easily
becomes changed
into Ojas,
and as this lowest centre
is the one
which gui8es
aJl these
functions,
ther~fore
lthe Yogi pays paxticular
attention
to that centre.
He tries
t o t a k e up a 11 t h i s sexual
e n erg y
It is
· and conve jrt it i _nto Ojas.
only the cjhas~e man or woman who can
make Ojas ,rise and become stored
and that is why chasin the brJin,
tity
has J 1ways be~n considered
the
highest
virtue,
· because
man feels
spirituality
that if h' is ~nchaste
goes away . · h~ loses mental vigour,
and strong
moral stamina.
That is
why in all of the religious
orders
that have / produced spiritual
giants
you will
always find this
intense
uppn.''
_
chastity
insisted
· ·/
--Raja Yoga, PP• 59-61.
Observe that in this quotation
the
force insfde
the body is identified
with elec~ricity
and magnetism,
that
is, with the radiant
energy at work
in the Sp/here of the Zodiac ·, whic h
is Chokm-h on the Tree of Life.
Again, i~ l is said that the Ojas is a
transfor
~ ation
of the forces
which
work as r uscular
energy,
and i n
Wescern ofcultism,
muscular tonicit y
of
is said tp be under the rulership
Mars, which also rules
the sexua l
energy whi,·ch is changed into Ojas.
-201
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We have ~iven
th e q u-0~ation
as
Swami Vivekanand a wrote it,
but we
feel it necejsary
to poin~ ' ~ut ihat
for his words,
we wo~ld substitute
'' .cont .ro.lled and checked,''
· t ·he more
accu~ate terms,
''sublimate
d ~nd ~~
directed.''
As we have said elsewhere, Swami - Vivekananda
is correct
in speaking
of the ascetic
disciplines
of certain
religious
orders
as bringing
about a great intensification
of the Ojas.
For some forms
of training,
complete
a~1stinence
from sex-relations
is necessary.
What should
be understood
here is
the difference
betwe~n
a~tinence
and continence.
As Jeremy Taylor
points
out: ''Chastity
is either
abst in~nce or continence:
a·fst inence
is that of virgins
or widows: continence,
that of married persons~~·
Continence
is by no means incompatible
with normal living.
Undue
indulgence
is what wastes
power.
Nor is chastity
by any means concerned with physical
actions
only.
A mind preoccupied
with
se~ual
imagery wastes as much power as does
an unrestrained
body, and one of the
grave weaknesses
of our modern life
is over~indulgence
in erotic
imagery.
Popular
fiction,
the movies
to this
and the sca ge all contribute
over-stimulus;
and until
it has been
corrected,
we may expect to fi nd the
p arminds and bodies of both sexes,
- 21-
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ticularly
those of ~doles~ents
and
young adu Vts,
seriously
harmed by
this tinwhol esome emphasis on sex.
The reme ~y,
however, is nGt puri1.
tanical
insistence
on ~fstinence.
The root o t the difficulty
is to be
found in plopul ar er,rors
concerning
the sex~function,
and these . are due
to the false notion that this . is esand impure.
One
sentia~ly
/ sinful
that . this part of our
must realize
J ife is just
what it is
physical
shown to ~e in the Qabalistic
doctrine
concerning
the ninth
path,
giyen
in ~esson
6 of this
s~ries.
The power /whereby the EGO provides
itself
wi i h physical
bodies
is espure, as well as fundamensentially
sa cre d, and the
tal.
It !is truly
recognitidn
of this is of paramount
importance ) to all who seek the bene. f iis resulting
from its direction
·
and stibli 1 ation.
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THE THIRTY-TVvO
PATHS OF WISDOM

I.ESSON NINE
The fifteenth
path is that of the letter
Heh_. symbolized in Tarot by the Emperor.
It
carries
the
power of Wisdom• the second Sephirah, to Beauty, the sixth.
It is the link
between the li:f'e-f'orce
( ChIH, Chaiah) • 'Which
is identical
with the radiant
energy of fixed
stars,
or suns, and the EGO which is the central
SELF through which this radiant
energyis distribut;ed
to all
human personalities,
beth
incarnate
and disoarnate.
Ea.oh person
is like
a radio receiving
set.
The EGO is
CEN!IRAL INTELl.,IGElifCE, or broadcasting
the
center
for the human race.
The power which
is
sent
forth,
through the ONEEGO to every
human being is that of Chaiah, the life-force
strea.i-ning through
the
fifteenth
path from
Chokmah to Tiphareth.
The Hebrew for nconstitul;ing
Intelligence"
is ShKL M01IID, saykel mawavmiiyd.. The adjective
MOMlD comes from a verb meaning "to
rise,
to stand erect.''
and the primary meaning of the adjective
is "firm, erect.''
significance
her~, ea-There is a phallic
firmed
by the attribution
of the sign Aries_.
the Ram, to the
letter
Heh. Since Mars is
the ruler
of Aries,
i;he dominant power in
the fifteenth
path is the Mars-force which is
the , active generative
principle
in nature•
Ageless
Wisdom makes no attempt to dodge
the truth
that the universal
creative
force
(Chaiah)
is identical
with the procreative
pov,rer of' living
organisms.
The Bha.gavad-Gita
says:
"My great
Prakriti
is the womb into
which I cast
the
seed~
From this is the
birth
o-r all creatures,.. u The Egyptian cos-
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megony identifies
creation
with generation.
The Emerald Tablet deola:res,
"All things have
their birth from this One Thing. 11 The Bible
says, "These are the ienerat ions of the heavens and of the earth;
and it says. many other
things
of like
import.
Many of these have
been concealed
by the
translators
of the
English versions.
Chokmah, the s ouroe of the fifteenth
path,
is called
Ab, the Father.
In every one of
the three
paths proceeding f'rom this second
Sephirah,
the essential
potency is masculine.
In the fourteenth
path,
this male potency
is concealed,
being
veiled by the feminine
of the working of the lifeouter appearances
This is
force
through
the path of Daleth.
made evident by the .symbolism of E.ey 3~ where
the Empress
is av.rife, made pregnant by her
union with the Father-power
in Chokmah.
In the fifteenth
path, . we have the open
of the same potency.
Key 4 is
manifestation
a picture
of a patriarch,
presumably the
father
of his subjects-just
as in old Russia
Czar was called
"eaittle Father, 11 and in
the
the Roman Church the ruler is "Il Papa, 11 the
Father.
The Emperor wears a crown with as
many points,
t welve., as there are stars in
the crovm of the Empress.
He sits on a cube,
a hexahedron., symbol of Tiphareth.
He is an
ancient•
who appears later
in Tarot as the
Hermit.
The letter-name,
HH• Heh• has the value 10.
which is the numeration
of the letter
Yod.• symbolized
by the Hermit • The first
H
of' HR represents
insight,
or the Lif'e-pov,er 's
own knov'lledge of itself.
The second H is a.
symbol of foresight.
direoted
toward the outcome of' necessary
Consequences.
following
from what insight
reveals.
Thus the Emperor
is shown facing north.
The north side of the
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Tree
of Life refers
to the f'ubure • in our .
se:a.se of time.
It is also the side of the
unl.m01Jm and the umnanifest..
From this side
com3 o-ur problems. . On this side are the hidarouse the fears of the
den forces
which
ign0rant.
To· this
side we turn mentally
in
our endeavors
to formulate
plans leading to
more perfect
manifestation.
The ncreative
force" mentioned in the text
given in Lesson 1 is, in Hebrew• OTzM HBRIAH.
etzem ha-briah•
literally
"essence
of creation+"
The first
of these words, etzem., is.,
as we have mentioned
before,
related
to
radiant
energy, because its value is 200. and
of the Sun.
200 is the number of Resh, letter
The second., spelt with the prefixed.,
definitive
H (HBRIAE) • adds to 223. This is a most
important
Qabalistic
number.
of all, the value of the mysIt is, first
terious
word ABRK, Abrech,
11,hich means., we
learn
fran a marginal
note to Genesis 41:23,
"tender
father."
It is to this that The Fa.ma.
Fraternitatis
of the Rosicruoians
refers
when
it
calls
the
Founder
of the Order "Father
R. c.," vihich, -written in Hebrew, would be i~
RK, Ab Roke ( or., Abreoh).
Another
word corresponding
to 223 is the
notm QBTzJU.,, Kabzeel,
"gathering
of God. n In
the
the Z ohar., this word is said to represent
concentration
the Limitless
Light in the
first
Sephirah.
for . Qabalists
Hence, OTd HBRIAH signifies
the
essential
nature of the patornal
force,
which
is
concentrated
in Kehter primarily•
and then
becomes the radiant
life-force
in
the second Sephirah.
The total
value of the
two ..rords
is 423 • and this is the numbor of
AVR.KA.
D.A.1'J-PIN.Arika
Danpin,
"Vast Countenof Kether.
The
ance, tt one of the many titles
Vast
Countenance
is called also "Ancient of

or
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Days,n and "Anoient of the Ancient Ones."
In
the pictorial
symbolism of the Qabalah,
it is
represented
always
by a man's bearded face,
turned
so as to show the left eye only, and
thus we can identify
it with the picture
of
the Emperor.
Observe also that HBRIAR contains
two HI s •
spelling
the letter-name
mr, Heh; includes A
and B, forming AB, Father,
and referring
to
Chokmah, together
vdth I, the letter
of the
Hermit, and R, the letter
of the Sun.
Thus
behind
the
c amponent letters
of HBRIAHare
veiled
the
na me of the letter
corresponding
to the fifteenth
path, the special
designation
AB of the Sephirah from which this path
proceeds,
the letter
R which represents
the
radiant
(and regenerative)
energy of Chokmah,
and the letter
I vmich is
specially
assigned
to ChokJnah, as well as to the Her mit in the
series
of Tarot Keys.
Another
arrangement
of t he same letters
leads to a similar
result,
for HBRIA.."Fi
may be
read as EIH BP,
..t1., and the two vrords "'.:;h
us formed are HIE , ha'Wl;aw, "to be,"
and BR.I\., bera w,
"to create. 11
The inner ·meanin g here is that
the
essential
characteristic
of bein g is
creativeness.
Creation
is not an event which
took place long ago.
The Life-pmrer
is eternally
creative,
as we affirm i n The Pattern
on the Trestleboa.rd.
The creative
force
is "ma.de to rise 11 in
11
pure darkness.''
The word translated
"pure"
is TRVR, tahoor,
which you have met in connection with the ninth path.
Here is another
intimation
that
the creative
force is a reproductive
energy.
For the ninth path al ways
has been associated
with generation.
It
is
said
to be the seat of the generative
forces
of the archetypal
Adam, and this Ada..lD.
is the
EGO seated
in Tiphareth.
Furthermore$
the
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of the ninth Sephirah., ISVD, is said by
Qabalists
to signify SVD I, Sod Yod, "Sicret
of Yod.." Apart from the fact that in Hebrew.
as in English,
"secret"
has a double meaning•
the
letter
Yod. specifically
symbolizes the
phallus.
The pure darkness in v1hich the creative
force is made to rise is the obscurity
of the ·
universal
subconscious
plane of lite-activity
represented
by the ninth path.
Subc ons-oiousness · is the basis or fcnmdation of all that
makes its appearance in manifestation.
It is
the plane
wherein the creatiw
force is set
in motion °b'Jthe Constituting
Intelligence.
It is the "great wanb" into which the seed or
creation
is cast.
Hence, in the backgrcnmd
of the fourth
Tarot
Key, on a level below
that on whic h the Emperor s.f-.
ts, flows a river
vrhich symbolizes the stream of subconscious
activity-the
stream of the cosmic creative
force,
or Water of Life.
The Hebrew noun translated "darkness" is
ORPL, a-wravd'el. The sequence of letters
is
represented
by Keys 15, 19, 16 and 11. The
uninitiated
regard the darkness as a thing of
terror,
mystery and evil.
It is the devil of
exoteric
dogmatism. Init:i,a.tes perceive it to
be a radiant
darkness.
behind which they see
liberating,
regenerative
power typified
the
by Key 19.
They understand that this creative force is what is symbolized as the flash
of lightning
in Key 16, tearing down the
prison
of
false
science
1imerein personal
consciousness
is immured. Finally,
they know
that 'thi~ radiant darkness is the source of
the power of adjustment
which preserves
the
balance
of forces
in action throughout the
universe,
symbolized by Key 11.
Corresponding to the letter
Heh, the fifteenth
path is also the source of the powers

name
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of the
initiate
who 0 p-os11&SS-es"the path.
ttHe can neither
be surprised
by misfortune,
nor overwhelmed
by disasters•
nor conquered
by his
enemies. n The first
. and second of
these
powers indicate
in their possessor
the
quality
of foresight
which is
one or the
leading characteristics
of natives
of the
sign Aries.
The third
is a manifestation
of

the Martian fighting

quality.
symbolizes these

The Emperor
characteristics . He is armed•
so that nothing can
harm him.
His crown. globe and scepter
are
symbols
or dominion. The occult meaning ot
Key 4 has to do with the pOVi.rersof insiglrt
a.nd foresight
indicated
by the Q.abalistic
attribution.
of the function
of vision to the
letter Heh.
Ageless Tlisdcm says the creative
act is a
projection
of the Life•p01J'Ter's clear vision
or its
own nature into the rieid
subconsciousness.
Thus Hindu books tell us Purus-ha
is the Onlooker., and that Pra.kriti,
the power
o:f nature;
works because Purusha looks
The force of the Emperor is your force.
Yours is the powe:r ·which ca.'1.not b~ surprised
by misfortune•
nor over whelmed by disasters,
nor overcome by enemies.
Yours is now the
original
.creative
power ·.
At this
instant it
is constituting
creation
in the pure darkness
of your subc on.so iousnesa.
It operates
prinOipally through the part
or your organism i,vhich has to do with the
function
of sight.
All your pers o.nal experience · of vision is a particular
expression
of
the c?smic Poi11er-t~See.,
To the degree that
you see things
as they really are, to that

or

on.

degree

your personality

is a channel for the

original
creative
povrer.
The Tarot picture
of the Emperor v.rill help
you perfect
the
organism which functions
in
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vb.ion~

Iii aets : a perfect
pattern
for sub .. .
consoiousnes.s
to work out in body structure.
When you look at it._ say to yourself.
"This
Rem.ember that
is my I AM, as it re,a.lly is."
the fifteenth
path is rooted in the unfailing
Wisdom of the One Life.
Bear in mind that it
completes itself
in Beauty•
As your
body changes
subtly
mider the
of this pictured
suggestion•
Yc:JIXt"influence
vision
will
change.
More and more will the
radiant
beauty
of the True World (which is
veileC,. by our ignorance only) become evident
More and more will y~ become a·ware
to you.
of the working of the creative
force within
the center of your being.
More and more will
your daily exper:\.ence demonstrate
to you that ·
creation
is truly
eternal•
that something
which has an irresistible
tendency toward the
r~sults
is flowing
production
of beautiful
out through
your though~s. your w9rds, and
your actions.
path
is that of the letter
The sir.;eenth
Vav, symbolized by the Hierophant.
It is the
third
path
proceeding from Chokrnah, and its
inf],uenoe energizes
t h e fourth
Sephirah,
Chese<il.
;.
·
Our translation,
in Lesson 1. of the obscure
Rabbinical
Hebrew text concerning this
path has bee~ most carefully
made. Perhap~
the meaning may be veiled ·when first
you read
significan,ce
is
the words.
Yet the real
plain
enough,
First
of all• this is the path of the particular
kind of consciousnes~
~'hich !JlEl.kesus
aware
of the victorious
quality
of the Lifepm·.rer• and shows us also its freedom from all
limitations
of time.
In Tarot this path is
associated
with intuition~
because intuit~on
is communication of the Lifewo.povrerts own knovd-
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edge of itself
to the personal consciousness
of a hum.an being.
The Life .. po,rrer knows always
that it is
engaged
in a work which is bound to suooeed.
It knows al,:m.ys that it is subject to no limitation
or past., present or future.
It
imparts
this
l<;nov1ledge to us through the
channel
or memory., the specific function of
consciousness
asaggned
by Q.abalis'ba to the
fourth $,ephuah.
Another
intimation
that memory is active
in the
fifteenth
pa.th is given by the fact
that the Hierophant
represer.its
the sign Taurus.
Taurus is ruled
by Venms., the planeY
corresponding
to the fourteenth
p:i.th of the
letter
Daleth, and Venus is the planet which
corresponds
to the oosmic activity
of creative imagination.
All imagina.tion,cosmic
or
personal.,
is the elaboration
aud clevelop:ment
of ideas preserved
by memory.
lThat is more, the sign Taurus is that in
'Which the Moon is exalted•
aud in the system
we are nov,r studying,
the Moon corresponds
to
the High Priestess.
The High Priestess
is
a symbol of subconsciousness.,
as the rec -order
or experience,
and her scroll
typifies
memory.
It is the Book of Cosmic experience.
Our connecting
link with Universal
Being
(the
nail.,
or· Vav, which fastens
personal
consciousness
to universal
life) is the fact
that
onet-s personal memory is but a. chapter,
so to
say•
in the cosmic reoord.
What we
remember j,.s also an integral
part or the uni•
versal
memory• and is nowise separable
from
the
l,atter.
By right
use
or our power of
recollection.,
we may consciously
unite our
personal
memory with that of the Life-p01.rer.
It may be even more exaQt to say that there
is a way whereby we may become aware that our
persona:,.
me!(l.ory is•
and has been always, a
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particular
phase of the Life-power's
perfect
mental
record,
of all that it is, and of all
that it has ever expressed,
While ,ue are caught
in the net of the
dream of separateness.
we do not share the
cosmic recollection.
When ,,e learn to listen
we hear the Voice, teaching us from within.
When we become consciously
aware of this
Voice,. we learn that it has been speaking for
all
eternity
in the inner shrine of the temple
of human personality
_. We do not al-ways
hear;
but the Voice speaks ahm.ys, and even
though we may not notice what it says, i t has
been a potent influence
in shaping the coarse
of our lives.
For when it speaks.,. our sub,,,,
systems
of knowledge and desireo onscious
the two ministers
kneeling before the lnner
Teacher in Key S--are
modif'ied;
and » in due
course ~ these personal ministers
of the SEIF
prepare us to enter the Inner Shrine.
The sixteenth
path is called 8 the delight
of glory,
the
glory
of AIN, the N.o-Thing, 11
because, when ai: last 1.'/8 do hear, the message
of the Inner Voice has to do vrith the mystery
~f the Di vine Rad ia.nce • termed n glory ;.~ . This
is what we have explained in another le8son
as HKBVD., ha• kabode.
Thus whatever 1·1e learn
fr om the Hier ophant . may be understood to be
sane aspect
of the science of Cosmic Radiation•
some portion
of the universal
truth
the
ONE POWER which is. in it s
concerning
physical . :manifestation.,
not
only eleotrg;..
magnetism and gravitation•
but also the stuff
from which everything
we sense is made. When
we receive the instruction
we are f'illed
with
joy,
and our jaiy is the emotion inspired
by
our realization
that the Self within is none
than
the
eternal
I AM,. whose very
other
essenc~
is the AIN, or . lifo-Thing, we have in
mind
when 1'1f8 say, 0 All the power that ever
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was., or will be, is here now."
Hence everycommunication i.ve reo'dive from the .Inner Voice
reveals
some £re .sh truth concerning the ONE
POWER which Hindus call "Existenoe-Knov'fledgeBliss Absolute.
The text
says i3he sixteenth
path 11veils
the Name of Him, the Fortunate
One." This is
Vav (VV) has the valbecause the letter-name
ue 12, which is also the ~ue
cit the Divine
Na.meHVA, Hu or Hoa., the Hebrew third person•
al pronoun,
corrrsponding
to English "He.n
This
is
one or the Qabalistic
titles
of' the
first
S'ephirah, !tether.
In other words., the ·
Hieropbant
rray be considered
to be a. symbol
ofr the Cosmic SELF~ Yekhidah., allting aa the
Inner Teacher of mankind.
Again, the · sb;°te81lth pa.th is called ON
Literally.,
this is
ODN. the Garde~ or Eden.
"garden of delight."
It is th~ garden which
holds
the lilies
and roses at the Ma.gician 1 s
teat.
It is also the garden wherein the Emp?"ess sits.
Because GN., gan, and ABN, ehben.,
(stone) stand for the same sta _te of oonscious
identification
of the EGO with the oosmio• or
universal.,
SELF their
n~l
value is identical.
They represent
the state of consciousis driven
ness from which human personality
by falling
into the error of separateness.
This state may be regained.
It is "prepared for the oompassionate,. .0 and there is a way
or method• whereby we may be numbered among
the company of the truly compassionate.
These are
the
ChSDIM., Chasid:im• who are
filled
with the spirit
of the fourth Sephirah.
They are members of the Rosicrucian
Grade
called
"Exempt Adept."
They are what are also
designated
as ttyasters
of Co.mpassion. 0
They
are men and women who are wholly receptive
to
the
influx
of the
life-force
which flows
through
the
sixteenth
path from Chokmah to
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Chesed.
They know how to open themselves
to
the
influx
which flovirs down into human personality
from superoonscious
levels.
Thay
may be known by one salient
characteristic.
invariably,
and imfailingly,
merThey are
ciful.
Levits
old manuscript,
the
In Eliphas
magical
power assigned to Vav is this:
"He
knows the reason
of the past.
present and
future."
This is the habitual
state of mind
of an Exempt Adept,
or Master of Compassion.
or cause. of time is eternity.
The reason•
Past,
present.
and future are the divi _sions
ma.de by intellect
when it considers
what is
really
a.r eternal
NOW. In the manifestation
of the Triumphant
and Eterr..al Intelligence
through a human mind• this MON is knovm.
Therefore,
in Key s, the Hier ophant
sits
in the center of the picture,
and faces us as
we look
at the
design .. He is betwee :11.
two
pillars,
like the High Priestess.
He is the
same as the angel
in Key 14 1 and the fact
that 14 reduces to 5 is one indioati.orr
of' the
Again, he is the same as t11e World
identity.
Dancer
in Key 21, and Key 21 represents
the
full manif estatton
of his eternal
self-revelation.
Note that 5 extends to 6 ( the sum of
the numbers from O to 5 1 reduced to a digit.)
21 is the extension
of 6 (sum of numbers f'rcm
0 to 6), so that the number of the last Key
of Tarot is truly
the number representing
the
fullest
expression
of the power of the Hierophant vn.thin the limits
of the Tarot series.
An Exempt Adept, or Master
of Compassion•
enjoys
continual
communication with ,1hat we
picture
a.s the m,.er ophant.
That is why he is
"Exempt . n He is released
from the delusion
of separateness,
and fro.m the sense of e:ff'ort
and struggle
resulting
from :chat delusion.
At its center.,
his personal
consciousness
is
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perf'ectly
united to the Universal
Life.
For
him., the
f~ct
of Eternal Being is a. direct
perception.,
so that he is
able
t o say.,
"Before Abraham was, I AM.11 In . this state
of
consciousness,
Eternal
Being
is seen to be
cause• or reason,
of what we ordinarily
the
and
suppose
to be divided into past, present
future.
may this union be effected?
It has to
HCllV'/
in the
do with the functions
of three centers
Theue are:
the auditory
center
human body.
in the brain;
the Moon center,
or pituitary
Their
body; the Venus center in the throat.
combined
activity
results
in a special
function of the auditory
center.
Then one hears
the 11still,
small voice. n the same that spoke
to Elijah,
the same that called
out to you.~g
the same that Jesus referred
to when
Samuel,
11
he said,
As I hear I judge, and my judgment
is just."
The functioning
of these three centers
is
brought
about
by a fourfold
method.
First•
by the deliberate
adoption
of the rec~ptive.,
devotional
attitude
shov-m by the
listening.
two figures
kneeling
before the Rierophant.
That
is to say, by real devotion to the One
Life above, yet within,
every hmnan personality.
By the
recognition
of that Life as a
limitless
source of wisdom, the Father of all
that exists.
exercising
memory
Second,
by continually
in recalling
the truth that the ALL PO\IIBRis
actually
present
everywhere.
By remindting
ourselves
time and time again that our senses
report
nothing
whatsoever
to us other than
the Eternal
Presence
of the Divine Glory, the
.power designated
by the term ICBVTu,kabode.
Third, by using
inili:gination
in eve,ry way
ingenuity
can suggest,
to discriminate
bet'WWen the gross appearances
of the One Thing
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and the
subtle
Reality
which these appearances
veil.
By using imagination,
also, to
make more and more vivid our awareness
of the
Presence
meaning
of the fact of the Eternal
in even the slightest
detail
of whatever ·we
peroeive.
Fourth,
by the practice
of true compassion.
or mercy.
This
fourth
rule
i$
the :xm:iqt
important
of' all.
The "Garden of Eden" is
prepared
for
none but those who are really
11
benevolent.
Benevolence"
means n good i:dlle"
It must be expressed
in thought,
·w·ord and
deed.
We must
live so as to bless all mankind,
all
creatures,
all conditions.
The last is
hardest,
until
we , begin
to see that every
condition
is
subject
to
improvement,
that
condemnation
checks improvement, -v
1hile bl~ssit.
Benevolenc.e must be given
i~t L f~thers
in words
of praise,
helpfulness
and in the
of action
which backs up the words, by
kind
deeds of loving service.
To bless is always
to be blessed.
To give
freely
is the sure
way to receive
abunda..T1tly.
11
Does this
sound like
the familiar
old
time
religion?"
Well,
union v.ri.th superconsciousness
is
the object of every religion•
True religion
is the tie that binds personal
consciousness
to the ALL.
Besides this,
you
have noticed,
haven't you,
that nothing is
more evident
in the
symbols of Key 5 than
that t:he Hierophant
is teaching
religion?
saying and doing ·we
The kind of thinking,
outlined
brings a.bout the subtle
have just
changes
in personality
whiCJh are the indisTo
pensable
preliminaries
to union, or yoga.
say this
is not
to indulge in meaningless
"goody-goody
talk."
It is to expound pure
spiritual
science
in exact terms.
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Benevolence has a specific physiological
effect.
To p:ra.ctice it is the only way this
effect
may be . produced.
Good will to all
men, to all creatures;
to all conditions,
is
Good will even to the state
an active force.
of the wo-.dd in this present crisis,
because
it
is so evidently just what is shovm in Key
16 of Tarot,
a catastrophe which is clearing
the way for a better understanding and a better
practical
expression of the unity of all
mankind.
.
Good will
i..,s the only true magical ,1nll.
It purifies the personal consciousness,
purifies
the nerve-o-q.rrents, purifies
the blood
stream, purifies the vm.ole body. It affects
the glandular secretions,
and liberates
into
the blood the chemical elements vrl.th which
the body must be supplied before the result
sketched in this lesson may be experienced.
Try it , and see for ; yourself.
\
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LESSONTEN
THE SEVENTEENTHpath is that of
the letter
Zairi, symbolized in Tarot
by the Lover ·s.
It is the first
path
projected
from Binah, which it joins
t6 Tiphareth.
Thus it is the link
c~nnecting
the Divine Soul with the
EGO. It is called Z'J1ii ,:t:J. saykel
ha-regash,
the Di~p~sin•
Intelligence.
The adjective
ha- re gash is f r·om a
Rabbinical
Hebrew noun signifying
feeling
or sensation.
Hence Knut
Stenring
tnanslates
the ti .tle of
this pat~ as ''Sensible
or Disposing
Intelligence.''
T-he adjective
haregash is derived from ,a verbal root
meaning t~ rage, · to be violently
agitated.
One can see the connection between ~he letter-name
. Zain,
s~ord, and the notiori of violent
acweapon of
tivity.
A sword i•~
offense,
used in bat£1e.
What is not sb evide~t,
when one
first
1 o o ks at Key 6, - is that
it
also includes
symbols d~finitely
connected with the idea of intense,
· flaming activity.
Cloier inspection
wi 11 serve to correct
the impression
of placidity
created
by . the more
obvious surface
appea~ances
of the
design.
Fir•t
pf .all~ , the hair of
the angel is flaming.
Again, behind
-1-
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the man is a tree
bearing
twelve
fiery
fruits.
Behind the woman is
another
tree
having
five
fruitst
which refer to the senses,
and round
tree is coiled
a
the trunk of this
serpent,
Thus the symbolism
is
truly
related
to the title
of the
seventeenth
path,
Even the title
of
afout
it.
Key 6. when one thinks
implies
that the force represented
by thi;
Key is far from being -~ool
and placid,
Love is warm, and the
violence
of lovers is proverbial,
Qabalistic
analysis
of the word
~j1~ adds a good deal to our knowledge of the ~cc~lt
meaning of the
sevent~enth
path,
Let us consider
by letter.
this word." let~er

n, Heh, is definitely
fiery,
for
which
it stands
for the Mars~force
rules
the sign Aries,
Nor is this
all.
Qa~alists
assign
the letter
Heh to Binah,
the Sephirah
whence
The
the seventeenth
path proc~eds,
basic
activity
in Binah
is that
which particularizes,
that
which
sets up distinctions,
limitations
and boundaries,
Binah is the field
of specializ•tion,
which is th~ immediate
cause of the Life-power's
manifestation
in specific
forms.
Hence the ·letter
Heh, which is the
Hebrew article
corresponding
to
Eenglish
''the,''
is appropriately
assigned
to Binah,
and this
letter
-2-
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begins the adjective
ha-regash.
It
is followed
by the letter
1, Resht
to which the Sun is attributed.
It
corresponds
to Key 19, which
is a
Tarot symbol of regeneration.
The
third letter
is Jt Gimel, the letter
pf the Moon. Thi,s is the Tarot High
Priestess,
and has to do with the
thirteenth
path of wisdom. The last
letter
is~.
Shint to which is attributed
the element of fire.
The
al~o for Ruach
same letter
stands
Elohim, the Spirit
of God.
'

Thus we may read ~Ji~ Qabalistically as ''Tbe {~) Sun (1)t Moon (J)
and fire (?).''
Or we may take the
alchemical
attributions,
and read
of letters
as _ ' 'The
the sam_e series
(Heh) Gold (Resh)J
Silver
(Gimel)
and the Quintessence
(Shin),''
For
the spiritual
fire is precisely
what
alchemists
mean by the Quintessence,
and often
they symbolize
it by a
circle
divided into eight equal segments. like the center
of the Wheel
of Fortune,
or like the wheels pictured on the outer robe of the Fool.
Hence one of the latter . ornaments
is marked with a . letter
Shin • .
ln_al~hemieal
books we re~d · that
the Great Work is performed by means
of tbe Sun and Moon. with the aid · of
Mercury.
This is illustrated
by the
symbolism ·of Key 6. The man corresponds to the alchemical
sun, and
-3-
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behind
him is a tree
with twelve
fruits
which represent
the twelve
signs
or mansions of the sun.
The
woman corresponds
to the alchemical
moon.
The mountain
in the background is a symbol of the work.
The
angel is ~aphael.
angel of Mercury.
The Yogis of India are alchemists.
In their
books they mention ~wo asPrana,
pects
of the Life-Breath.
The positivet
male aspect they call
Surya.
the sun.
The negative.
female aspect
they call
Rayi,
the
moon.
Surya is the hot. driving.
violent
current
of Prana.
Rayi is
the cool. Tesponsive
lunar c~rrent.
and what chiefly
distinguishes
it is
impress ib li l i ty, .
The yogis say these two currents.
work through
the
solar
and lunar,
two halves of the human body. chiefl y along the nerves . of the sympathetic
system • .The solar
current
wbrks through the right
half.
which
is called
1ingala,
The lunar curhalf.
rent
works through
the left
named Ida,
Some writers
give the
impression
that
Ida is merely
the
left
half of the spinal
cord.
and
Pingala
the right
half,
The true
Yogi doctrine
is that
these
names
apply to the lefthand
and righthand
divisions.
respectively.
of the
whole network
of nerves
composing
the sympathetic
system,
-4-
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The alternation
of these two currents of energy is what the a(chemwhat the Yogi employs
i;t utilizes.
in developing
his inner powers. and
what the true magician adapts to his
purposes.
The key to all occult
ability
is right
discrimination
between
the natures
of these
two
and right
discurrents
of force.
sword.
crimination
is the Magician's
or Zain.
The use of the ' :'sword''
is the
narrow way of attainment."
Hence
Jesus said he came to bring a sword.
So also Mohammed said
the way to
Paradise
is over a bridge narrow as
the edge of a razor.
Again,
the
second
paragraph
of The Emerald
T'ablet be g ins: ' ('Thou shalt separate
the earth
from the fire,
the subtle
from the gross,
suavely,
and with
great
ingenuity.''

1

1

_1

A Hindu book declares:
'!'To those
men who practice.
and thus always
keep the sun and moon in proper order,
knowledge
of the past
and
future
becomes ~s easy as if they
were in their
h and.''
And again:
by the sun.
''The
moon is checked
and the sun by the moon; and he who
knows this
practice
strides
in a
moment over the three
worlds.''
What are the
worlds of past,

three
worlds?
Th e
present
and future.

-5-
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A practical
occultist,
whether he be
called
Yogi, magician or alchemist,
can cut the Gordian
Knot of time
with the sword of discrimination.
When the solar and lunar currents
of the Life-power
are rightly
perceived.
rightly
discriminated,
and
when their
operation
is kept
in
ptoper order,
the personality
of the
man engaged in this practice
becomes
unobstructed
channel for the
a free,
outpouring
of the cosmic life-force.
Thus our text says the Disposing
Intelligence
clothes
the compassionate
with the Holy Life-Breath.
The compassionate
are the Chasidim
or Masters of Compassion.
They ·are
with all the
clothed,
o·r inve~ted,
powers
of Spirit.
In their
con~hat is pictured
by Key 6
sciousness
is perfect!~
established.
In ordinary
speech, breath is air.
''clothed
with
breath.''
tberefore,
is literally
wha~ we see
in Key 6.
In other studies
of this
Key we have said that the two human
figures
represent
self-consciousness
and s~bconsciousness~
' and that they
are nude to show that true discrimination
strips
these · two , modes · of
personal
consciousn~ss
of ·all disis
guise.
· A Master of C~~~assion
one who has brought this .to ·pa~s in
himself.
He is free
from guile,

To be

-6-
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free from all the concealments
which
characterize
the consciousness
of
those who are deluded
by the sense
of separateness.
He has established
balance
between the 'fsuft''
and the
' f'moori•'r between the self-conscious
modes of personaland subconscious
ity.
For the hot, electric,
solar
current
is directly
connected
with
the functions
of self-conscious
life,
and the cool, magnetic,
lunar
current
is that
which is at work
through
subconsciousness.
Knowledge
of the order
of the
solar
and lunar currents,
and power
them,
are not to be
to control
gained from books or lessons,
Thus
we hear rumors
of an • :•unwritten
Qabalah.''
and it is taught
in the
Orient
that
the highest
knowledge
or
must be gained
from the Garu,
Master.
This
last
is a subtle
statement,
always phrased
in this
particular
way.
The aspirant
is
told:
''You must . learn this from the
Gari.l,' 'f!ever:
'' ·You must learn this
For those with ears
from a Guru.''
to hear,_bhis
means that
there
is
the One
but one Guru. one Teacher,
pictured
in Tarot as the Hierophant.
From this
one Teacher
all
higher
wisdom is received.
and all secrets
of mastery.
He makes them known to
those
who are ready,
and He knows
when they are ready.
His pupils
receive their
instruction
through
the
-7-
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oper -ation
of Neshamah.,
Soul seated
in Binah.

the ·Divine

Books and lessons
are useful.
They put us on the track of the path
which leads to the Guru.
They show
~ractices.
They
us the . preliminary
lay down rules of thought.
of speech
and ·of ~on~uct which ei~le
us to
become sufficiently
receptive
to
merit
th·e name ''Qabalist.''
Our
to put
part
is to travel
the path.
An irrevocthe rules
into action.
able law of nature bars us from the
presence of the One Teacher if we do
not practice.
The Guru never accepts lazy pupils.
He speaks etermen, but his
nally.
and to all
instruction
falls
unheeded on deaf
ears.
Ability
to hear his voice is
the fruit
of practice.
It has been said that Nature
1s
Yogi, and hhat all we can
the first
do is to imitate
her.
She sets the
solar
and lunar
currents
coursing
through
our bodies.
In this
way.
long b~f~~e we w~ke from our nightmare ~f separateness.
our Mother
prepares
us.
She is like a woman
~~-0 _hears
her child
crying
in the
nii'i~
and finds
the little
one
struggling
in the throes
of a bad
dream.
Gently she wakes us and comforts
us, and shows us there
is
to fear.
really
nothing
whatever
Years before
any person kn~ws that

-8.-
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he is interested
in the higher
knowledge.
the Great Mother--the
Divine Soul--is
gently nudging him.
to wake him from his tortured
dream.
While he still
sleeps,
her endeavors
to arouse him ar~ incorporated
into
his nightmare.
Yet it is only the
Mother, full of compassion.
bringing
him to realization.
While he remains
in the grip of
the dream, her touch frightens
him
the more.
He believes
it to be a
tiger
of disease,
a wolf of poverty.
a lion of oppression.
a serpent
of
sin.
The experiences
which will
finally
liberate
him are then interpreted
as being all manner of dangers and miseries.
When the dream
is at an end, then he knows that the
Mother
was only shaking
him into
wakefulness,
so bhat he might be released from his pain and terror.
When he wakes she takes him by the
hand,
and guides
him in her ways.
This sense of contact
with reality
is what is said in our text to' 'establish
the faith of the compassionate.''
Theirs is faith expressed _by
action,
as shown in Tarot Key 11.
It says ' f'Aman,''
or ' :1 So be it,''
to all experien~e,
because it understands the meaning of every event.
is

Hence the Disposing
Intelligence
called
the ' :'Foundation
of Ti-9-
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phareth
in the plane of the Supern :a-ls. ·:' ' . The pow.er active
in this
.P a~ h . ,i s · t h e p owe r o f . t he Di vi n e
in Key 6 ~y the
Soul.
Jymbolized
~ngel . Raphael.
The plane of the Supernals
consists
of the three upper
Sephiroth:
Kether.
Will; Chokmah.
Wisdom; Binah. Understanding.
Of
these three.
Binah is the Yesod, or
Foundation.
of Tiphareth.
because
without
Understanding
the EGO in
TiRhareth
would have no firm basis.
Neither Will nor Wisdom are enough
to provide
that basis.
for the essential
nature
of Understanding
is
Love, and without
the firm foundation
of Love there
would be no
stability
in the EGO. It is not
enough to will.
It is not enough to
be wise.
Love is what makes purpose
and grasp of princ ·iples
truly
effective.
In the Grades of the True and Invisible
Rosicrucian
Order,
the one
called
Master of the Temple is assigned to Binah.
They who attain
to
it are filled
with the power of the
Divine Soul. and this power is that
of the angel in Key 6. Fundamental. ly. it is the power which flows down
f~oro Kether
to Binah through
the
channel of the twelfth path, symbolized by Key 1 • . It is the alchemical
Mercury • . which directs
the ''sun''
and' 'moon.''
This same Mercury is
-10-
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the ruling
principle
Zain. _wh;ich. is also
sig~ Gemini.
·

of the path of
the · path of the
·
·

Discrimination
is the -fruit
of
love.
Love ·conquers · death. · Love
of immor"t~l _i _ty.
confers
the gift
Love opens the door into the fourth
dimension .. . ~s St. PauJ wrot~: .
''I
kneel ' before the f~ther
from
whom every family
in heaven or on
earth
takes
its name. and beg him
out
oi his
wealth
of glory
~o
strengthen
you mightily
through his
nat~re
and
Spirit
. in your inner
through your . faith to let Christ
in
his
love make his home in your
hearts.
Your roots must be deep and
strong,
so that you
your founAations
and all God's peopl~ may be strong
enough
to grasp
what breadth.
length.
height.
and depth meaQt and
to unders.tand Christ's
love. so far
beyond our underst~ndi~g,
so . that
you may be filled
with the very fulness of God.''
This is one of the profoqndest
passages
in the New Testament.
The
' 'glory'~
of which it speaks is that
same radiant
energy we have mentioned in other lessons
of _this s_eries.
The .' 1'Christ''
is the EGO of aU humanity.
on~ . with Ah. ihe ' pat~~nal
life-fore~
in Chokmah •.. The' _great
secret
is the ·, :' mystery of Christ,••
-11-
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mentioned
at the beginning
of the
same third
chapter
of Ephesians
whence
this
quotation
is taken.
concerning
That mystery i& a secret
spacet and St, Paul hints at this by
speaking
of breadth,
length
and
height--the
ordinary
three
dimensions--and
adding to them depth,
a
noun used symbolically
throughout
the
the New Testament
to ~esignate
the Great Within,
Fourth Dimensiont
with
Masters of the Templet filled
understanding
of the perfect
law~
are continually
guided by the Divine
Soul,
They rule their
bodies
and
their
circumstances
in ways which
seem miraculous
to the rest of humanity,
They exercise
the powers
mentioned
in Levi's
manuscript
in
connection
with the path of Zain.
They ''possess
the secret
of the
resurrection
of the dead and the key
of immortality,''
They triumph over
death because their consciousness
is
one with that
of the Ever-living,
In this connection,
observe that in
the Tarot tableau
Key 6 is the upper
picture
in a vertical
row of three,
Bene~th it is Key 13, Death,
Below
Key 13 is Key 20t a symbol of the
resurrection.
The eighteenth
path of wisdom is
It is the
that of the letter
Cheth,
carrying
second
path from Binah,
down the influence
which energizes

-12-
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Geburah.
gence of
I]tZ'ii fi\J

It is called
the Intellithe House of Influenc~.
7:Jtl, sayke1- be'th ha-shefah.

of

volition.
Geburah is the seat
to he persupposed by the itnorant
sonal will.
Thi• · Sjphirah
is the
aspect of the Life-power named Fear~
Severity
and Jus~ice~
We have explained 'the · meanin:gs · o"f these three
name~ in "other l~s~ons.
Qabalis~s
identify
vo_l'{t ion ' with the impersonal
law · which terrifies
some,
i~pres~es
others
~y its unyielding
severity.
and is recognized
by the
enlightened
as a _law of undeviiting
justice.
Qabalistic
,p.sychology
says the
notion
of personal
will is a mista ~en interpr~iation
-0f states
of
consciousness
caused by the working
of cosmic - forces
through~
human
organism.
It holds that ther~ is no
volition
whaiever which is not identical
with the operation
of natural
1 aw,
The human ·body is a; vehicle
( char~
iot) whereby universal
forces are so
interrupted
that th~y ~toduc~ vario~s m~nifestations~
psychical
and
physical.
' The process of limitation
and specialization
begun in Binah
results
in tensions
which we feel,
This feelin g is the cause of belie f
in persdhal
will,
but cateful
dis-13-
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crimination
demonstrates
that every
expression
of will
is really
an
equilibration
of opposing tensions.
This is produced
by the Life-power
itself.
working in the field of personality
according
to undeviating
laws,
mental
and physical.
The letter
Cheth represents
the
field
of personality.
What occurs
in the field
does not originate
therein.
and is not limited
to its
personal
boundaries.
The fence of
it.
personal
consciousness
surrounds
to he sure;
but just
as there
is
land outside
and inside
a fence,
which
land was there
before
any
and as the land
fence
was built.
outside
is really
continuous
with
that
inside,
so what seems to be
within
the fence of personality
is
not actually
separated
from what is
outside.
The noun fi'lnfluence''
suggests
the notion
of wat~r.
The Hebrew
shefah
occurs
just
once in the Old
Testament,
where it is translated
'l' abundance.•'
':'They
shall
such
the abundance
of the seas.''
Here
the idea of afundance
is directly
connected
with water.
In this passage there is also an occult
reference to time,
because
the word for
'f'seas''
is i:;\C\, yomim, identical
in spelling
with a noun which signifies ' 'days.'•

-14-
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Our text indicates
t .hat the ei _ghte enth path is related
to wa~ert .or
to activity
like that of water~ when
down.''
it says the .a'rcana 'i'flow
Flowing motion having its origin
at
an inner source which is also superior
is what .. the phrasing
suggests.
or hidden
po~ers
of
The arcana,
_superconsciousne~st
do flow ~own into the pers9nal
field,
hut this same
$Uperconsciousness
is the depth,
the
_Great
Within.
It is tl}e _ H~ly of
Holies,
the Adytum of the Jnner Te~From this oource
power flows
ple.
down into our d~ily expetience.
·
. The power is truly
like water,
as
Qabalists
intimate
when they make
the letter
Cheth correspond
to the
watery sign Cancer.
The power comes
in waves.
It runs in currents.
It
eb~s and flows.
It is purifyi~g,
also,
and in it all forms are held,
either
in suspension
or in solution.
to a great
Often
it is compated
ocean.
Thus Binaht
th~ source
of
the eighteenth
path,
is calle.d the
Great
Sea as well
as the Great
Mother.
we ' see a
In Key 7, theref~re,
river
flowing behind the chariott
to
represent
the et~rnal
flow of co~scious energy.
That stream of power
coming from beyond the limits
of
personality,
is the cause of all
activity
within those limits.
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The symbols
of Tarot
aid us to
of the
grasp the occ~lt significance
word shefah.
Its first
letter
is
represented
by Key 20. a symbol of
the Fourth Dimension.
which is the
plane of being above,
yet withint
all other planes.
Key 20 shows the
c~nsciousness
coffins
of personal
floati~g
on the Great
Sea. Binah,
the boundless
ocean of Divine Un~erstanding.
The second letter,
Peh,
corresponds
to Key 16, which shows
another aspect of the same power, as
the lightning-flash
which destroys
the tower of false
science.
This
flash is a symbol ,of Mezla, the Holy
which descends from Ketner
Influence
to establish
the ten Sephiroth.
The
third
and last letter,
Ayin, corresponds to Key 15. which shows the
way the same power is interpreted
when we know nothing afl:>ut it except
superficial
appearances
reported
to
us by sensation.
Then it propounds
riddles
to us.
Hence the sphinxes
which draw the chariot
are related
to the D,e-vil.
Like him. t~ey are
incongruous
combinations
of human
and animal
forms.
Both the sphinxes_ and the Devil
Magical
are types
of the Great
Agent, the hidden force employed in
works of practical
occultism._
The
sphinxes
symbolize
also the Great
Arcanum whereby the force
is conFor they combine the lion
trolled.
-16-
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what is
and the woman. symbolizing
shown in Key 8 of Tarot.
where the
woman controls
the lion
and is
joined
to him by a chain of roses.

t'E:ZIis 450.
This is
Numerically
10 x 45. or Adam. Cl1t{. 45. multiplied
by the ten Sephiroth.
450 is
also the number of n1n17. looakhuth,
on which Moses wrote the
the tables.
law.
Here is a suggestion
that all
the powers of man are developments
of the TORA. Note that TORA is in~cribe d on the scroll
of the High
Priestess.
who corresponds
to the
Moon, ruler
of Cancer.
Since
the
manifestation
of the TORA is the result of the reactions
among the ten
Sephiroth,
it is not surprising
to
find that 450 is also the number of
l1 t' '1t. peree etz, · the Fruit of the
tree.
Again,
in the evolution
of these
powers through
man, and to a point
beyond man, what is called
''sin''
makes its
appearance.
One of the
Hebrew names fof it - is made up of
the same letters
as !,'tit'. differently
arranged.
It is ~~t, pawshah.
Here
the letter
Peh is put before
the
Shin instead
of after
it.
That is
to say, the tower of personality
is
put before
the liberty
of spiritual
realization
symbolized by Key 20.
This

is

the

essence
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gression.
It creeps
into and poisons much of what passes
for occult
teaching.
What it really
means is
th~
this:
the attempt
to determi9e
action
of the Divine Spirit
\Shin)
by imposing
upon it forms built
up
by ':'pers-ona-1 \\fill''
(Peh).
To try
this
is , to - set about building
the
Tower of Babel.
·Many systems of will-training.
socalled
Yoga. New Thought,
and other
teaching,
endeavor
to
metaphysical
do this ~ery thing.
They seek to
impose ma~'s will
up~n the CQsmic
Life.
They purport
to teach their
dupes how to impress
the Universal
Consciousness,
so as to ·force it to
manifest
the forms they want.
This
is real black magic, and its ultimate result
is the · ruin pictured
by
Key 16.
The true magic is just the
reverse.
The Magic of Light makes our world
us
what we want it to be by giving
power to see . that the real world is
already
more wonderful,
more harmo nious,
than we can possibly
imagine.
Reality
is so much beyond imagination
that
to perceive
it is the
satisfaction
of every desire,
beyond
all we can ask or think.
Actual
satisfaction.
be it remembered.
The
perception
of reality
is no mental
narcotic
which sends us off into a
dream-world
where we forget
what

-18-
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some call the ''harsh
actualities.''
It is just
the opposite.
It wakes
us upt and brings us into a stace of
gift,
being where no good or perfect
small or greatr
is withheld
from us.
of health.
Into
a
Into
a world
world of beautiful
human relationships.
Into a world where every
moment of victory,
where every experience
is a phase of the Eternal
Success.
Into a world where work is
joyt and no means are wanting to its
completion.
This state
of being is
what is meant by the alchemical
Philosophers'
Stone.
Hence Levi's
old manuscript
says that he who possesses
the path of Cheth has power
to find the philosophical
stone.
The consciousness
we have just described
cannot be counterfeited.
We
to have it,
because
cannot pretend
it is the perception
that the real
Mover, Thinker
and Actor in human
personality
is the Cosmic SELF symbolized
by the Charioteer.
Other
than his will there is none.
Willpower is manifested
by those
who
·make themselves
wholly receptive
to
that One Will.
This receptivity
cannot be simulated.
A person may talk afout it
fluentlyt
even convincin g ly.
His
wordst indeedt
may lead some of his
hearers
to find the way.
Yet he
recephimself
cannot become truly
-19-
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tive while. there re .mains in him one
trace
of the . fallacy
~f working to
satisfy
his pers~n~l wants, of seeking the k{ngdbm because it ~as been
said that
they who do so have all
other
things
adde~ unto them.
The kingdom must he sought for its
own sake.
They who really
put the
quest for · it before all else do have
all things needful
added unto them.
But so long as one seeks the kingdom
in order to get things,
his real objectives
are the things,
not the
kingdom,
and ~e misses
both.
Th~i,
in :Xey 7 1 the chariot
is
shown standing
still.
Not until one
sees that all this seeming activity
o-f personality
is not personal
at
all~ not until
one can truly
s•y:
' f'I am doing nothing;
the senses and
organs
move by natural
impulse
to
their
appropriate
objects,
and the
natural
impulse is the outward and
downward flow of the One Life,''
is
any se~ker for light
set free from
the sense of separateness.
When
this liberation
comes, he is af~olutely
in harmony with the Law (Geburah),
absolutely
identified
with
it.
Then he realizes
_it always as
being the undeviating
Justice
which
regulates
perfectly
every circumstance of his life.
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TIURTY-TWOPATIIS OF WISDOM

LESSONELEVEN
THE NINETEENTH path of wisdom is
that of the letter
Teth. symbolized
in Tarot by Key 8. It is the second
of the reciprocal
paths uniting
the
Pillar
of Mercy to the Pillar
of
Severity.
and the first
of the three
paths proceeding
from Chesed. which
it joins to Geburah.
Thus it links
the Receptacular
Intelligence
to the
Radical Intelligence.
and the Sphere
of Jupiter
to the Sphere of Mars.
This nineteenth
path is called
the
Intelligence
of the Secret
of all
Spiritual
Activities.
Its name in
Hebrew is Dl\lnl1~ n17l~r~ 110 7Y~,
saykel sod ha-pehulloth
ha-ruachinoth.
scale
the
In the B.O.T.A. color
nineteenth
path is brilliant
yellow.
This is also the special
tint of the
twelfth
path (Beth.
Key 1) and of
the si•th
path (Tiphareth.
seat of
the EGO). The same color is attributed to the planet Mercury.
Thus it
is the color
assigned
to the upper
surface
of the C~be of Space.
Teth is
On that cube. the letter
assigned
to the northern
edge of the
upper surface.
or to North-Above.
This is the boundary
at which the
upper and the northern
faces of the
cube meet.
The northern
face is

-1-
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assigned
to Mars, the upper face to
Merc~ry.
Thus ' from the · direction
symbolism we get the hint of a combination
of ·the powers of Mars and
Mercury.
That there
is a close connection
between
the
nineteenth
and the
twelfth
paths is to be seen in the
symbols
of Key 8.
A woman is the
central
figure
of the Key, but she
wears a white robe, lika ,the Magician,
and over her head is a hori8, like that over the
zontal
figure
fig!,lre of Key 1 .. [..Yet, · whencentral
e~e r Tarot
shows a woman, it is
~epresenti~g
subconsciousness,
and
.the basic power of subconsciousness
is memory ;"] Thus in Key · 8,, illust t at i n g t1ie n i' net e ent h p at h , t he
~omg~ · stj~ds ' lo; th~ cosmic memory
seated
in Che .sed.
The dominant influence
in the nineteenth
path is
and remembrance
is
reco11ecti~~.
. part
of the secret
mentioned
in
the titl~
of ~he ~ath.
This will .be
more evident . as . we proceed with this
lesson.
·
··
Key 8.., mor-eo·ver,
shows a lion,
tamed . ~y tbe woman, And led by a
c h·ai n of roses.
Jfo is a red lion,
and his color is t.hat of Mars.
This
i's also the coloi;- of Gehurah,
the
S~hei~
oj Mars, at the end of the
nid~~~enih
:·path,
and · the , color . of
fac~ _o·f .the · Cube.
the northern
..

.

j•

•

•

•

-
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The woman in Key 8 is the Empress.
rather
than the High Priestess.
Yet
we must bear in mind the fact that
the Empress and the High Priestess
are not really
two.
The two Keys
simply represent
two aspects
of subconsciousness.
What we mean is that
though the power of memory. basic in
all subconscious
activity
and associated with the Moon. is dominant in
is
Key 8. what is more in evidence
the subconscious
power of generating
mental imagery.
associated
with that
aspect of subconsciousness
connected
with Venus.
( The prime secret
of the nineteenth
path is that
whatever
exists
is a I ,
form of spiritual
energy.
Every
form of spiritual
energy ii subject
to the direction
and control
of the
form above it ;J The conscious
imagery of man is a form of spiritual
energy.
All forms below this level
are subject
to its direction.
It.
in turn.
is subject
to the influence
which descends
from superconscious
levels.
This flows down into subconscious
levels
through
the agency
of the J;i ind of man. which is the
mediator between that which is above
and that which is below ~
Man is the synthesis
of all cosmic
activities.
Human intelli
g ence
gathers
to g ether
all the various
threads
of the Life-power's
self-3-
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manifestation.
By the operation
of
the law pictured
in Key 8. human intelligence
is able
to carry
the
cosmic
life-expression
into manifestations
beyond anything
which
could come into existence
apart from
By conman and his intelligence.
trolling
subconscious
production
of ·
mental
images
man can ''open
the
lion's
mouth.''
can bring sub-human
forces
under the direction
of systems of thought.
expressed
in words.
In so doing.
man acts as the vehicle
of bhe universal
life.
There
is a sense in which we may · say that
the universal
SELF. Yekhidah
in
Kether,
does nothing.
For that . SELF
is the ONE IDENTITY called
''God''
by theologians.
and God is changeless.
The SELF is the witness
of
activity.
hut is not itself
modified
or altered
by the transformations
which go on round it.
All change.
all modification.
is in the field of
energy
which,
$0
to say. revolves
round the SMALL POINT at the very
center
of the first
Sephirah.
The
SELF which is the rider in the chariot of human personality
is perfect1 y free
from necessity
for
any
endeavor whatever.
It does nothing.
It has never done anything.
It is
simply the witness
of the panorama
of transformations
proceeding
from
its own mysterious
p ower, symbolized
by the woman in Key 8.
- 4-
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Through right
recollectedness,
or
contact
with the deeper.
more interior levels
of memory. it is possible
to discover
that the cosmic order is
not merely
a mechanism.
When we
learn
how to listen.
it speaks
to
us.
On the mechanism of nature
are
written
characters
we may learn
to
read.
Within us is a point of contact
with a principle
of knowledge
which reveals
to us the meaning of
all experience.
No matter
what may
be the appearance
of an event.
it
has a meaning for us, and one which
may he put to effective
use in what
we think,
say and do.
Hence it is necessary
to remember
that the power at work in the nine~
teenth
path,
because
it proceeds
from the fourth
Sephirah,
must be a
power related
to the wisdom which
sends
down its
influence
into
the
fourth Sephirah
through
the path of
Vav, symbolized
by the Hierophant.
Cone part of the secret
we are now
studying
is that the woman tames the
lion because she has been instructed
by the Hierophant .:J
Another part of the secret
is the
extruth
that ~ ven now human life
tends
beyond
the
limits
of the
physical
world .:J UJan is a fourbeing :] though
few men
dimensional
of this.
and women are conscious
even though
milMan is immortal,
-5-
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lions continue
to believe.
mistaken! Yt that they are mortals.
Thus one
of the practical
consequences
of attaining
to that mastery of sub-human
powers which is pictured
by Key 8 is
the liberation
of man into conscious
awareness
of immortality.
This is what Levi's
manuscript
means by saying
that the possessor
of the power of the path of Teth is
able ''to
enjoy the universal
medicine.''
The language
here
is
subtle.
To have something
is not
always to enjoy it.
To possess
the
secret
of true completeness
is to be
filled
with joy.
He who really
understands
and applies
the law which
is pictured
by Key 8 is one who enjoys every moment of his life.
The
events
of his day-to-day
experience
confirm his recognition
of the truth
that
the universe
is an orderly.
derythmic manifestation
of lifet
termined
by unchanging
spiritual
1 aws.
When we have established
contact
with the inner principle
of wisdom.
the world begins
to assume a difLittl-e hy · little
ferent
appearance.
it is revealed
to us as being beauand as having the same essentiful.
tial
nature
as ourselves.
Nothing
Nothin it is really
alien to .us.
ing is really
adverse.
When we
know it arig!.t, . we find in .i~ _ nau ght
-6- ·
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to dread.
but everything
to accept
and use.
The universe
is rational.
It is
composed according
to patterns
intelligible
to the mind of man.
The
patterns
may be seen.
but we must
train
ourselves
to look for them.
At the beginning
of tbis training
is
the practice
of concentration
pictured in Tarot by the Magician,
The manifesting
power of the ONE
IDENTITY is grounded
in the Lifepower's
perfect
remembrance
of all
a~d of all that
it has
that it is,
ever done • . Because the Life-power
is the central
reality
of every personal existence.
every human being
has access to the imperishable,
perfect record of the past.
The memory
of the ONEIDENTITYis, moreover,
the link which unites
all personalities,
as the characters
of a n~vel
are all linked
together
by the consciousness
of the author.
The field
of this memory is Chesed, from which
the nineteenth
path proceeds.
The nineteenth
path ends in the
sphere
is
Sphere of Mars, and that
pictured
in Key 8 as the lion.
He
corresponds
to one of the names of
the fifth
Sephirah,
Pachad,
.Fear.
All our fears,
if we but examine
are variations
of the
them closely,
fear of death.
Hence we may undern
-7-
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stand
ihat
to ~ame the lion
overcome that last enemy.

is

to

Here, again.
observation
and memory are active.
Surface
appearances
lead . many to suppose that
it would
be a fine thing if the fact of death
were no part of our daily
experience.
Yet the wise who have establ ished inner contact
with the principle of wisdom are all ~greed that
the dissolution
of physical
bodies
is a necessary
and beneficent
manifestation
of life.
That dissolution
is ~ot the cessation
of human existence.
and scientific
demonstration
of this
is possible.
It is
achieved
by those who learn
how to
(]i irect
and control
the Mars-force
by
means ~f mental
imagery ;) This is
anot~
_a~p~ct of the secret
of the
niniteenth
path. _
Such mastery of the Mars-force
by
means of mental imagery is eiercised
from the ~antage-ground
of selfconsciousness.
represented
in Tarot
by the Magician.
(Remember that on
the Cube of Space the l etter
Teth
correspo -nds to the north edge of _ the
upper surface,
and the upper surface
is attri
b uted
to Beth.)
He who
posse~ses
the nineteenth
path i~ a
conscious
transformer
of his phy "sic al organimm
by means of mental
imagery. · He deliberately
plans his
a new
regenerat{on.
He ~rranges
-8-
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life
for himself.
This he does as
an instrument
of a power higher than
himself,
which he transfers
to the
subconscious
level
by acts of concentration.
Then subconsciousness
finishes
the work by means of the
law pictured
in Key 8.
The powers _developed
in conseare unfolded
quen~e of this practice
changes
in one's
because it effects
physical
body, : Nobody is _born an
adept.
Nobody becomes one without
undergoing
profound
changes in personality.
For though it is perfectly true that the SELF is changeless.
it is by no means true,
as some
would have us believ~,
that mere afpe~fecfirmation
of the changeless
tion of the One I AM will make that
perfection
manifest
on the physical
plane.
An adept 1s a person,
not an arstraction.
He is a person
whose
body has reached the end of the path
pictured
in Key 18.
He enjoys
the
universal
medicine
because [i he consciousness
of every cell in his body
has been harmonized with the central
consci ~ usness
of the indwelling
SELFJ ~ owhere in his body is there
a cell or an organ which is out of
tune with the vibrations
of universal Li fe. J Such a man is ,courageous.
because
he has overcom-e fear.
He
ne~er forgets
the truth th~t all ihe
-9-
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activities
in perfect

of the universe
balance.

are

kept

Though inequality
and injustice
are apparent
everywhere•
this is because
man permits
himself
to he
hypnotized
by appearances.
so that
he fails
to see the truth
they veil.
It is not that justice
will be done.
sometime in the future.
The esoteric doctrine
is that perfect
balance
of forces is maintained
continually.
[H ence from the beginning
of this
world-cycle
to the present
moment
there
has never been one slightest
deviation
from the operation
of perjustice
~ To say this
is one
fect
thing.
To know it is to possess
the
f i nal s ~ et of the nineteenth
path.
Thus the great
secret
is really
the truth
that we have nothing
to
acquire.
It is by elimination
that
Work.
we shall
perform
the Great
symbolized
in Key B. as in Key 6. cy
a mountain
in the background.
Our
prejudices.
our hates and dislikes¥
our faulty
opinions
are what we must
eliminate.
How shall
we accomplish
By exercisinc
ourselves
daily
this?
and hourly
in the thought
that fitll
our experience
is the working of the
~ to
Life-power
upon our pers~nality
the end that it may be shaped into a
perfect
vehicle,
and guided on the
path
of right
recollection
which
leads
to the recpgnition
of the

-10-
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manifestation
of justice
in every
circumstance
of our lives ;]
.
The twentieth
path is that of the
letter
Yod, symbolized
in Tarot by
the Hermit.
It is the second path
which it
proceeding
from Chesed.
to Tiphareth.
It carries
the
joins
influence
of the cosmiG memory seated in Chesed to the ·EGO in Tiphareth.
It is called
the Intelligence
o f Wi 1 1 • Tl! -1 i1 7J-:J./
• say k el ha rawtzone.
On the Cube of Space. this path is
at the junction
of the northern
face
Thus the diwith -the lower face;
rection
assigned
to it is NorthBelow.
We may theref~re
expect
to
find
the secret
of the twentieth
path
somehow connected
with the
operation
of the Mars-force
at subconscious
levels.
The power at work in the twentieth
path is just
another
phase of the
power at work in the nineteenth.
It
has its original
source in the first
Sephirah,
when~e it descends
to
Chokmah through
the path of Aleph.
From Chokmah it descends
t~ Ch~sed
through the path of Vav.
It is the
Limitless
light.
concentrated
in
Kether.
specialized
as . the masculine
life-fore~,
Chaiah.
in
and paternal
Chokmah. and working
in Chesed as
the self-impartation
of Beneficence.
-11-
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Thus the Hermit
is an old man.
shown in profile.
to indicate
that
with Yekhidah
in
he is identical
Yod
Kether.
On his head is a letter
colored blue. the color of Gimel and
to indicate
that
the High Priestess.
subconsciousness
is active
in the
twentieth
path.
This letter
Yod has
its upper point in the first
Sephirah. say Qabali~tst
and its body in
Chokmah.
To Chokmah. - moreover,
the
color gray {s attributed~
and this
is the tint
of the Hermit's
robe.
As we have said elsewhere,
his gaze.
directed
~ackward along the path at
whose summit he stands,
makes him a
symbol of memory, the special
quality attributed
to Chesed.
Finally,
this is a n1~ht scene, and the darkness is ~n ancient
symbol foi all
things
pertaining
to suhconscious
forces
and activities.
The great ; sta~ in the Hermit's
hexagonal
lantern
is the macrocosmic
star,
the hexagram
which is sometimes called
the Shield of David, or
Shield
of Love.
In Hebrew. this is
.111 TJC, mawgen David, and its value. 107, is the sum of Ab (3). Aima
(52) and Ben (52). the names of the
Qabalistic
trinity:
Father
(Chokmah). Mother (Binah)~
and Son (Tiphareth).
By Latin Cabala Simplex,
this same number 107 is the value of
Christus,
Christ,
and of Lux vomini,
Li g ht of the Lord,
-12-
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These bits
of Gematria
refer
to
orre thing.
the EGO seated
in Tiphareth.
This is the focal point of
the Tree of Life.
The sixth Sephirah is the apex of a - down-pointing
· triingle
whose other angles are Ab.
the F~ther,
and Aima. the Mother.
The EGO is essentially
one with the
pat~rnal
life-force
in Chokmah and
witL the · maternal,
Divine
Soul.
Neshamah. in Binah.
The essential
unity linking
these three aspects of
the One Reality
i~ that
of the
single -substance--LIGHT.
The light
of stars.
and also the inner light
of men.
What men feel in their very bodies
as the power called'
'will''
is the
surge
of the light-lorce
through
blood stream and nerve and tissue.
As the Qabalistic
analysis
of ·T111.
rawtzone.
given in the TREEOF LIFE
· lessons,
makes clear.
the hexagram
is a synthesis
of the alchemical
symbols for the four elements,
and
~he letters
of this Hebrew noun represent
the same four elements.
The
elements
themselves
are simply four
phases in the manifestation
of one
fundament~l
reality.
and this real·ity is LIGHT.
What the ignorant
misinte 'rpret
as
· being independent.
personal
freewill.
originating
in eveiy separate
human soul,
the wise de~lare
to be
-13-
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something
like what biology
calts
a
tropism,
As moths
fly toward
a
light.
so clo · we turn.
by an irreimpulse,
inherent
in our
sistible
very organisms,
toward
the Inner
Light
symbolized
by the Hermit's
lantern.
While we are far from the
one goal, we suppose ourselves
to be
choosing
our objectives.
When we
near our destination.
we know that
we have no ''will
of our own.''
{i-Iuman personality
is a synthesis
~ Man sumof all cosmic processes
marizes
all that preceded
him, and
of departure
for the
is the point
development
of a new creature.
The
''natural''
man is the seed of the
'!'spiritual''
man.
When he understands
the processes
which
have
him as far as the natural
brought
man. he may utilize
these processes
consciously
and intentionally
in order to take him farther.
They who
have grasped
this
truth
are the
' 'twice-bor_n.''
Without exception,
11
1
they echo Jesus'
declaration.
save to do the will of
have no will.
him that sent me.''
truths,
this is
Like all profound
the reverse
of commonly accepted
opinion.
To enter unto this
truth
as Jacob Boehme put it.
we must.
1
'walk contrary
to the world.''
Not
by attempting
to force nature
into
by identifying
our mold, but rather
-14-
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ourselves
with her perfect
order.
shall
we find the freedom we seek.
The true
magical
.will
is perfect
obedience.
Not by c~anging nature.
but rather
by discover _ing her laws.
and our true place in her operation.
into freedom.
power and
do we enter
happiness.
( Daily practice
of the thought that
the personal
life is directly
guided
by a higher
intelligencet
daily
re membrance of the truth
that nobody
can do anything
of himself.
daily
endeavor
to approach ··all conditions
and circumstances
.from this point of
view--these
are the fundamentals
of
which makes us true
the trai~ing
possessor _s· of ~.he power of the twentieth
path of wisdo ~
the magical
He , who , would develop
will . must nee d s seek to clarify
his
vision
of what
lies
beyond
the
heights
of present
human attainment.
Again and again he must remind himself
that Principle
is never hound
by precedent.
He must open himself
to the influx
of the ONE LIGHT. His
daily.
hourly quest must he to make
himself
receptive
to the vision
which comes from above.
as do all
In so doing he feels,
men. however advanced
they may be.
that
he is making deliberate.
conscious
choices.
Where he differs
-15-
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from the great
majority
is in his
c lear perception
of the significance
of this
feeling.
He interprets
it
correctly
as the drive
of the ONE
WILL. and the greater
part
of his
training
aims at his never forgetting the true meaning of this
feeling he shares
with
all
mankind.
Thus the twentieth
path is. on the
upward Way of Return,
that
which
takes us from Tiphareth
to Chesed-from intellectual
recognition
o_f the
true
nature
of the central
EGO to
p~rfect
identification
with
the
cosmic memory.
_The method whereby this result
is
ach~eved is meditation.
Wh~t needs
to be understood
is that the cosmic
process
itself
is a meditation.
The
Hermit
is in meditation,
and his
isolation
corresponds
exactly
to the
result
of meditation,
described
by
the Sanskrit
term Kaivalya,
meaning
literally
''alone.''
Thus part of the occult
theory of
will is the doctrine
that the Life power is conscious
energy.
flowing
through
a succession
of forms which
are, without ex c eption,
related
to a
particular
object.
Every cycle of
the Life-power's
self-expression
has
some definite
objective.
From the
beginning
of the cycle to its completion
there
is not a moment in
which that objective
is forgotten.

-16-
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~e do not shaie
the Life-powi~'s
perception
of its objective
until
we
have so ldentified
ourselves
with
the unceasing
flow of the stream of
conscious
energy
that
we begin to
feel
its direction
.
Later.
sages
us. we obtain
the
and seers
tell
beatific
vision
of the '' far-off
divine
event''
as being
a present
reality.
This comes through meditation.
This perception
leads
us into
a
new type of awareness.
This
is
d imly apprehended
in modern teaching
having
to do with
the so-called
Fourth Dimension.
It is set forth
more clearly
in Oriental
doctrines
which
concerning
the enlightenment
follow
Yoga practice,
Nobody can
tell
another
what this
experience
is. but they who have enjoyed it may
indicate
the fact to one another
by
means of various
symbols.
The symto
bols,
however,
are meaningless
persons who have not had the experience.
This experience
includes
firsthand knowledge that human personality is a center
of expression
for
the MIND that
constitutes.
frames
and composes
the laws of the universe.
It · is knowledge
that
there
is in mani acting
through his brain.
an immediate expression
of the power
which rules
and regulates
all the
-17-
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forces of nature.
This is the power
which is p1ctured
in Tarot
as the
Emperor and as the Hermit.
In our day-to-day
experience.
all
our exercise
of will-power
is directed toward overcoming appearances
of limitation.
Even when we seem to
will
evil
this
is true.
Nor are
those apparently
deliberate
choices
of what. in popular
parlance.
"we
know to be wrong,''
any exceptions.
evidences
of
They are. to be sure.
profound
ignorance,
but {i:.he drive
behind even the most heinous crimes
is always the desire
for freedom ::)
whatever
Behind all appearances.
they may bet is the operation
of a
Law. having Beauty for its
Perfect
it
foundation.
If we see ugliness.
_is because we do not see aright.
If
we are suffering
from
we will evil.
Thus Eliphas
a kind cf insanity.
Levi says truly
that black magic is
o~ganized
madness.
The same writer
says
all
true
magic is in the will.
Yet the full
knowledge
of this
will may not be
nor by listening
gained by reading.
to a human teacher.
They who would
know the innermost
meaning of the
twentieth
path of wisdom must listen
with profound
attention
to the instruction
of the Inner Voice.
This
state
of conlistening
is an active
-18-
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sciousnes•.
a thiowing
of the whole
p ersonal
mind into the form of intense.
expectant
receptivity.
He who possesses
t h is twentieth
path is said ''to
be acquainied
with
the laws of perpetual
m6tion. and to
the
be in a position
to demonstrate
. quadrature
of the circle.''
Need we
say that this stacement.
though perfectly
true.
has nothing
to do with
making a perpetual
motion machine,
nor with the vain endeavor
to conbe
struct
a square whose area shall
exactly
bhe same as that of a given
circle?
. , The possessor
of the path of ·Yod
is truly
''acquainted
with the laws
of perpetual
motion,''
hecause this
path leads to perfect
identific~tion
with the One Conscious
Energy,
and
to profound knowledge of its eternal
laws.
The infinite
whirling
motion
of the Limitless
Light is the true
perpetual
motion.
They who know the
secret
of the Intelligence
of Will
p ossess a full knowledge of this energy and of its laws.
Thus they are able to demonstrate.
or to make manifest
in their
control
of circumstance.
their
perfect
union
with the ONE WILL-POWER. This pure
spiritual
will is the perfect
circle
of Divine Life.
He who is in union
with it expresses
the perfect
order

-19-
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in all that he does.
That order is
symbolized
in arithmetic
by the number ·4, and in geometry
by the
square.
It is the perfect
order of
the Measuring
Intelligence
of the
fourth
Sephirah,
descending
into
Tiphareth
through the twentieth
path
of wisdom.
They who ascend through the twentieth
path to the Grade of Exempt
Adept are able to make this occult
demonstration
of the squaring
of the
circle.
They do nothing
of themselves,
but all the details
of their
lives,
because they are unobstructed
channels
for the Divine Beneficence,
manifestations
of the
are perfect
Heavenly Order.

-20-
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THIRTY-TWOPA1l1..SOF WISDOM
LESSON

TWELVE

THE TWENTY-FIRST path
of wis d om.
corresponding
to the letter
K~ph. is
the
third
path
proce~din
g f~o m
Ches ed.
Through
it desc ends t he rnfluence
which energize&
Netz ac h.
It
is the link
between
memory ~nd debetween
the Sphere
of J upit er
sire.
and the
Sphere
of Venus.
I t is
called
the Intelligence
of Desirou s
~PlJCii 1A£
,nil "t:s!J. ,p,a y kd. ha Quest.
khayfetz
ha-meboqash·
:
ne Heb rew
word rnebo q ash is from a verb ~l r0 o t
meaning
''emptiness.''
an d has a
meaning
akin
to the En g lish
nouns
"hunger''
and ''thirst.''
Instruction
already
given
in the
TREE OF LIFE lessons
concernin
g t hi s
path
makes clear
the im po rt an c e of
right
discrimiaation
in di st i ngu i ~h r of desires.
To
ing the characte
exercise
such
discriminati
o~ requires
alertness.
and utter
hon es ty
in appraising
one's
motives.
Thi s
cannot
be accomplishe
d un l ess we
iecognize
the overshadowing
pre s ence
of superconsci~usness,
an d d e li be r~tely
deliver
subconsciousne
ss £ram
to our consci~us
t h i nkirlg.
~ ondage
( When we truly
expect
subconsc
iou sness td res~ond
to the influ enc e o f
superconsciousness.
our expect a t i on
is fulfilled
) ( When we act on the

-l-
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instruction
w~ich . come; :fi~m above.
we make ourselves
ever more and more
aware of guidance
To be a Qabalist
is to be receptive.
This receptivity
is an immediate
consequence
of taking
t? ~eart
the
We
lesson
of the ninth Tarot Key.
who are aspirants
~o illumination
iravelers
are like
the ·invisible
toiling
up the path over which the
Hermit sheds light
from his lantern.
we enter the path of DeWhen first
sirous
Questt
we have rather
vague
notions
concerning
what we are $eeking.
We feel an aching · emptiness
of
mind and heart.
At the very beginning, we are prone to think that if
only we· possesse :d certain
thirigs.
if
in difonly we could fin<l ourselves
ferent
circumstancest
all would be
wel l . After awhile we begin to get
of , the Inner
Light,
brief
flashes
~nd in time these
make us realize
that the essence of all right desire,
is the longing
to be, rather · than
y we
the wish to have. ' Ultima
/~
that the desire
to be is the Life-power's
way of reeal ing to us what we real 1 ar~.
The Way to Liberation
is t e path of
leading
to full perception
discovery
of the true nature of the SELF.
It is a path, moreover,
or a method, which alters
the physical
bodies
it~
Illuminaof tho~e who fdllow
-2-
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is a consequence
of organic
changes.
It is not something
which
occurs in the mind onl Y• It is not
to be experienced
by those who make
the mistake of supposing
the occult
path to be one which leads
out of
this world into purely
metaphysical
regions.
Practical
occultism
is not
escapism.
The j who succeed
in it
must keep their
feet on the groun.d.
The phy~ical
plane is just as spirTo think ill of
itual
as any other.
it.
to neglect
it--this
is the evil
fruit
of the error of separ~reness.
True Illuminati
have bodies
different
from those of the unenlightened.
The chemistry
of their
blood
is different.
Their nerlfe currents
move after
another
fashion
than do
those in the bodies of ordinary
human beings.
The cell structures
of
their
brains
are not the mudimentary
organs
found in the brains
of the
great
mass of humanity.
Thus one
part
of the secret
of the path of
Desirous
Quest has to do with radical transformations
in the physical
body.
These transformations
are not mere
matters
of diet.
exercjse.
breathing
or posture.
In our day there
are
many popular
systems
for ''selfdevelopment''
which seem to be based
on the idea that one has little
more
to do to become a superman
than to
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select
the right
kinds
of food,
What we eat .does make a difference,
How we sit and stand,
and how we use
our l ungs, are important
also,
Yet
we shall never reach the goal of the
twenty-first
path if we suppo~e success to be just a · matter of calories
and vitamins,
just
some trick
of
contorti9n,
or just
some
bodily
special
breathing
exercise,
The balance
of our interior
stars
requires
meditation,
and nobody ever
succeeded
in meditation
who was
lukewarm in his desire
for freedom,
Meditation,
especially
in its early
stages,
before we acquire
the knack
of it,
is hard work,
It must be
persisted
in for some time before
any ~tri k ing results
are attained.
We must hunger
and t h irst
after
righteousness
in order to b~ steadfast
in , meditation
until
we taste
its fruits,
Thus perseverance
is
another
seiret
~f th~ path of Desirous
Quest.
A third
is courage,
To develop
this,
we must face difficulties
and
learn to solve problems,
Silly
systems of ''metafizzling''
insist
that
we must never admit we have problems• never give a moment's thought
to appearances
of failure,
poverty,
or disease,
They pretend
that to do
so is to encourage
negativity~
In
truth,
they are confirming
their
-4-
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of evading
isin the hE~t
To affirm
the ''goodness
of
ALL'' is to speak truly enough, but
our human problems
need that
affirmation
for just
one reason--to
give us strength
to face our problems boldly.
because
we are confident we have at our disposal
a power
adequate
to turn these very problems
into magnificent
opportunities.
To
stop with the affirmation.
to turn
ourselves
into
talking-machines
but repeat
such
which <lo nothing
of the
affirmations.
is to be guilty
repetition.
What we
sin of vain
need most is to use daily that day's
rsufficieni
evil.''
dupes
sues.

This means keeping
awake now.
It
means to interpret
the experiences
of the present
as being particular
dealings
of the Divine Spirit
with
our souls.
That Spirit.
we are
told,
led the greatest
of the Illuminati
into
the wilderness
to be
tempted.
Day after
day it subjects
us to the same essential
tests.
To
dread the future
is. of course.
suTo refuse to
premely unintelligent.
face the appearances
of evil in the
present
is even worse.
The illumined
mind lives
in eterand the only human word which
nity.
truly
designates
this
eternity
is
the acceptarle
NOW. NOW is truly
time.
NOWis truly
the day of lib-5-
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eration.
Guidance comes NOW. or not
at all.
Or it would probably
be
more accurate
to say that although
· every human being is always under
guidance,
whenever be is truly aware
-of it he knows · it to be active NON.
The path of Desirous
Quest is asthrough
the letter
Kaph
sociated
Thus it is
with the planet Jupit~r.
what is pictured
in Key 7 of Tatot
by the w·heels
of the chariot.
The
reaso~ there are two wheels,
instead
of the single
wheel pictured
in Key
10, is that when the influence
of
the twenty-fiist
path is ~ad~ effective
in human life
it must be felt
subconsciously
as w~ll as consciously.
It is not enough to have an
intellectual
perception
of the truth
that
through
this
path we receive
and partake
of
the divine influence,
the blessing
it distributes
to all
mod~s of being.
Such perception
is
necessary,
but it is not sufficient.
our subconsciousIt must permeate
ness,
and be built
by subconscious
activities
into the entire
structure
vehicle.
This is
of the personal
one reason
for the emphasis
placed
on meditation
in a preceding
paragraph,
and all
sound
systems
of
occultism
agree to this.
Truth must
he prin t ed indelibly
on . subconsciousness,
so that we never · forget
its princi ~ les.
Thus only may it
bear fru i t in our lives.
-6-
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. For subconsciousness
is the transformer of our physical
vehicles.
It
is not.
as some would have us believe,
th~ ultimate
cafise
of the
transformation
which brings
us to
the end of the path
of Desirous
Quest.
The power is superconscious.
Subconsciousness
is only the agency
through which this po~er works.
Self-consciousness
initiates
the
processes
which bring about the rechanges,
but self-consciousquired
ness does not effect
the changes
themselves.
any more than a gardener
makes plants
grow.
He watches
his
garden,
cultivates
it.
weeds it.
Even so the work of self-consciousfirst
of all.
to realize
ness is,
intellectually
the rationality
of
Ageless
Wisdom, and after
this.
to
manage thought
and feeling
so that
there
will be no interference
with
the development
and embodiment
of
the new creature.
All systems
of occult
training,
therefore,
begin
by carefully
. instructing
the aspirant
what to
expect as a consequence
of his practice.
The words of the wise must be
studied.
Impossible
as it is to
give adequate
expression
to the more
subtle
forms of spiritual
experience, what has been said and written
by truly
illuminated
men and women
and
may be compared
to good seed,
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Jesus
himself
is the word.',

declared,

••The

seed

After the seed is planted by reading and . listening
to teachers,
then
~ome the practices
of concentration
and meditation.
Invariably
these
aim at reducing
conscious
thought to
a minimum. Never do they seek. however.
to make the mind a blank.
Mastery of thought
does include
the
power to stop
interference
from
thoughts
which have no relation
to
Yet the
the student's
main purpose.
very best way to accomplish
this
is
by alert
and undivided
attention
to
the ''particular
knowledge''
about
which one is meditating.
In profound meditation,
the person
engaged in it seems to be entranced,
becau~e
his attention
is wholly
wiih~rawn
from the sensory
field.
a~d from external
stimuli.
This affects
even his physical
condition,
so that his body becomes immobile,
and may even show almost no signs of
and
life.
Yet he is wide awake,
fully
aware of himself,
as well as
of the object of his meditation.
As one might
expect,
from the
fact
that
the twenty-first
path
9escends
from Chesed,
the seat of
memory, it . has a great
deal to do
w{th ' the practice
of recollection.
Moreover,
since
this
path is con-8-
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nected with Jupiter,
it is the cosmic memory that we tap when we are
truly
''possessors''
of this path.
We become aware of the essential
knowledge of cosmic processes
which,
say occultists,
is ~mred in the Jupiter
center,
or solar
plexus.
We
come out of our periods
of meditation
with fresh
insight
into
the
nature
of our place
in the cosmic
order.
We penetrate
the veil of apparent mechanism, and see the living
organism
the universe
really
is.
When we are proficient
in this kind
of practice,
we experience
cosmic
consciousness.
Yet this
is never known by those
who content
themselves
with optimistic affirmations
about the goodness
and wisdom of the Life-power.
Buddha did not begin to seek liberation
while he was immured in his palace
harem and protected
against
every
sight and sound which might make him
aware
of sorrow
and poverty
and
sickness
and death.
The Illuminati
are men of sorrows
and acquainted
with grief.
How else could they be
Masters of Compassion?
In their
crude forms, all our desires
are variations
or rebellion
against
some apparent
bondage.
The
verb ''to
want''
is sufficient
proof
of this.
When we are confronted
by _
any restriction
upon our freedom, we

-9-
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~te tempted to - accepi th~t restriction as · a reality.
We fall down and
worship the devil whenever we yield
· to this
te~ptationj
We ' deny the
of bett~r
economics
and
· ~ossibility
politics.
·an'd give · as our reason the
lie tbat hu~a~ · nat~re bein« what it
is~ we cannot
expect
anything
betwith evil
and
ter.
We temporize
resort
to ~xpediints
to palliate
it
beca ·use we accept
as true the slander that man is the slave of circums·tance.
The -• ' ·possessors''
of the
twe~iy~fitst
path d~ not fall
into
·this error.
They face the · ·adversa ·ry
boldly,
and see through all appeara~ces
of evil
to the resplendent
truth
they veil.
He~ce it is written
that ihe adept
who ii '~Lord of ihe Path of Kaph''
into
gold.
not
is able to change
but also the earth
only all metals.
of t~e
itself.
· and even the refuse
earth.
The last
phrase
in · this
·statement
is a masterpiece
of sub' tlety.
The ''refuse
of the earth''
refused
is the same ·as the ' ;'Stone
by the builders.''
What sense-bound
materialism
overlooks.
and refuses
to incorporate
into - its
false
and
fallacious
arrangements
for setting
the world in ~rder.
becomes the pinstone
of the . temple
of ennacle
li ghtened -human personality.
It is
the conscious
re~ognition
of the
identity
of tf,e EGO in man with the
-10-
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. Indivisible
SELF. Yekhidah.
This
recognition
changes
the metals
of
~tars.••
inalchemy. the ''int~riot
gold. like that of
to the celestial
the city_ described
in the Revel at ion
This is the g·old of
of St. John.
spiritual
enlightenment.
the Trans~arent Jew~l of . Perfect
re~lizati6n
of the Divine Order.
The twenty~sec~nd path of the ietter Lamed is called
the Faithful
Intelligence.
lC~l i-::1
11. saykel neamen.
It is _ the first
path proceedi~g from Gebur~h. ~hich it joins
It is the link beto Tiphareth.
tween ~he Sphere of Mais, s~at of
and _the Spher ·e of the Sun.
volition,
seat of the £GO.
The psychological
drive
i~ this
twenty-second
path is the drive of
It is fiery
and _Martian
volition.
in quality . but it .i~ al~o whai a
.~Pranic
force~··
Hindu wobld call
partaking
of the spiritual
power
every langu~ge
which is. in al~ost
of the world. associated
with air or
breath.
Its urge is toward increase.
and
be~ause increase
. is growth.
we may
understand
the _ power of the twentysecond . path to be related
to the
reproductive
drive which . insures
the
~f species.
A glance
continuation
at the di ag ram of the Tree Qf Life
-11-
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will
show that
the twenty-second
path is really
the upper half of a
the
line
crossing
the Tree fro~
with
fifth
Sephirah
to the seventht
the point corresponding
to Tiphareth
at its center.
To recognize
this is
to see that the lower part of this
line.
corresponding
to the letter
Nun in the Hebrew alph~kt,
and to
Key 13 in Tarot•
is simply the continuation
of the p·ath of Lamed.
Nowt Lamed is said by Qabalists
to
and acrule the kidneys,
or reins,
cording
to the not very scientific
peoples,
the
notions
of primitive
fact that
the reproductive
organs
serve also as external
channels
for
the elimination
of impurities
separated
from the blood by the function of the kidneys led to the error
that
the kidneys
themselves
have
something
to do with reproduction.
Hence the Hebrew noun ~'ilJ, kolyaw,
sometimes
translated
''kidney,''
signifies
also
what nowadays
we
mean by ''gonad.''
Furthermore.
there is a definitely
Martian
quality
in the two small
adrenals
or supraglands
termed
renals,
The substance
they pour
into the blood stream is intensely
stimulating,
and intensifies
the
muscular
tonicity
which,
according
is governed
by Mars.
to astrology,
Consequently
these organs have much
-12-
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to do with our personal
effectiveness,
with our ability
to perform
works which shall
make our volition
fruitful
of Tesults.
And since all
our work brings about changes in the
conditions
by which we are surrounded. it should
be evident
that the
twenty-second
path is quite properly
the beginning
of that
des~ent
of
power which completes
itself
in what
by Key 13.
·
Tarot pictures
When we will,
we aim invariably
at
this.
every
change.
More than
demstrong volition
is a practical
of the fallacy
of the
onstrat{on
delusion
that any human being is an
independent,
separate
personality.
· The magical
will,
as we have said
many times
elsewhere.
is not the
false self-will
of those who seek to
''own way''
on other
impose their
J;eople, or on circumstances.
It is
what Eliphas
Levi calls
the ''will
of intelligent
beings,''
and those
who merit this description
constitute the controlling
minority
of the
. human race, in any generation.
Th:ay
are the true adepts,
whose will 1s
law, because it is perftctly
identified with the ar:solute
Justice
wh1ch
is attributed
to Geburah.
The outlook
of such men and women
is not that of the masses of their
contemporaries.
Their
objectives
are beyond the range of the vision
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of ordinary,
earth-bound
genus homo. _
The world laughs at their
ideast
and
·thinks
their
dreams
of a better
world-order
are the extravagances
of
foolisb.
impractical
enthusiasm.
Yet the foolishness
of seers is the
hope of humanity,
and to it we may
trace
every step in the progress
of
the race toward true civilization.
For seers know at first-hand
that
the life
of man includes
a consciousness
above his intellectual
level.
They live by the guidance
and
which comes to them fro~ within,
from above.
They know that
this
guidance
from a higher
level is the
birthright
of every
human being.
Their
instruction
proclaims
this
birthright,
and is founded on their
knowledge
of the correct
way in
which we may avail ourselves
of its
liberating
power.
All this instruction
has for its
basis
the truth
that man is never,
as a personal
being,
the thinker,
the speaker,
or ~he actor.
Every
thought,
every word, every deed, is
the operation
of the sum-total
of
universal
powers and lawst known and
unknow n t taking
form through
the
instrumentality
of a human being, or
of expression
other
active
center
for
the One Life.
This
is not
fatalism.
It is simply right
discrimination
between the personalit
y
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and the SELF. The SELF is the indiOne. the sole originating
Yisible
Principle
of the universe.
Personality
is dependent,
conditioned.
determined.
The SELF is absolutely
free, and is the conditioner
and determiner
of the fun ct .ions and act ivi ties of personality.
He who, in consequen~e
of r 'ight
instruction
and right pr:.acticet
sees
the truth of reality,
-and has · in 'tuiof its 'inn -er sigt ive perception
nificance,
is in a position
to make
new combinations
through the exercise of creative
imagination.
Man
is the instrument
for the modification of the cosmos in which he finds
himself.
Human personality
is the
indispensable
agency whereby
the
,Life-power
completes · the Great Work.
All work is related
to _the twentysecond path, hence the Great Work- is
included in the comprehensive
attribution.
One has only to glance
at
Key 11 to see this,
if one knows the
ancient
dictum.
''Equilibrium
is the
secret of the Great Work.''
This equilibrium
is effected
in
human life
through
the agency of
subconsciousness.
Thus the central
figure
in Key 11 is really
the sgme
as the ·High Priestess
in " Key 2. . The
pomegranates
on the veil behind bhe
High Priestess
are sy~bols
of the
i~crease
o f spiritual
powers,
men-
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tioned
in the text
concerning
the
path of Lamed. They are disposed
in
the form of the Sephiroth
on the
Tree of Life,
because
the Sephiroth
do summarize all spiritual
powers.
Yet, though
subconsciousness
is
the immediate
agency
whereby
the
transformations
and transmutations
of the Great Work are brought a·:fout.
the work itself
is under the supervision
of what Tarot
pictures
by
In the Tarot tableau.
thereKey 4.
fore, Key 4 stands above Key 11. in
the vertical
row which has Key 18 at
the bottom.
The alchemists
say_that
the aspirant
to success
in the Great
Work must be well grounded in theory
before
he attempts
to practice,
and
this
is to understand
the t~ue
rationale
of the undertaking.
Poor
reasoners
never succeed in the operations
of the twenty-second
path.
The transformations
of personality
which constitute
the primary work of
the alc hemist are accomplished
under
the direction
of self-consciousness.
They are the results
of clear
an d
definite
intention,
and of longcontinued
practice.
They are not
the outcome of the general
average s
of evolution.
Thet are physiologi
cal modifications,
hut they fall
in
the class
of acquired
character
istics,
which are not transmissibl
e
by the operation
of heredity.
Thus

-16-
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we read in the Rosicrucian
Confessio
that
although
some members of the
Order
have childr~n,
they cannot
pass on the Higher Wisdom to their
offspring
as a hereditary
right.
''Flesh
and ~lood cannot inherit
the
kingdom of God.''
Throughout
the
texts
of the mystery
teaching
one
finds many repetitions
of this emphatic declaration
that every seeker
for illumination
must do his own
work, must bring
about his own release from the bonds of error.
Yet the mystery teaching
declares
also that the sense of personal
effort is an i 11 us ion.
To say this,
however, is by no means to say that
personal
effort
should be abandoned.
The work whereby
man is s~t free
feels
like personal
exercise
of the
power of will which is seated in the
bui the consequence
fifth
Sephirah;
of this
work . is the new creature,
whose mind is freed completely
from
the delusion
that
he does anything
of or by himself.
Hence there is no
tra~e
of self-importan~e
in a true
H.e has become the L -ittle
adept.
Child,
a term used often
in the
Orient to describe
the h1ghest human
attainment.
He is free from care,
free from the burden of false
responsibilities,
free from the limitation~
of the conventi6ns
and the
~pinions
which are th~ mental fet- ·
ters worn by most human beings.
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Such a regenerated
personality
has
tremendous
power over all sub-human
modes of the Life-power's
selfexpression.
In Key 11 this power is
represented
by the balanced
scales
in the woman's left
hand.
The possessor
of the power of the twentysecond path is himself
mentally
and
emotionally
poised,
and the result
equilibrium
of his work estaKliihes
in his surroundings.
He is free
and thus he inspires
no
from fear.
fear.
In the most literal
sense,
therefore,
he is a·ile to subdue the
most
ferocious
animals,
and to
·~pronounce
the words which paralyze
and charm serpents.''
He can master
the wild beasts
in his environment
because
he has subdued their
counHe can
terparts
in his own nature.
charm serpents
because
the work of
the twenty-second
path has made him
master
of the coiled
serpent-power
in his own organism.
.
As a further
confirmation
of the
attribution
of Key 11 to the path of
Lamed, note that
the sword in the
right hand of Justice
corresponds
to
Mars. and that,
if Key 11 be placed
on the twenty-second
path, the sword
is ~earest
the beginning
of the path
So also
in Geburah, Sphere of Mars.
the scales
are on the side of the
picture
nearest
the · end of the path ,
and they are of gold.
the metal o f
bhe Sun. of which Tiphareth
is th e
sphere.
-18-
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In the sign Libra.
corresponding
this. path,
Saturn
is exalted.
In
is ·
the Great Work, the serpent-power
exalted
or lifted
up by the process
of sublimation.
It is raised
from
the Saturn center
at the base of the
spine.
and is combined with the Mars
energy active
in the interior
star
next above the Saturn center.
Thus
the hilt
of the sword of Justice
is
symbolizing
the Saturn _
a T-cross,
force at the base of the spine,
and
when this
is lifted
up it elevates
the blade of the sword, symbolizing
the Mars force.
This leads
to illumination,
and
they who are numbered among the true
Illuminati
inspire
no fear in the
creatures
of the sub-human kingdoms.
Ignorant
and evil men fear them, because such men misunderstand
them.
Their
works of power frighten
beholders
who do not know that
the
command of circumstances
they exert
is a direct
consequence
of the fact
that they are, and know themselves
channels
for the
to be, unobstructed
the
One Free Will in the universe.
Will which centers
itself
in every
human personalit
.y, and manifests
itself
as the equilibrating
power
which establishes
the undeviating
Justice
of universal
Law.
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WIRTY-TWO PATHS OF WISDOM
LESSON THIRTEEN
THE TWENTY-THIRDpath of wisdom.
corresponding
to the letter
Mem. is
the second
path proceeding
from
Geburah.
Through it descends
the
influence
·which energizes
the Sephirah Hod.
It is the link between
will
and intellect.
between
the
Sphere
of Mars and the Sphere
of
Mercury.
It is c~lled
the Stahle
Intelligence.
C\\p 7J~. saykel
qayam.
The Hanged Man is really
a synthesis
of the whole Tarot;
and the
letter
Mem. as a final.
is placed
with Tav at the center
of the Cube
of Space.
where th~se two letters
form the word
toom. signifying
the ultimate
attainment
and ultimate
perfection.
The Hanged Man has white hair.
like the Hermit and bhe Emperor. and
the state
of perfect
stability
of
mind he symbolizes
cannot be arrived
at without
reasoning.
nor can it be
attained
Without the secret
operations
over whi~h the Hermit presides--the
subtle
changes
in the
body's chemistry
which take place in
the iegion
governed
by the sign
Virgo.
Yet the main thing achieved
in the seedless
Samadhi pictured
by
Key 12 is the high vision
of which

:n.
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the Tarot Fool is one of the principal
emblems.
Vision.
not tho~iht. · Direct
perceptioni
not ·speculation.
The Eye
Divine.
not the eyes of sense.
Look
at the Fool's wallet,
There you see
in the position
usually
an eye.
Notice
also
occupied
by a lock.
that
the Fool looks back.
up the
path of Aleph,
toward the Supreme
Height which · is at ·the same time the
Innermoit
Cenier •. Can you divine
now why the letters
Tav and Mem
. final
are placed
at the ~enter
of
the Cube .of Space?
When the eye of
the soul is single.the
whole b-ody_is
fil i ed with the light of the SIMGLE
WHITE BRILLIANCE.
Then all
old
things
pass ,way~
The conceptions
of the lower mind are reversed,
and
the wisdom of this world is seen to
be the folly it actually
is .
• !'Turn to me and be set free. _all
the ends of the earth ; for I am God,
and there .is none else.''
says the
twenty-second
. verse
of the same
forty-fi
f th chapter
of Isaiah .where
we read th at the ONE is responsible
for ali,
for darkness
as well as for
light,
for
evil
as well
as . for
peace,
It all depends -0n where we
l.o .ok. an d ,liberation
comes when,
like
the .Tarot Fool, we face t_oward
the Source instead
of looking toward
the phenomenal,
illusionary
outward
_.2·-
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appearances.
This is the Gr:aa:t
Reversal
pictured
by Key ·12. and in
it is the secret
of stability.
Our text says the reason for the
name of the twenty-t~ird
pith
~s
that it is ''the
power of permanence
in all the Sep hi roth.' ' ln the TRE
OF LIFE lessons,
we have shown that
this power of permanence is related
to rhythmic,
controlled
vibratioh.
The Hebrew term is Cl'P-nJ. kachqiyom, and the second part of this
comp~und word may b~ rendered
as
••duration.''
or ''existence,''
as
well as by •'permanence.''
It also
means ''confirmation.''
Keep in mind always that what we
are considering
in this t~enty-third
path is a power which is central,
permanent,
and directly
connected in
the cube symbolism with the Palace
or Temple of Holiness
in the midst,
supporting
all
things.
Samadhi
leads
to complete
identification
with the ONE POWER. This is no mere
intellectual
apprehension.
It makes
a tremendous
differe~ce
in the man
or woman who experien~es
it. '
That man or woman becomes the recipient
of momentary, hou~ly. daily
g~idance
from the Higher SELF, the
EGO of all . humanity~ · this guidance
is intense!~
practiiai~
I~ is . applied
to the business
of living
in
-3-
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this world,
It brings wonderful
intellectual
powers. and extraordinary
of crecommand over the appearances
ation.
For he who enters
into the
spirit
of the twenty-third
path becomes an immediate
agent
of the
Divine
Will which is the source
of
all the laws of nature.
Materialistic
science
seldom per~eives
that what it calls
''laws
of
nature''
are no more than incomplete
reports
of what has been observed by
persons
in nowise liberated
from the
delusions
engendered
by superficial
interpretation
of appearances.
All
that
any research
worker
in any
field
of science
can study is what
enters
his mind through
his impressions
of sensation.
If he change
his outlook,
he will enter
another
world.
and will
be rfle
to wield
powers which go beyond the limits
of
the mere statistical
averages which,
as many leaders
of science
now
agree,
are what they really
mean
when they speak of the ''laws
of naa law
ture.''
For modern science,
of nature is actually
no more than a
statement
of what probably
may be
expected
in a given set of circumstances.
The twenty-third
path presupposes
the work associated
with the seventeenth
path.
Unti l one has engaged
which lnberate
subconin practices
-4-
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consci~~sneis
from the thralldom
of
self-c-0nscio~s
interpretation
of the
meaning of appearances.
the seedless
Samadhi
of the twenty~third
path
cannot
be attained.
lndeed.
all
·. practices
of yoga. and of . its Occidental counterpart.
alchemy. include
some variation
. of the · operation
whereby subconsciousness
ia impressed with the idea that it is to be
subject
to nothing but the direction
of the Divin~ Soul seated in Binahr
It is written
somewhere, Demon est
Deus inversus,
and because Deus and
Homo have the same number by Latin
Gematria.
this might also .be written. Demon est Homo inversus,
''The
Devil is Man upside down.''
Thus an
important
symbol in the Tarot picture of the Devil is a pentagram.
symbolizing
man, placed upside down
on the demon's brow.
What is more,
a pentagram
is a symbol
for the
fifth
Sephirah.
and thus · a · reversed
pentagram denotes
will upside down,
or the inversion
of true will which
results
from ignorant
belief
that
will-power
is of personal
origin,
so
that each human being has a will of
his o,wn which he is fre~ ·to exert
contrary
to the laws of God . and nature.
He who possesses
the pow~r of the
' twenty-third
path gets the pent~gram
right side up. and when this is done
-5-
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the demon vanishes.
Yet the man who
enters
the seedless
Samadhi seems to
his contemporaries
to be a strange,
eccentric
person,
holding views that
are just
the reverse
of what they
common sense.''
Yet for
call ''good
-0ne who has entered
into the illumination
suggested
by the halo round
the Hanged Man's head, there are no
adverse
circumstances,
no insurmountable
obstacles,
no enemies,
anywhere in the universe.
Thus he possesses
the Ars Notaria
which gives the true universal
science.
Materialistic
science guesses
more or less accurately
concerning
the meaning and laws of the world of
appearances.
True spiritual
science
gives us dependabl~
knowledge of the
relation
between God-Man and the external
world of name and form.
The
great seers are always great thaumaturgists
also.
They are healers
and
wonder-workers,
Above all else,
they are intensely
practical.
They
know what to do 5 how to do it,
and
when.
They leave
the impress
of
viaion
upon generations
of ortheir
dinary
human beings.
They are the
great
law-givers.
and by the successful
outcome of their
lives
they
demonstrate
~he good sense and intelligence
which
are always
the
fruits
of genuine illumination,
for
their
thoughts
and words and deeds
are part of the cosmic success,
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The Ars Notaria
is the a~t of
reading and understanding
the signs
which,
says one_of
and characters
the Rosicrucian
manifestoes,
''God
hath inscribed
upon the mechanism of
the world.
and which He repeats
through the mutations
of Empire~.··
The signs and. characters
are said to
be repeated
through the mutations of
Empires
because
they may be discerned in every kingdom of nature.
them. for
Seers read and understand
of
seers
are filled,
as a res~lt
thro _ugh the
their inner experience,
opening of the Single Eye. with the
of · the World.i,
true ''Light
In Latin,
this
is Lux Mundi, and
these words hav_e the same numeral
value in Latin · Gematr -ia -as Ars .NoThe L~x . Mundi is shown in
tariq.
~ound the
Key 12 as tbe radiance
Hanged Man's head~ To have the Ars
Notaria
is to be able ·to read in
what the Rosicrucian
texts
call
In Hebrew this would be
• :'Book M.''
' i' Sep her Mem.'' or O'C it:,. and the
numeration
of this is 430, equiva''delent
to 0'1~:c. the verb
clare.''
used in the nineteenth
Psalm, which says: '~The heavens declare the glory of God.''
The word
''the
heavens,''
moreHa-Shamain,
over. is the numeral equivalent
of
Neshamah.
the Qabalistic
name for
the Divine Soul seated in Binah, and
it is because
the Illuminati
are
-7-

recipients.
through
intuition.
of
~he perfect
understanding
of the
meaning of the cosmic order behind
the mighty pageant
of the heavens
that
they
are able
to read
the
"one.
only ·book"
from which all
secrets
are to be learned.
Thus
they are possessed
of the knowledge
which ieveals
all 'the treasures
of
Like )esus,
they can say.
infinity.
with perfect
truth . ''All
that the
Father hath is mine . ''
· · Seers like these are light-bearers
for all humanity.
They plant
the
seeds of great civilizations.
They
are n9t like the ''planners''
from
whom we hear so much in these days-each wiih a ''one
and only''
scheme
for a New Deal. or
Fair Deal. or
some other
sort of a new shuffle-b itterly
with .one
and all quarreling
another,
The Knowers of the PLAN
have been in perfect
agreame .nt, down
through
the ages.
They have one
message.
one doctrine,
one practice.
Notice that the twenty-third
path
is the third
in the descent
from
Kether
along the north side of the
Tree of Life.
Thus it is a consequence of what Tarot pictures
by the
Magician.
A seer
in Samadhi does
not for a moment lose
self-consciousness.
He can descend into ordinary
modes of human life
at will.
He may. and does.
afstract
his at-8-
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tention
from the phantasmagotia
of
to
sensation,
but whenever he willdo so. he can resume his place among
ordinary
human beings
who do not
share his vision.
Concentration
is the beginning
of
the practical
work which makes one a
path,
possessor
of the twenty-third
and the absolute
impersonality
suggested by Key 12 is a direct
consequence
of the seer's
realization
that his personality
is what is pictured
by Key 7.
Only as a conse~
quence of prolonged
concentration
can the ordinary
notion that a human
being is a person separate
from othand possessed
of autonomous
ers~
free will,
he complete! y reversed
so
hi the attitude
that it is replaced
of complete dependence symbolized by
the Hanged Man.
A glance at the Tree of Life will
show that sioce the path of Mem descends from Gehurah,
it must participJte
in the influence
carried
from
Chesed to Geburah through
the path
OF
of the letter
Teth.
In our TREE
LIFE lesson on this path, we noted
that the Hebrew adjective
translated
'' stable,,
is from a verbal
root
meaning
f' to rise,'•
or '• to raise
from below•''
and in studying
Key 8
we have learned
that what it represents
has to do with controlling.
and raising
or sublimating.
the
-9-
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serpent-power,
Kundalini.
In some
Oriental
occult schools this raising
of the serpent-power
is attempted
by
the practice
of Hatha Yoga.
Theosophists
condemn this,
as
leading
toward black magic.
They
say, with some justice,
that mere
body control
turns the spiritual
eye
away from reality
toward illusion,
because the body, after all,
is just
a bundle of illusion.
When some of
the~ go so far as to say that
no
good result
is ever attained
by
Hatha Yoga practices,
they say too
much~ Under the direction
of a competent
teacher,
who can observe
every change in the pupil,
some of
these practices,
however dangerous
they may be when attempted
by uninstructed
persons
not under
such
supervision,
do actually
prove of
considerable
value.
Yet where in
the Weseern world will any reader of
this lesson find such a t?acher,
and
how judge a prospective
Guru's competence?
Certainly
no self-advertising
''Swami''
will be qualified.
The"Rishis"
and "Shris"
and
other Oriental
traders
on European
ignorance
have nothing of real value
to off er.
What is more important,
the same
_ultimate
results,
including
the sublimation
of the serpent-power,
are
attainable
by fixing
the inner eye
-10-
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on tl,e vision
of the ONE SELF.
He
who turns over his subconsciousness
t o t h e g u i d a n c e o f Ne s h a_m
a h • t he
Divine Soul. will find the Guru. He
will
be guided
aright
in all
his
ways.
He will be led to do whatever
may be required
to bring
his body
under perfect
control.
This is the
unanimous testimony
of the wisest of
the wise. in all periods
of history.
and in every quarter
of the globe.
The great
secret
of the twentythird path is announced by Patanjali
at the be g inning of his Yoga Sutras:
"Yoga
is the restriction
of the
fluctuations
of the mind-stuff.''
The mind-stuff
is the ''water''
that
makes its first
appearance
in Tarot
as the robe of the High Priestess.
and the next as the water-fall
in
ti~ Empress' garden.(Note
that the
nunber of Key 12 reduces
to 3. the
number of the Empress.)
The ''fluct ua t i on s -o f t h e mi n d - s t u f f ' ' a r e
states
of consciousness
brought into
being by subconscious
activity
in
the generation
of mental images.
In
Samadhi these
fluctuations
are restricted.
There is an unbroken flow
of ~nowledge ih a particular
object.
The associative
functions
of subconsciousness
are definitely
limited
by concentration.
In Key 12. there£or e. b h e H a n g e d Ma n ( s u s p e n d e d
mind) i s supported
by a g a 11 o·ws i n
-11-
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the form of the letter
Tav. with
astrologiwhich the ~lanet S~t~rn,
of limitation•
is
cal represen~ative
associated.
The Hanged Man 1s the
''adept
hound by his engagements.''
The engagements
are like
those of
one wheel with another in a piece of
machinery, ·like what we mean when we
speak of ''engaging
the clutch''
in
an automobile.
As Patanjali
explains.
the results
of yoga are the
consequence
of a definite
intention
on the part
of the person
who is
practicing
control
of the fluctaations of the mind-stuff.
In the earlier
stages of the work,
this intention
has continually
to be
recollected.
A continuous
flow of
knowledge in a particular
object
is
impossible
unless
the object
be
· remembered, and thus kept in mind.
In the work of the great seers who
have become full possessors
cf the
power of the twenty-third
path, the
or end to be attained
is
object
somet~mes described
as isolation.
or
perfect
union with the SELF in the
first
Sephirah.
At the same time. a
consequence
of this
isolation
is
clear perception
of the true goal of
human life.
This perception
takes
intellectual
form as the realization
that there is possi b le the manifestation
of anot h er sort
of human
being than the sense-bound,
deluded
-12-
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genus homo,
The work of practical
occultism
tends
ultimately
to the
. . The
production
of a new creature
society
in
New Order, moreover,
is
which such new creatures
will con~f truly
stitute
an inner
circle
enlightened
men and women who w{ll
be the real governors,
because they
will.
by their
superior
insight.
and
by the pro p er. non-coercive
exercise
powc!rs, he af·le to modiof superior
fy the minds of their contemporaries
for the good of ali.
Thus, no matter who may be the ostensible
heads
rulers
of government,
the actual
will
be enlightened
seers.
Here we come close to a great mystery.
For despite
present
appearances, such an inner circle
of truly
enlightened
men and women is even
now, and has been for thousands
of
years,
the actual
government,
not
merely of nations,
hut of the whole
they
world.
Because they are wise.
have known how to manage! the masses
of ignorant
humanity,
so bhat out of
all the welter
of false
patriotism,
false
economics,
and the wars and
misery
resulting
from widespread
ignorance,
definite
advance toward ·
the New Order has been made.
Because they are wise~ they know how
to tak~ advantage
~f times and seasons.
They rush nothing ·, are never
in a hurry.
They look forwar d with
to the perfect
realizaaonfidence

a

a
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tion
they

of the Eternal
Splendor,
and
know how to bring it to pass.

Thus when they bring us a message.
as in many ways they have brought it
since so far back as the year 1610.
that
in these
very days of worldcataclysm
we are seeing
only the
breaking
up of the false Old Order.
to make way for the world-wide
establishment
of what was begun in
America
in 1776.
those
of us who
have had opportunity
to test
somethine of their wisdom may be greatly
~coura
g ed.
Where
ihere
is no
vision
the people do perish,
hut in
the world today there is true vision
and because of
of a be~ter society,
it the suffering
billions
of the
human race will ere long enjoy such
freedom as they have not yet dared
expect.
to dream. much less really
The twenty-fourth
path of wisdom,
corresponding
to the letter
Nun, is
the first
path
proceeding
from
Tiphareth.
Throug h it descends
the
influence
from Tiphareth
to Ne~zach.
It is the · link between the EGO and
the desire
nature,
between
the
Sphere of the Sun and the Sphere of
Venus.
It is called
the Intelligence of Resemblance,
\Jl'C1
7J'!!.
saykel
damyoniy.
In the TREE OF LIFE lessons,
we
have said
that
the ·work of t h e

-14-
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twenty-fourth
path has to do with
In this
modifications
of the blood.
connection.
note that the first
two
letters
of the name of the path are
the Hebrew
Daleth
and Mem. formini
noun for blood.
The rest
of the
word. \)1\.
is numerically
equivalent to a Hebrew noun meaning ''hid~
den treasure.''
This is a hint that
the secret
of the twenty-fourth
path
has something
to do · with valuable
occult
properties
of blood.
Another point to be noted is that
the number of the whole _word damyoniy.
Resemblance.
is 120.
Thus
the twenty-fourth
path is marked by
two numbers of great
importance
in
Rosicrucian
tradition.
One is 106,
the number of the years of the life
of Brother C.R., and the number also
of th~ letter-name
Nun.
T~e other
is QWP. the number of yea~• which
elapsed
from the ''death''
of C.R.
''a single comuntil his sepulchre,
was
pendium of the whole universe.''
opened.
Nor will
it be forgotten
that C1. Dam. is part of the name of
''place''
where C.R. received
his
occult
initiation.
that name being
Dam-Car,
or 1J-C1. Blood of the
Lamb.
The lamb''
is. of course,
Brother
C.R. himself,
Q.nd he is a
personification
of the EGO.
Furthermore,
there is a connection
the twenty-fourth
and the
between
.

-15-
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twenty-fifth
paths,
indicated
by the
fact
that
120. the value of damyoniy,
is also
the value
of the
letter-name
Samekh.
This leads us
to a point we have touched on elsewhere,
namely,
that
the central
figures
in all three Tarot Keys corresponding
to the t hree paths which
descend from the sixth Sephirah
are
actually
symbols for a single
reality,
though they lool so different.
The ~keleton
in Key 13. the angel in
Key 14, and the devil in Key 15 are
three
reP-resentations
of the power
of the . BGO in Tiphareth.
Th u s we
_find that the number 120 is connected .also with . the .Devil,
because
it
is the .extension
o f 15, the number
of th~ Key corresponding
to . the
twenty~sixth
path.
Key 15 shows the
true EGO as it appears
in the first
stage of unfoldmen t . Key 13 shows
the same transforming
power as it
operates
during
the _sixth
stage of
spiritua
l evolution.
Key 14 is a
picture
of the EGO as it appears
in
the seve n th stage.
This is made
clear when the Keys are arranged
in
the Tarot tableau.
Now, one of the results
of concentration
and meditation
is the total
eradication
of the fear of death.
Thus we have said elsewhere
that
Isis-Urania
lifts
her veil for none
but immortals.
We have noted also
that the twv Rosicrucian
manifestoes
-16-
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address
their
readers
as mortals,
with the implication
that the anonymous authors
knew themselves
to be
immortals.
For we. must never
forget
that , except
for differences
in
terms,
and _ in minor details
of practice,
the Great Work of Western Hermeticism
is identical
with the yoga
School.
They who
of the Eastern
succeed
in it overcome
fear
of
death•
and this fear of death,
says
the yoga doctrine,
is the same as
the will-to-live.
the same thing.
He
Buddha taught
told his disciples
t9 eradicate
the
thirst
for life.
Get rid of the
fear of death is what he meant. and
to help his disciples
do this he set
for them tasks
in · meditation
which
seem grisly
to Western minds. accustomed to ignoring
death.
Thus the
Meditation
says:
author of Buddhist
''The meditation
upon the corpse,
which is frequently
practiced
in the
Orient,
seems unsuitable
(in any of
its ten forms) for Wester~ students.
It would b~ likely
to awaken an aesthetic
disgust,
or to s~em grotesque.
It is supposed
to bring
about detachment
from the lure of
the flesh.
The living
body is al~o
to be loo k ed upon as perpetually
d isintegrating,
for certain
cel l s
are dyin g . wh ile others
are being
born.''

-17-
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This commentator may have more or
· less accurate
unde r standing
of the
~ondition
of Wes~ern stumental
dents.
but it ·•eems likely
that so
wise a man as Gotama may have known
what he was . about.
We must never
forget that what seems to be a positive mental attitude.
the will-tolive•
is really
only a rationa l iza.tion of the fear of death.
Wh'atever will
cure this
is good.
and
whatever
the cure may be, it must
include
courageous
facing
of the
fact of death,
until
the real sigof the dissoluti~n
of
nificance
phy~i~al
bodies is understood.
One
can~ot meditate . on what he ignores
or · evades.
· The fear of death
is
eradicated
by understanding
what
death re~lly
is~ and how truly
beneficent
it is.
The writer
of these
lessons can testify
that after practicing
all
ten of the Buddhist
meditations
on the corpse.
he found
the results
neither
grotesque
nor
disgusti
n g.
On the contrary.
his
experience
with these
meditations
did more than anything
else to rid
his mind of the fear of death.
The skeleton
in Key 13 represents
the framework
or baais of al l motion.
The same skeleton
is concealed within the body of the dancer who
is the central
figure
of Key 21.
The dance of life is the cosmic man-
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ifestation
of the very same po~er
symbolized as the reaper in Key 13.
Key 13 as a
Thus we may understand
a'nd this
symbol of the will-to-live;
will enable us to see why . this path
· is the link between the EGO arid the
desire
nature.
All our desires
are
but variants
of the will-to-live.
What we all want,
no matter
what
forms our desires
may take,
is more
abundant
life.
When we grasp
the
truth
that our desires
are intimations
that we already
possess
what
we seem to lack,
then we arrive
at
the state
of freedom from desire.
The twenty~fourth
path is one in
which the EGO'S power to project
mental images is the fundamental
activity.
Drsires
inevitably
tend to
take form in some sort of physical
action,
and every physical
action is
a little
death.
The work of practical occultism
tends to put out the
fires
of desire,
and to put an end
to the generation
of a multiplicity
of mental images leading to action,
When we realize
that human personality
never
acts
of itself,
the
as
chariot
comes to a stand~still,
in Key 7.
When one is truly
fully
absorbed,
through Samadhi, with the
Cf\1ESELF, one is identified
with the
ACTIONLESS.
The 9ne becomes like
The wheel of
the sphinx in Key 10,
turns,
but the SELF
manifestation
-19-
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rem~ini
· i~ruo~il~~
The wise
man
wants
nothing
because
he realizes
bis p~rf~ki . uni~n ~ith the Pos;essor
of ALL." Then ·he can say,
' :'All
power ·is -given ·me of my Fa_ther.''
Note wel 1 that presen .t tense. . The
w{il-£0-live
~eases
wh~n ~~ find
withi~
~urs~li~s
the l~untain
of
Lim~ties~
Life •. Ti~tini
oi that,
we
thirst
:no more.
This ' is by no means
sterile
indiffe :~ence t .o ' iivj.ng.
It
is 1;ealizing
tim1tless
· Life to the
full.
To get ri4 of t .he will-to1i.'v e ' i s ~ o t t o 1 o s e i n t er ~ s t i n
li _yirig • . .lt is to put a plus
sign
t~r a

~jn~s;.

.

For we kill . our own bodies , by our
r~stle~~
. ;trugg _les ·. ~~ acqufr~
what,
· ff . only we knew it, · we already
have.
Whe·.;i life
flows
through
us _unobo _f - metabolism
st~uctea.
_· th~ balance
i~ mai~tained.
·Mor~ than this,
we
e n t e r . int O a ' di ff e r en t ' . 0 rd er Of
knowning.
We make a new discovery
~. !out ourseives.
We find we never
w~re born.
We know we shall
never
dle~
We learn
that
we are fourdimensional~
not three-dimensional,
beings,
and enter
into
a realm of
power and joy for which there
are
no words..
The possessor
of the twenty-fourth
_path
has this
awareness,
and his
subconsciousness
weaves the realiza-20-
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into
the very cells
of his
body.
Externally
he may appear to
be very like the rest of humanity.
Actually
he is a member of a new
species.
He is God-taught,
and because
of
this.
his are not the faulty
''reasonings''
of the deluded who guess
at the meaning of experience.
He
knows himself.
knows the eternal
principles
of his own life.
and perceives the c~lestial
order surrounding him.
Gone are all
his old
notions of safety
and security.
His
mouth speaks with a new tongue,
and
every word he utters
is confi:rmed by
outward manifestation,
Thus he may indeed amaze his fellows by his ability
to • 'speak
learnedly
on all subjects,
without
preparation
and without
_study,''
This is no metaphor,
It is a direct
consequence
of overcoming the willto-live.
· Every great
seer hijs had
this_gift.
No man spake like Jesus,
the God-taught.
Few have written
of
the deep things
of life
and nature
as did the simple cobbler · and glovemaker, Jacob Boehme,
Who. · having
read them, can ever forget the parables of Sri Ramakrishna,
who never
traveled
more than two hundred miles
from his birthplace?
We might fill
pages with similar
citations.
One
seer just
recently
laid aside
the
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·Negro body in which he heard wonders
Cohterning
nature that never before
entered •into the imagination
of man.
In years ' to come we shall know that
one pf Am~rica's
proudest
possessions was -George _ Washington Carver.
who talked with God as a. child talks
witb a loving father.
of the
Such me~ hold the balance
world.
To them we owe all that we
know of justice,
all bhat we know of
righteousness
and truth.
Not from
conquerors
and worldly
statesmen
does the progress
of humanity come.
It is from the always simple seers
that
the raee receives
the great
revelations.
Read t heir lives.
read
their words, and you cannot miss the
fact that every one of them knew his
essential
immortality,
and in that
sublime
knowledge
lost
completely
the thirst
for life which drives deluded souls
to madness while they
dre~m they cross the desert
sands of
world•''
when, all the while.
''this
the very place in which they suffer
their
nig .htmare _torments
is really
the Par~dise .of Glory and Peace.
For · the :Eye of the Lord is in
· everyplace.
and when it opens in
us we shall share the Divine Vision.
Then we shall
he l ike Him, for we
shall
se~ Him ·as He is.
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THE THIRTY-TI'fOPATHS OF WISDOM
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The twenty-ninth
pa.th of wisdom is tho.t of
the
letter
Qoph, synbolized
by Key 18. It is
the
third
puth
proceeding
from lfotzo.ch.
It
Sphere
of Venus
joins Netzach to Malkuth, the
to the
Sphere
of the Elements,
the field
of
desire
to that
of sensation.
Its
nnme is
l'Corporeal
Intelligence"
(ShlCL MVGSbM, saykel
roogeshem) •
MVGShMis derived from a verb,
The adjective
-GShM, gawsham, which means 11to .ro.in violently,"
sigor from a noun spelt with the some letters
nifying,
"a ho.rd sh01i·1er." Note thtl.t Key 13 ho.s
for
po.rt of its symbolism o. shower ·or eighteen
Yods.
Their nUIJber, 18, is tho.t
of the word
ChI, oho.i, life.
Because
they
o.re YQis, the
total they represent
is 18 :x: 10, or 180.
This
and,
is the n'llr.lber of degrees in~ semicircle,
beco.use _ the sun follows the e.ppo.rent path of a
semicircle
fr-om oo.st to west during the course
of a. day, the
number 180 is o. symbol of the
"day," or incarnation-period,
of a personality.
The whole
process
of embodiment
must be
understood
to be po.rt of ·the work o-? the Holy
Guardian
Angel •
Even during
gestation,
the
of -the foetus from two cells to the
development
baby body, ready for birth,
is under the direction of the EGO which will toke full possession
of tho.t body o.t the momer..t the child draws its
first -breo.th.
FrQ:l then
on, through
every
und from then
moment of growth to e.dulthood,
until
the EGO withdraws its sustaining
and coordinating
presence at the moment of deo.th, the
conscious
and subconscious
activities
of the
pers ono.l vehicle
are
continuously
mider the
guidance of the indwelling
EGO, pictured
as the
angel of Key 14.
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-.:hen o. humnn being arrives
nt the stage or
the ··Great Work (performed,
remember, by the EGO
and not by tho person) vmere he begins to meditate,
he seems to himself,
in the early stages
or the opera.tion, to be making o. struggle up..
ward o.l.ong the po.th depicted
in Key 18. He bns
his
ups and downs. Otten he is :in the dark,
but
as he draws nearer
the goo.l, he enjoys
periods
or relatively
prolonged enlightenment.
They wax and wane, like t ~ light
of the :raoon.
and between them there are periods
of darkness,
with
only the dim light
of the st-ars to show
the path.
This
is ,mo.t we have called elsefourth stage of spiritual.
unfoldment.
where
It
is the
stage
in whioh the physiological
changes
resulting
from meditation
· a.re built
into the structure
or the hUilltlll body.
·
·,
In consequence
or these changes, whereby the
cells
which embodied
the
old,
false
brain
notions
of personal
sepo.ro.teness
are gradually
eliminnted
f'rom the
orgnnism, . Qne comes more
cleo.rly
to
rec.lize
the
truth · -bhat persCll.-·
ality
is really
the vehicle,
or. ~sirument~
or
the EGO.
Moreover, one realizes
more and mor,e
clearly
that
the . EGO is not only in perfect
union
with
the
universal
life-force
(AB, the
l<'o.ther) • but
also
in the
so.me_ perfect
union
with
the
Divine Srul, Nesh3I11.ah, seated in the
third Sephirah.
Ab, the Father,
is the
lifeforce
of Yekhidah, the
ONE SELF. Aimn, the
Mother, is the Divine Soul proceeding
from that
same Yekhido.h. Ben, the Son, is the EGO in the
sixth
Seph:i.ra.h, and this EGO is the Holy Angel
directing
the Greo.t Work o:r liberation.
The oompletion
o.r too Great Work is what we
find
pictured
in Key 20.
It
is the true
"resurrection
or the body .. " Thus the activity
of the twenty-ninth
path is involved :in it, and
wi'thout
tha.t a.ctivity
there could be no raising

the
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of the
pey-s1ca.l ~hicle
from the "deo.thn and
"mortality"
of three-dimensiona.l
consciousness
"eterno.l
life"
of the adept' s coninto
the
awo.reness
thut
he is a.ctua.lly one who
scious
never ,m.s born., and never will die.
\Uth
this
a.wurenE;lSS goes i'irst•hlllld
knovtledge that one i~
a.nd has been always a four-dimensionnl
being.
This
knowledge
is the
basis for the wanderworking povi1e:rs of the Illuminati.
They hll.ve no
powers which o.re not part of the mn.k:e-up of the
most deluded
human being.
These powers a.re
present
in every human personality.
Illumina.tion
does not enable the a.dept to o.ttnin them.
nor
does
it
confer them upon him.
It simply
ma.lees him lmow he has them., and through this
knowledge he develo~
skill
m. their exercise.
main work of the Corporeal
Remember., the
Intelligence
hns to do with the mnrking out of
the
bodies
peculiar
to the
i.""Welvezodiacal
types., a.s our text intimo.tes when it snys the
Corporeal
Intelligence
"marks out the forms or
all
bodies
which are incorporated
under every
revolution
of the zodiac."
Illumination
is not
loss
or pers cnal identity.
It does not erase
the characteristics
which l'l)ake., say~ a. To.ureo.n
clearly
distinguishnble
from a Libro.n.
Thus
the
symbol
of the Holy City i.11 the · Apocal y pse
has ti.valve
ge.tes
nnd ti.velve folllldations;
and
the
seer's
vision nnkes it evident thnt these
are i;he zodiacal
types.
No., illum:ination
does ·
not do n.way with personality.
It enlightens
and liberates.,
but none of the Illuminati
lose
their
identity
in "one,; hD.ppy, mass .. 11
Nothing
is
added., really.
Yet. ns we have
said ago.in und ago.in., the sign of liberation
is
plus.,
not minus.
Personality
remains
distinct,
but the
bondnge
of the
delusion
of
separo.teness
is
overcome.
Ono shares the upward vision
or the Spirit.
One sees oneself as

..
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linked eternally-to
the White Brillinn.ce
or the
Crown.
Just ns a light-ro.y
is ccntinuous with
so is the ray of
the stm. whence it goes forth,
Spj:-it
nt tb3 center or ffecy personality : continuous m.th the ONE LIGHT and ONE LIFE of the
C'osmic SELF. The Illuminati
know this,
und as
soon o.s ·anyone knows it, he sees clearly
that
what he lmcnvs has been true a.lvmys, whether the
kn.cm-ledge has flashed
out into
the
field
of psrs aial ccnsciousness
or not.
, Meditation
hns been o.ssocia.ted always with
breath-cOntrol.
Oriental
systems
of training
give minute direotions
for
controlling
the .
breathing.
The Western School puts less emphasis Qi breathing
exer~ises.
It recanmends the
estnblishlnent
of rivthmic,
deep ~renthing,
just '.
-~s • a..llia-tter of wise use or ~he partly conscious ·
and pariily subconscious
function. or the hmgs.
Yet Western methods or tro.ini..TJ.g pay more atten•
tion
to
~otiono.l
o.nd intellectual
_processes,
.
because it }f.D.S been fotmd that- breathing
may
!
made rhythmi<IP and regular by practices
which ~
are directed
prim.rily
tt, mind-control.
~s
is m line
wfth the general trend of' Western
occult practice,
,mich
takes
into account the
fuct
that
direct
ooncentrntion
on any bOdily
center
or funoticn JifD.Y,nnd o:rten does, result
in congestion
Of tJio organs involved
in. that
function, or of the center on which one concentrates.
Consequently,
it he.s been found to
be safer
and more satisfactory
to concentrate
on symbols, or on activities,
which nocessitnte
the functioning
Of theslt
centers.
Among the
best
symbols for this purpose nre those or the '··-Ta.rot.
For exrunple, instead
of direct
concentration
on the Moon center,
Qlle uses the picture
or the High Priestess.
Far better
thon concentration
on the center at the bnse Of the spine
·
is meditatio n on Key 21.

be
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Besides
Tc.rot, certain
colors nre related to
the centers,
&nd so are cer-tai11 musicD.l tones.
Again,
the Hebrew di"~ine names correspOI!ding to
the Sephirot;h from Binah to Yeso d incJ.u si- ,re,, may
be employed to rouse the activity
of t he centers to which they correspond.
They sh ould be
intoned
either
on a monotone, pitched to a.gree
with the
plunetary
force of which the St:>phiroh
is the sphere;
or else be sung, with the proper
note
for
each letter.
The latter
pro.c·Uce is
mere difficult;
a.nd for beginners
it
is better
to use the
single
tone. for exnmple, the nome
Eloh:un (pronounced o.le-oh-heem,
with the nccent
on the last syllnble)
intoned to the note A, for
the center at the base of the spine.
1'1µ.s lo.st .' method is quite so.re. It may be
made even more effective
by using an equilnteral
triangle,
point
downward, and tinted
deep indigo ( or blue-'f"iolet)
ns nn nid to correlating
the color with the sound.
This particular
triangle
is
recommended, because the dom.1pointing
.is a symbol f<>r water, and is also
equilntero.l
one of the most ~rfect
correspondences
to the
number 3, and to Binnh, the third Sephiro.h.
_There are, of' course., more cOlllplicnt-ed comb:ina.tions
of geometricnl
figures.,
colors,
and
sO\Ulds.
Instruction
concerning these, however,
is hnrdly
euitnble
for this elementary
lesson.
Alert
students
will ha.ve little
difficulty
in
working
out the
colors,
tones and &eometricnl
i'OhnS o.pproprio.te
!.'or the Sephiroth
from Binah
to Yesod.
A polygon having sides corresponding
to the number or the Sephirnh,
or a regular sto.r
having the same number of ro.ys o.s the Sephirnh,
mAy be drc.wn und colored to use in this practice
until one cnn clenrly visualize
it.
After
some
practice,
both color
and intone.tion
can be
ima.gined very definitely.
In the absence
of menns for ascertaining
pl y use the: . _g~pmetr.icnl
figthe true pitch:. s5..:n
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ure.
Look steadily
o.t it for about two minutes.
Then make your :intono.tion, without o.ny attempt
to strike
tho correct
pitch.
We h.o.ve found,
in
tho.t the monothe course of ma.ny experiments,
tone which comes spontaneously
when this is done
is almost never in real dissono.nce vn.th the true
tone cO);"responding to the color.
It rnay not o.1be th.o.t tone, but it vrill nearly always be in
harmony with it--which
meons that it will be one
or the harmonic overtones of tho.t po.rtieulo.ir
· note.
In the few mstonces
when we ho.ve f oundl a.
tendency to s mg a note o.ctually dissonant
with
the color, no ha.rm ho.s followed.
The intona.tio.n
is simply less po,verful.
But if one prr..otices
fa.ithi'ully.,
it will be found tho.t before
long
the sound one lets come will be a. true harmonic
.··Y.,,f9.iP..tion, corresponding to the color; o.nd oven
with persons hav~g nothing remo.rknble in the
way or o. :musice.l enr, \'18 have noticed a number
or instances where the sound employed WC\.S t', true
tonal correspondence
to the color.
The divine no.mes corresponding
to the seven
plnnetnry
Sephiroth a.re given in the appendix to
the TREE OF LIFE COURSE. They nre the colors of
the Sephiroth
in Briah, the creo.tive wQrld.
No
others should be used for this pro.ctice.
Eliphns
Levi's
old :manuscript gives,
as
mo.gico.l power of n possessor
of the path of
Qoph, "To triumph over adversities."
This is
a concise
summo.ry of the entire
process or·
embodiment which is the work of the Corporeal
Intelligence.
The cho.nges in our organisms
o.re brought
o.bout by our endea.vors to overoome seemingly
adverse
conditions;
o.nd the
g:reo.t
change from the no.tura.l man to the new
an-eo.ture
is a direct
consequence of man• s
en~deavors to climb out of his troubles •
.The

thirtieth

path is that

of the

le-tter
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It is the
Resh, symbolized by To.rot Key 19.
path proceeding from the eighth Sephirfirst
o.h, Hod, which it joins to Yesod, thus being
the
link
between
the Sphere of Mercury and
the Sphere of the Moon, :and between intellect
consciousness.
This lo.st
o.nd the automatic
is subtly indicnted
by Key 19, where the boy
is on the side corresponding
to H~, und the
girl on the side corresponding
to Yesod,
but
they a.re linked by their joined hands.
The no.me of this puth is the Collective
Intelligence
(ShKL KI.LI, so.ykel kello.wli).
The o.djective
is derived from the word KLL,
kella.wl,
sihnifying
"whole, complete."
Or
this,
in the TREE OF LIFE lessons,
you ho.ve
ho.d sufficient
explanntion
to enuble you to
g:rnspt the
idea. that the thirtieth
po.th ho.s
of the Greo.t Work,
t<.> do with the completion
i n the production
of the ne,v creature,
evolved
from the nnturcl.l
mun by the Lifepower, working through the :mental, emotiono.l
and physical
o.ctivities;
of some humo.n peri,ono.lity.
The persono.lity
is the instrumont
t>r vehicle,
through
which the Life-power
evolves the new creature.
The active transIt
forming
power is not in tho personality.
is what Key 14 pictures
o.s the Holy Gua.rdinn
Angel.
It
is the
ONE EGO, the Christos,
personified
by the Egyptio...~s ns Horus, by
Hinduism
us Krishna,
in the Rosicrucian
allegory a.s Brother R. c., nnd in the
legend
of Freemo.sonry as Hiro.m Abif£.
The power or energy whereby this evolua.bout, is the power of the
tion
is brought
cosmic life-force,
Cho.io.h, sea.tad in Chokmo.h.
This
power is o.ctuo.lly the lllliverso.l ro.dinnt
energy.
Consequently,
it
is o.ssociuted
in
our text with the sto.rs and the zOdia.c ..
The new creo.ture
is not noticeably
different fr om other human beings,
so fur O.S'.' the ,~::"
""·"·
l

'
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c <mmon deta.ils of outward appeo.ronce go. He
nny be ta.ll.,
short., dark., fo.ir., "Semitic.,"
by o.ny
of the va.riNqrdic,
or describable
ous classifications
used., scientifically
qr
to indicate
certain
general
unsoientifica.lly.,
similarities
in the appearance.,
ancestry.,
or .
behavior
of humun beings.
His eyes and his
ra.cial expression.,
perho.ps., will strike those
who know. him o.s being the most obvious points
of external
difference.
His behavior and speech will be in marked
contrast
to that
of most of his contemporaries.
He will
be able to do what seems to
for ordinnry men and women. He
be impossible
will have unusual insight.
He will exhibit
o.
command over circumstances
which appears to
be miraculous . He will be i:l."t~le"to conquer
love and hnte.,"
for he will canm.and devotion
a.ndwill
be able to overfrom his disciples.,
come the
antagonism of cmemie:&
lt. :. Be will b a ·
fre e from attachment
to people and things,
and the "pn.irs Of opposites"
will not disturb
his calm poise.
from the
These mo.rked inner · differences
average person o.re due to organic differences
He is
inside the skin of' the new· creature.
chemically
and structurully
different
from
ordinary
genus homo. There nre different
canstitunits
in his blood stream.
Currents
of nervous force pass in his orgo.nis~ through
open channels
which o.re closed in the bodies
of ordinary
mer.. and wQtlen.. Centers in the
nervous
system and bro.in. and corresponding
glands., function
differently
in the body of
such a person than in the bodies of most peQple.
In consequence of this., such a man's idens
of the world h 0 lives in ; of his ovm person,
differ wldoly from
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ordinary
cQn.ceptions.
He hus a. different
sort of "receptors"
from those of the natural
mnn. Consequently, . he interprets
the
uni•
verse differently,
and o.ctunlly finds himself
living
in a. "world" which presents to him nn
appearance
altogether
dissimilo.r
to that in
which the natural
mun believes
himself to be
living.
is
important tho.t you realize
olea.rly
It
that
who.t mekes these differences
is tho.t an
· illumined,
libero.tad
"new creature"
has a
physical
body belonging
to wha.t might be
called a. new species.
Like every other human
bei,ng, his "experienc1"
of the world is bused
on impressions
and interpretations
of stimuli
impinging upon his organism from the field of
continually
moving, and continually
changing,
forces
outside
his
skin.
No more than any
other
human being
.does he lmovr. much less.:
pretend
to know, the '.ll].tima.te reality
of the
.field
of energies which surrounds him. Nor
is he totally · liberated
.from what we oa.11
"problems."
His dif.ferent
organism gives him different
vision.
His m1f'oldment has mude him able to
deal
successfully
with situations
und events
which baffle
the
under stundi.."1.g of ordinary
men ond women. He is skillful
where tn.Pst people are
inept
nnd awkward.
But there is
plenty for him to do, o.nd plenty to learn.
The nnin difference
is that he knows how
to set
about
solving his problems• and has
behind
him a record of successes
which gives
him confidence.
He approaches
his problems
joy. His work is not le.bor., but., in
with
the truest
ond best sense of the i.vorcill, it
is
re-creation.
He belongs to that smo.11 minority
of human
described
in
our text; ,.~ . the ,~
._
beings,
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BOLI BShMIM, ba.ali ha-shmnaim. masters of the
heavens.
They must not be conf'used with the
ordinary exoterio
astrologers.
For, besides
knowing
and interpreting
the influences
of
the
external
celestial
forces.,
they
have
stars.
This
becQne masters 0£ their interior
ma.stery
is a. consequence of the meditation
symbolized in Tarot by Key 17.
The nature of the experience
of such pers <:ns oonnot be put into words.
It is truly
unspeakable.
Yet in this it does not differ
from your
experience
nnd min&. One of the
of silent meditation
is
most valuable results
that it :mnkes us realize
clearly
that we live
our whole existence
at a. level of activity
All that we
which oD.11-notbe-_.-put ·into words.
say a.bout our experience
consists
of verbal
symbols, representing
our ment~l abatro.ctiona
field or livfrom this wholly inexpressible
ing experience.
That is, all we say which
We are. unhappily, capable of
makes sense.
uttering
ond writing
strings
of perfectly
meaningless
verbal
symbols.
We hypnotue
ourselves
nnd others with these noises.
entv.ngle
ourselves
iri nets of misunderstnnding.
Q.un.rrels between
persons nnd notions
are more often duo to this misuse of speech
than to any real clash of human interests.
Thus the wise are silent.
They waste no
time nor energy in trying to say what cannot
be said.
Some symbols., like those of Tarot,
of
they
hnve found more truly descriptive
their
experience
tho.n any words.
But even
these
symbols cannot c ommunice.te the experience itself.,
though
certain
symbols do call
forth
a response
from one 1dl.o uses them in
the right w.n.nner., ond this response mnk:es it;
easier
for
such a. person to follOt:V the Wo.y
of Liberation,
the path leading wi-bh5.n...

and
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Ylha.t the Illuminuti
cnn, o.nd do describe,
is this Wuy, this method or procedure.
They
tell us how to adapt
certo.in attitudes
of
mind.
They expluin vnrious toclmiques.
They
suy 11 "By doing thus and so we ma.de such tU'ld.
such chc.nges
in
OUr
orgo.niSlllS."
Whenever
they
give
such instruction
they a.re nlwuys
careful
to emphasize the truth thnt wha.tever
one seems to him.self to be doing or his a.m
power
0nly seems that
vm.y because such a.
person
hus not, as yet 11 undergone
certain
interior
chnnges.
· Agnin 11 the wise invariably
IIl:lke · the distinction
between those humnn beings who are rec.dy for instructiO!I.,
ond those
who ure not yet duly and truly prepared.
It
is not unjust discrimino.tion
which makes them
reserve
certo.in
kinds of instruction
for an
inner circle
of selected
disciples,
while
to
"them lThich ~ without"
they speak only i.."l
pnro.bles and dark sayings.
Every
person
who instructs
others in any
a.cti:vity demnnding special
skill
follows the
snme procedure.
To the some end, workers
in
our industries
a.re being given a.ptitude tests
to detenr.ine
who.t sort or work they can do
best. ,
, : ,:. · ·~·- .. ··
.· 1 ·:: .; ::=·.:·. .:
Thus the
little
children
in Key 19 stand
m.th
one foot
in the
inner circle
or the
fa.iry
ring.
For even this stnge of unfoldment is but preliminnry
to the two which come
o.fter
H, ond are connected with the thirtyfirst
und thirty-second
paths or wisdom., to
in our next lesson •
be discussed
. By this we menn that nlthough
the thirtieth path
does connect with the completion
or
the
Great Work in the production
·of the new
creature II it
represents
rather
the youth
than the maturity
of the liberated
personality.
Here we have something compo.rc.ble to the
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completion
of nn o.irplo.ne.
-It rolls
off the
nnd out to the field
where it
assembly
line,
will
first
be tested.,
t:u"'l.d
,then sent to the
various
missions
of i.mr and peace.
The work
of making ·it 'is ·ended.
Its ~ .v.r.ork is 3.ust
beginning.
:.Even this is indicated
by Key 19,
which
shows 9, number of completion,
as the
active
principle
working through 1., numeral
symbol of beginning.
What follov,s fr Qn this
beginning
we shall
consider
in
our
next
lesson.
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THIRTY-lWO PAlHS OF WISDOM
LESSONSEVEN1EEN
THE TIIIRTY-iIRST path of wisdom is
that of the letter
Shin, symbolized
by Key 29.
It is the second path
proceeding
from Hod.
It joins Hod
to Malkuth, the Sphere of Mercury to
the Sphere .of the Elements,
the
field of intellect
~o that of sensation.
Its name is Perpetual
Intelligence.
,\1\on ·r::m,
saykel temidiy. ·
The adjective
is derived
from 1\on.
tawmeed, signifying
continuance;
o·r
indefinite
extension,
and referring
most often in ancient Hebrew to perpetual
time.
Remember, from the twenty-fourth
to the . thirty-second
path we are
dealing
with powers at work in the
field
of personality.
As we have
explain~d
in the first
lesson of the
MASTERPATTERN,
the Qabalistic
constitution
of man includes
three
great
divisions.
The highest,
and innermost,
comprises
the Divine
Triad,
Kether,
Chokmah and Binah.
These correspond
respectively
to the cosmic SELF,
Yekhidah, to Chaiah, the life-force,
and to Neshamah, the Divine Soul.
and
Reflecting
this Divine Triad,
acting
as mediator
between it and
the outer and lowest triad,
is the
-1-
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Triad
of t~divi~uality,
or Egoic
Triad.
_Its
three
elements
are
Ches~d.
Geburah a~d Tiphareth.
or
memory. volition
and imagination,
focussed
in the single
EGO of all
humanity,
seat~d
in the sixth
SephiTah.
The EGO is the reflection
of Yekhidah in Kether.
Under the control
of the EGO, perEvery personsonality
is evolved.
ality
passes
from the astral
plane
into embodiment by way of birth,
and
is active for a time on ~he physical
plane.
At death the EGO withdraws
its co-ordinating
and cohesiYe
influence from the physical
plane, but
continues
to exert this influence
on
the astral
vehicle
un~il the time
comes for another incarnation.
Here the Western School's
doctrine
is at variance
with later Th~osophical opinions which hold that in due
cours~ the astral
vehicle
is left by
the EGO to disintegrate.
As we have
received
it,
the doctrine
of the
Western School is that this occurs
very
seldom,
and only when the
astral
vehicle
is so seriously
injured by a prolonged
course of evil
action on the physi~al plane that it
is better
for the EGO to afandon the
astral
body, and wait for a suitable
opportunity
to send forth the finer
personal
vehic1es
(desire-body
and
ment a l bc Jy ) in combination
with a
-2-
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newly formed astral
organism.
When
it is what is meant by
this occurs.
obscure
references
in New Testament
teaching
to the 1 '~econd death.''
Even such an apparent
fai1uee
is
not final.
The EGO permits
the as .tral
vehicle
of such a person
to
disintegrate.
but this does not end
the
life
of that
person.
He is
merely temporarily
''out
of circu_lation."
He is like
one who has
a serious
illness.
and must miss a
or so at school.
so that
he
year
loses
touch with his former classmates.
To understand
why such apparent
failures
should
ever occur is difficult.
but there
are many bits
of
Ageless
Wisdom which indicate
that
set-backs
of this
kind do happ~n.
We must bear in mind that the EGO.
though identical
with the Christos.
SELF. Thus
is not the all-perfect
''I
and the Father
are in perfect
~nion.''
is a better
translation
of
Jesus'
declaration
than 'fl and the
Father
are one.''
There is never a
total
failure.
The unique tendency
of the Life-power
which expresses
itself
through
a given
series
of
personal
incarnations
does ultimately find adeq uate manifestation.
We
may rest a ss ured that the destiny
of
every
hu ~~ n being
is the perfect
fulfilment
~ f this unique tendency.
-3-
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Below the Egoic Triad is the triad
of the lower mind, comprisiQg
the
Sephiroth
Netzach,
Hod and Yesod,
and combining
the powers
of the
nature,
the intellect
and t~e
desire
vital
soul.
These powers descend
into the sphere of sensation
and of
physical
. embodiment
through
the
paths of Qoph, Shin and Tav.
The path of Qoph carries . the pownature
into the
ers of the desire
physical
body.
The path of Shin
carries
the powers of intellect.
The path of Tavis
the link between
the vital
soul and its physical
instrument.
Thus the path of Qoph is that
which is chiefly
concerned
with the
corporeal
pattern
and form.
Its opposite,
the thirty-first
path of the
letter
Shin, carries
into the physical organism the influences
descending from Kether through the side of
Gehurah on the Tree, beginning
with
the twelfth
path, which carries
the
Holy Influence
from Kether to Binah,
continuin_g
through
the eighteenth
path
to Geburah,
then descending
through
the twenty-third
path to
Hod, and completing
the line
of
descent by means of the thirty-first
path from Hod to Malkuth.
Thus this
whol e- series
of paths is on the side
of the Tree which has to do with activities
which,
from the ordinary
-4-
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human standpoint,
are concerned
with
the future,
with the elaboration
of
the
consequences
of what
the ONE
SELF knows itself
to be, into
forms
of expression
which make that knowledge manifest
in actual
states
of
realization.
It is for this
reason
that
Tarot
Key 20, corresponding
to the thirtyfirst
path,
is a symbol of a state
of human personality
which is ''future''
for
the
majority
of human
beings.
Not for all,
because
there
are men and women now incarnate
who
state,
and some
have reached
this
who have advanced
beyond
it to more
exalted
spiritual
unfoldment.
Careful
consideration
of the doctrine
we have
developed
in these
lessons
since
we came to the explanation
of the twenty-fourth
path
will
make it clear
that
the Western
School
is not seeking
a way of escape from incarnation.
On the contrary,
it holds
that
the Great
Work
aims at perfected
embodiment,
as one
result
of what Christianity
prays
for
when it
says:
''Thy
kingdom
come, thy will
be done,
on earth . ~s
it is in heaven.''
Note
that
the
last
word of the
text
conc e rnin g the thirty-first
path
is 'I' .iudg ments,''
in this -instance
written
~~'~t?r-, mishpatiham.

-5-
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''their
_ judgments.' ·' The '' revoluare the cycles
tions of the zodiac''
of successive
incarnation.
The form
of their
judgments
is a veiled
reference
to the completion
of the
incarnation
cycle by the_''resurrect ion''
from what St.
Paul calls
''the
body of this death''
(Romans
7:24}.
This
is the
''natural
body,''
the body of sin. dominated
soul. and not yet perby the vital
fected
by the EGO.
Yet this
'' b ody of death''
or
' 'natural
body''
is the seed of the
body, which is finally
spiritual
evolved from it at the completion
of
the creative
process.
What raises
it from corruption
is the spiritual
fir~
which enters
it through
the
channel
of the thirty-first
path.
The angel
in the corresponding
Tarot Key is Gabriel.
wpose name is
from the same root as Geburah,
o~e
Qf the titles
of the fifth
Sepbirah.
Gabriel
is the Divine Presence manifested
as the irresistible
strenith
of volition.
He is the sounder
of
trump,
and Key 20 shows
the last
plainly
that sound is active
in the
process
which raises
the new creature
from the '!'death.''
of the
delusion
of separateness.
The angel here is the EGO. just as
is the angel in Key 14.
Do not be
-6-
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confused by the fact that G~iriel
is
said to be the angel of water.
He
is also
the angel
of the western
quarter
of the heavens.
Thus he is
the angel
of completion.
If you
bear in mind the fact that the Seven
Spirits
are all aspects
of ONE BEING, you will understand
how that
ONE appears,
now as Gabriel,
now as
Raphael, _now as Mi~hael,
and now as
Uriel;
these
being,
respectively,
the angels of the West and water, of
of the South and
the East and air,
fire,
and of the North and earth.
Seven rays extend from the angel's
trumpet,
.to shew that the powers · of
all seven Elohim are combined in the
sound which brings
the resurrected
figures
from their
floating
stone
i~ also
the
coffins.
This_sound
Voice,
and by Greek gematria
the
pr ''sound''
is
word for ''voice''
equivalent
to the Greek for ''the
(exaJ:t,
perfect)
knowledge,''
full
and the Greek for ''Robe
of Adonai.''
The Robe of Adonai
is the
perfeGted
body of ~~e new creature,
and it is because
he has this
new
into the _ perfect
body tha _t he enters
knowledge of his Divine Selfhood.
Un~il this
final
consummation
of
the Great Work, we seem to be directing
it from the field
of intellectual,
self-conscious
awareness.
We concentrate.
We
We make plans.
-7-
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_study and practice.
Yet the final
lib~ration
is a call from above.
It
is not our work. but the operation
of the fiery
Spirit.
Every sage
agre _es_ with every .other as to this.
TI1e Perpetual
Intelligence.
then.
is the spiritual
power which. without a single break in the continuity
of its operation,
works to perfect
every one of its personal
vehicles
by providing
each of them with the
spiritual
body of the new creature.
This is a physical
body, in~arnate
on the physical
plane,
hut it is
freed
from the necessity
for birth
and death.
It begins its final
incarnation
as a natural
body,
but
ends that
incarnation
transmuted
into
the immortal
vehicle
of the
1 iberated
adept.
When this occurs,
the physical
vehicle can be ''laid
down'' and taken
Men and women walk the
up again.
earth today in bodies they have kept
intact
and youthful
for centuries.
Sometimes
they lay them down volun tarily.
Often,
in order
to avoi d
exciting
undue curiosity
by surviving most of their
contemporaries
,
they permit
it to be supposed
tha t
they have died.
Occult records
con but there i s
tain some hints of this,
wise reticense
as to particulars
.
Nor will vulgar
curiosity
ever b e
satisfied
by those who know.
-8-
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What is of greater
importance
is
that you come to understand
that the
Perpetual
Intelligence
is even now
at work within you.
It is even now
preparing
you for bhe event Rictured
by the symbols of Key 20.
Perhaps
that event may seem to you to be far
in the future,
but you will profit
by remembering
that
both ''past''
and•• future''
are terms belonging
to our natural
time-sense,
They are
meaninglrss
to a human being who has
risen
from the . grave of error
into
the light
of the exact
knowledge
9£
which_is
the inevitable
fruition
the
Great
Work whireby
the EGO
brings
its personal
vehicles
to completion
as new creatures.
The thirty-second,
and last,
path
Tav.
of wisdom is that of the letter
symbolized
by Key 21.
It is the
onli
path proceeding
from Yesod.
joining
the Sphere
of the Moon to
the
the Sphere
of the Elementst
field
of the automatic
consciousness
and the vital
soul to the field
of
sensation
and physical
embodiment.
Its name is the Serving,
or _Administrative,
Intelligence,
1Jyl 7~,
saykel
neobed.
In TAROT FUNDAMENTALSyou have
read that the letter-name
1n, Tav,
signifies
''mark,''
or ''signature.''
In the prophecy of Ezekiel,
it has a speeial
meaning,
implyi ng
-9-
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salvation,
for it was a mark set on
the foreheads
of men who were to be
9:4).
saved from death (Ezediel
As a number, the letter-name
Tav
is the second exis 406, and this
tension
from i.
For the theosophic
extension
of 7 is 28, and 406 is the
extension
of 28, - or sum of the num28.
Hence,
in the
bers
from Oto
Hebrew alphavet
Tav may be considered as being the full development
of
what is symbolized by Zain, ~he letter corresponding
to the seventeenth
path of wisdom.
The Tavis
the mark of those who
were to he distinguished
from others
so that they might escape death.
A
signature
is a distinctive
mark,
which renders
valid
a legal
document.
It is a mark of identification,
and in our daily use of signatures
we employ them to establish
clear
di~tinctions
of p~rsonal{~y.
Thus they partake
of the quality
of
discrimination
we associate
with the
Zain, the Disposing
Intelliletter
gence,
and Key 6.
Furthermore,
the
Tarot Key which corresponds
to Tav
arid the . thirty-second
path is nu~bered 21, which number is the extension of the number 6, printed
on the
Key corresponding
to Zain.
These clues
consideration

direct
of the
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path.
as being
in some sense
a development
of ideas
related
to the
seventeenth
path.
If we look at the
diagram
of the Tree of Life.
we see
that
the path
of Zain conducts
the
Holy
Influence
from
Binah.
the
Sphere
of Saturn.
down to Tiphareth,
of the Sun, and seat
of
the Sphere
the EGO.
Thus we may properly
assume that
in the seventeenth
path
there
is a strong
tinge
of the Saturn influence.
This,
of course.
is
a link
connecting
Zain and the seventeenth
path with Tav, which i~ the
special
letter
of Saturn.
Again,
the sign
Gemini,
corresponding
to Zain,
is ruled
by Mercury,
pictured
in Tarot
as the
Magician.
The psychological
activity
of concentration,
leading
to
specialization,
is what the Magician
symbolizes.
This
is a restrictive
activity.
definitely
Saturnine
1n
basic
quality.
Right
discrimination,
pictured
by
Key 6. uses
this
same Saturnine
quality
to make the sharp
distinctions
between
conscious
and ~ubconscious
functions
which are necessary
to the establishment
of balance
in
our personal
manifestations
of these
two modes of consciousness.
· Nor is
we
this
all.
Over and over
again
have pointed
out the occult
dictum
that
"above''
and "within"
are

-11-
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synonyms.
The highest
is the innermost.
Consequently,
the mountain
peak in the background
of Key -6, and
the
angel
·to whom the woman lifts
are both _ symbols
for the
her eyes.
central
Spiritual
Presence.
Union
with
that
Presence
is the goal
of
the path
of spiritual
attainment,
and this
goal is the mountain
peak.
The top of the mountain
is comparable to the single
point
at the apex
of a pyramid,
and this
is the CEN-

TRAL POINT.
Cube of Space,
the CENTRAL
innermost.
This
is the
''Palace
of Holiness
in the midst,''
the Holy Temple
that
stands
at . the
Note that
The Book of Forcenter.
mation
says
this
temple
or palace
corresponds
to Tav. while
the other
double
letters,
those
corresponding
to the directions
Above and Below
and to the four cardinal
points,
are
related
to the planets
and to the
faces
of the cube.
_ In

the

PQINT is

Hence our text
says the Administrative
Intelligence
''directs
al l
the operations
of the seven planets
,
and concurs
therein.''
This centra l
presence
is what is symbolized
in
the Apocalypse
by the ''Lamb.''
The
The
Lamb is the light
of the city.
Lamb, in · union with the Lord God Almighty,
co ns t itu tes the inner _ temple
T he throne
of God and
of the city.
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the Lamb is in the midst of this
crystalline,
golden cube, and from
the throne flows the river of living
water, clear as crystal.
Forget
all your early
religious
training,
and all your later prejudices.
Consider
the symbols carefully,
and you cannot
miss their
true meaning._
For they were taken
the Seer of Patmos from the same
treasure-house
of images which you
also possess,
and which is yours to
use and understand,
·
Remember that
the Holy City is
also called the Bride, and that this
is the specific
Qabalistic
term for
Malkuth, the tenth Sephir~h,
She is
the world-dancer
of Key 21. Her He~
brew name, ~7J, Kallah,
is usually
translated
••bride''
or ''spouse,''
but means literally
••crowned one.••
and is derived
from the r~ot
kall~l,
••complete,
perfect,''
And
the Greek_for
' :'Bride"
is nymphe,
which in Greek gematria
is 998, the
number of Kore Kosmou,
'!Virgin
of
the World.''
'this last is the title
of one of the Greco-Egyptian
occult
books ascribed
to Hermes• and refers
to Isis-Sophia,
the Virgin Bride who
is indicated
in that book as beifig
the revealer
of its instruction.
_ Whether Chris~ian,
Qabalistic,
or
Greco-Egyptian
Gnostic,
all this refers to what is symbolized
by Key

,,J,
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21, namely, the new order of knowing
made possible
by the perfected
body
of an adept.
In tl,is perfected
organism.
the new creature
finds himself
living
in a different
world,
because
he possesses
a different
kind of interior
mechanism for perceiving
that
world.
There
is a
sense
in which
he perceives
the
whole universe
to be continuous
with
and inseparable
from his hody.
Identified
with the Central
Presence,
he sense& directly
th;:it the
entire
universe
is really
his greater body.
This is what is meant by
''cosmic
consciousness.''
Here we are only talking
about it.
We are keenly
aware that no words
of ours can convey the experience
itself.
All we are concerned
to
make you understand
is that this is
a genuine experience.
Testimony for
this is abundant.
It is what Buddha
meant by Nirvana,
and here we may
note that one metaphor Buddha him self employed for Nirvana is identical with that used by the writer
of
the Apocalypse.
Both spoke of the
supreme ftttainment,
the completion
of the Great Work. as the ''Holy
City.''
The foundation
of thi~ city is the
when
vital
soul seated
in Yesod,
that vital
sc~l is impregnated _with
the power of tne EGO. The EGO is
-14-
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the '' .Lamb.''
The EGO is ·the LIGHT.
The EGOis manifested
in the Administrative
Intelligence•
the greatest
of all because it IS the servant
of
al 1.
To know this is the goal of occult
practice
• . The knowledge is incommunicable,
but it is exact
knowledge, the quintessence
of certitude.
Every seer bears
witness
to this;
and every true seer knows h{mself to
be a cosmic servant,
knows himself
to be a participant
in the cosmic
administration.
For the new creature
is concentered
with the Cosmic Heart.
His
perception
of the universe
includes
knowledge of powers hidden from the
gaze of ordinary
genus homo.
This
perception
enables
him to use the
powers
his clear
vision
unveils.
His life
rests
on no "material"
basis.
On the contrary,
he is in
perfect
union with that which is the
spiritual
foundation
of the totality
of physical
existence.
Yet he possesses
no power which is
not just as certainly
present
in the
He has
life
of th~ unenlightened.
gained nothing.
The difference
is
knows what is really
that he really
meant by the saying so familiar
to
''The
Kingdom of
you by hhis time:
Spirit
is e mbodied in my flesh.''
-15-
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We purposely
refrain
from further
vain attempts
to describe
this state
of being.
To those_who approach the
completion
of the Great Work, ·what
we have written
may carry
a faint
intimation
of the glory of the actual
realization.
They may feel
it
vaguely,
but we can hope to accomplish little
more than this.
That every reader
of these words
will
some day knou: what we cannot
fmnal
tell
is certain.
For this
realization
is the ultimate
destiny
''We
of every human personality.
all be changed,''
wrote St.
§hall
Paul.
'•' I, if I be lifted
up, will
draw all men unto me. ''
There can
be no exceptions.
The creative
process is a success
process.
In it
there
is no place for even a single
failure.
We shall be like him, · for
we shall
all
see him, the Divine
Self,
as he truly
is.
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